


Chapter 1:�
Introduction�

First thing first, this assumes that you're all�
familiar with Exalted in both concept and setting.�
I'm not going to bother filling in the fluff beyond a�
few cursory bits here and there. I won't bother�
explaining what Essence, anima, castes, etc. are.�

However, the PDQ side of things may need�
some introduction. Normally I'd encourage you to�
check out the website at�http://atomicsockmonkey.com/�
(In fact, I am encouraging you to!) However in this case�
there's enough modifications to the base system that I'm�
going to be starting from scratch here. The version I'm�
using here is referred to as 'High Powered PDQ'. To�
begin with let me define some terms:�

Terms and Definitions�

Quality:� These are the core of the PDQ system and�
characters (the “Q” in PDQ). A Quality is any notewor-�
thy talent, skill, relationship or resource possessed by�
the character. Just about any positive aspect of a charac-�
ter my be represented by a Quality. Each Quality is�
rated by�Ranks� which determine how effective the�
Quality is in a situation where it might apply (See the�
High-Power PDQ Master Chart for more about the�
Quality Ranks). In addition to providing bonuses in�
relevant situations�Damage� may be assigned to Quali-�
ties which temporarily reduce the Quality’s effective-�
ness. Qualities are not selected from any set list, instead�
each character makes up their own Qualities when they�
create their characters picking a word or short phrase to�
represent the Quality (see character creation in Chapter�
2).�

Flaws:� A Flaw is much like a Quality, a short phrase or�
word chosen by the player. However, instead of repre-�
senting a positive aspect a Flaw is negative: a physical,�
mental or social disadvantage. Flaws are�unranked� and�
damage may not be assigned to Flaws. All players start�

with at least one Flaw, NPCs may have no Flaws or they�
may have several.�

Techniques:� A Technique is a more focused or special-�
ized aspect to a Quality that a character already possess-�
es. They are ‘linked’ to an Existing Quality and�
whenever they become relevant they add a�Boost� to rolls�
using the Quality once per Turn.�

Modifier (MOD)�: Each�Quality Rank� has a Modifier�
(called MOD for short) which determines the bonus�
added to a roll when a Quality is used for a situation.�
When multiple Qualities are used for a single roll the�
sum of the Quality’s MOD’s are added to the roll to�
determine the final roll result.�

Boost:� A Boost is a bonus that can be added by Tech-�
niques, charms or other beneficial effects. A Boost is an�
extra 1d6 added to a roll for a Challenge or Conflict. No�
matter how many Boosts are added to the roll only the�
3 highest die results are kept to determine the final roll�
results. A Boost dice can be exchanged for a flat +1�
bonus instead of being rolled. If a character is receiving�
multiple Boosts to a single roll then these can be split�
between bonus dice or flat bonuses as the character�
wishes.�

Shifts:� These are bonuses or penalties to a character’s�
rolls.�Upshifts� are a positive bonus, adding +2 to the roll�
result for each shift.�Downshifts� are a penalty to a roll,�
reducing the result by 2 for each downshift. When�
multiple shifts (positive or negative) are added to a�
single roll then add the bonuses and penalties together�
to determine the final total for the roll. Shifts are most�
commonly caused by charms or unusual circumstances�
within the game.�

Challenges:� A Challenge is a situation that can be�
quickly resolved with a single roll. It might be a feat of�
strength (like breaking down a door) a long jump, or an�
attempt to create a distraction. Challenges are resolved�



with a roll of 3d6 (adding in the MODs of all�
relevant Qualities) against a Target Number set�
by the GM. There are several varieties of Chal-�
lenge beyond the “Vanilla” version: Combat�
Challenges, Hazards, Opposed Challenges and�
Extended Challenges (see chapter 3).�Note: For�
those who have played normal PDQ before the ‘high-�
powered’ version uses a 3d6 roll rather than a straight�
2d6 roll like the original PDQ system.�

Conflict:� Conflicts are high-drama or high-threat situa-�
tions where the character is actively opposed (either by�
another character or by an external force) and the situa-�
tion is too complex to be settled with just one roll. The�
most common form of Conflict that most characters�
engage in is a Combat Conflict but there are several�
varieties, including social conflicts, chase scenes, mass�
combat, and more. Most Conflicts require no special�
rules beyond the standard, instead the type of Conflict�
can determine what sort of Qualities are appropriate for�
each character to use.�

Difficulty Ranks�:�Difficulty Ranks�are like the Ranks of�
a Quality but they represent the difficulty of a task or�
situation (such as keeping balance on a ledge or break-�
ing down a door). The Difficulty Rank of a challenge is�
the simplest way to determine the Target Number for a�
Challenge. For instance a Master Ranked Challenge�
requires a roll of 17 or higher to succeed. As a general�
rule a character using a Quality of the same Rank as the�
Difficulty Rank will succeed slightly less than half the�
time unless aided by other Qualities or bonuses.�

Damage Ranks�: Damage Ranks are inflicted by a suc-�
cessful attack in a conflict (whether physical or other-�
wise). Damage Ranks are applied to a character’s�
Qualities, with each Damage Rank reducing the Quality�
by one Rank (so two Damage Ranks applied to a Master�
[+6] Rank Quality will reduce it to Good [+2] Rank�
temporarily). Damage Ranks come in two varieties:�
Wound Ranks� represent severe physical damage from�
cuts, broken bones, burns or anything of a similar vari-�
ety, Wound Ranks take time to recover.�Failure Ranks�
are more abstract, possibly representing injured morale,�
weakened willpower, exhaustion, or otherwise less ca-�
pable of continuing in the Conflict. Once Damage�
Ranks reduce a Quality below Poor [-2] Rank that�
Quality is Zeroed Out.�

Zeroing Out:� When a character chooses to reduce a�
Quality below Poor [-2] due to Damage Ranks that�
Quality is Zeroed Out. Once a Quality has Zeroed Out�

then that Quality may no longer be used in that�
Scene and they may take no further Damage�
Ranks to that Quality. Once all of a character’s�
Qualities have been Zeroed Out then they have�
hit�Absolute Zero�. Depending on the nature of�
the conflict the character may be knocked silly,�

socially disgraced, unconscious or otherwise defeated.�
If the character reaches Absolute Zero due to Wound�
Ranks they in a state called�Mostly Dead�.�

 On the next page is the High-Powered PDQ�
Master Chart provides a list of the Quality Ranks that�
players or NPCs may possess along with the bonus or�
penalty that is added to the relevant rolls when the�
Quality applies to a situation. The descriptions provided�
are for things like skills, talents or learned abilities just�
to give an idea of the scale of the ability. For other�
Qualities the scale may be different. For example, pos-�
sessing a Good [+2] Quality related to followers or�
minions might give you a small group of several dozen�
men, while a Master [+6] Quality would be a small�
army of followers!�

In addition to the Master Chart there’s several examples�
of common Difficulty Ranks for different feats or�
stunts.�



High Powered PDQ Master Chart�

Level� As Quality Rank� Modifier (MOD)� As Difficulty Rank� Target Number�

Poor� Notably Inept� -2� Trivial task� 9�

Average� Typical, untrained�
mortal ability�

0� Straightforward�
task, minimal com-�
plexity.�

11�

Good� Above average�
skill, talent or train-�
ing. Average pro-�
fessional�

+2�
Complex task, re-�
quiring attention to�
detail.�

13�

Expert� Exceptional training�
or skill and talent�
combined. Notable�
professional�

+4�
Intricate task which�
requires extreme�
focus or concentra-�
tion�

15�

Master� Certifiable genius�
or long-time expert.�
Highest level of�
mortal ability�

+6�
Exceptionally diffi-�
cult task. Challenge�
for professionals�

17�

Elite� Literally super-hu-�
man levels of skill�
or talent.� +8�

Ridiculously diffi-�
cult, impossible for�
the average person.�

19�

Legendary� Divine level of abil-�
ity or centuries of�
training.� +10�

Extremely difficult�
even for a Master�
in the field. Spawns�
stories and legends.�

21�

Epic� -� -� Truly mythic diffi-�
culty.�

23�

Impossible� -� -� Challenges akin to�
the primordials�
themselves.�

25+�



Difficulty�
Rank [TN]�

Feat of�
Strength�

Marksman�
ship�

Acrobatics and�
Agility�

Learning and�
Lore�

Perception�

Poor [9]� Lift a heavy bar-�
rel. Break a�
plank of wood.�

Hit the broad side�
of a barn�

Walk across a�
crowded room�
without stum-�
bling.�

Recall the name�
of an important�
historical figure�

Spot a well-�
known face in�
a crowded�
room.�

Average�
[11]�

Break down a�
simple door. Lift�
a heavy man�

Hit a man-sized�
target.�

Do a handstand,�
walk across a bal-�
ance beam.�

Recall the fa-�
mous deeds of a�
historical figure�

Overhear a�
conversation in�
a full room.�

Good [13]� Topple a man-�
sized stone stat-�
ue. Shatter a�
steel sword.�

Sever a rope with�
an arrow or�
thrown knife�

Juggle half a�
dozen apples. Run�
across a slippery�
street.�

Recall an ob-�
scure historical�
fact. Memorize�
a book.�

Spot a pick-�
pocket moving�
through a�
crowd�

Expert [15]� Lift a horse,�
break down an�
iron-bound door.�

Hit a bulls eye� Keep balance on�
an icy ledge. Leap�
over a man’s�
head.�

Recite an ob-�
scure epic poem�
from memory.�

Notice a spot�
of blood on a�
man’s sleeve�
as he walks by�

Master [17]� Shatter chains,�
pull iron bars�
from a wall, pull�
a fully laden�
wagon.�

Slice a grape in�
half with a thrown�
knife�

Fight an opponent�
while balancing�
on a tree branch.�

Understand the�
purpose and�
construction of�
a first age de-�
vice.�

Hear a cat�
walking across�
a roof above�
you.�

Elite [19]� Lift a yeddim,�
topple giant�
stone statue.�

Pin a fly to the�
wall with a throw-�
ing needle.�

Leap to the roof�
of a second story�
building.�

Recall detailed�
First Age�
knowledge.�

Identify a�
masked and�
robed man by�
body language.�

Legendary�
[21]�

Break down a�
stone wall. Lift a�
fully loaded�
wagon.�

Clip a single hair�
from a woman’s�
head.�

Engage in combat�
while balancing�
on a tightrope.�

Recall detailed�
events prior to�
the primordial�
war.�

Find a needle�
in a haystack�
in under 5 min-�
utes.�

Epic [23]� Break through a�
castle’s gate.�
Snap a fully�
grown redwood�
in half.�

Perform a Legend-�
ary task from hun-�
dreds of yards�
away�

Juggle flaming�
coals without be-�
ing burned.�

Memorize an�
entire library of�
information in�
less than a day.�

Hear a pin�
drop in the�
next room.�

Impossible�
[25+]�

Pull a stone�
building down.�
Shatter a block�
of unworked�
jade.�

Perform an Epic�
task at night dur-�
ing a rainstorm.�

Engage in combat�
while doing a�
handstand on a�
steel wire.�

Analyse a com-�
plex first age�
device from just�
a burned lump�
of metal.�

Make out a�
conversation in�
the next build-�
ing during a�
thunderstorm.�



Chapter 2:�
Character Creation�

Step 1: Character Concept�

 Step one is basic fluff, your character’s name,�
appearance and a brief description of your character’s�
concept.�

Step 2: Selecting Qualities�

 Each character in PDQ-Exalted starts with sev-�
eral Core Elements. These elements are the bare mini-�
mum for a complete character.�

Caste:�Solars and other Exalted also receive a Caste�
Quality at Good [+2] Rank. The Caste Quality deter-�
mines the effectiveness of an Exalt’s anima abilities,�
their Caste Qualities, and to some degree their level of�
attunement with the nature of their Exaltation.�

Favored Quality:� Select one Quality at Good [+2]�
Rank that is considered a�Favored Quality�. Favored�
Qualities are those that have exceptional importance to�
the character, or something with which they possess�
exceptional talent. Favored Qualities receives the same�
benefits as Caste Qualities, so make sure to choose a�
Favored Quality outside of those covered by your�
Caste.�

Motivation:� One Quality at Good [+2] Rank should be�
chosen related to your Character’s Motivation. For�
Exalted a motivation must be suitably epic in scope, but�
it should still be something that the character can make�
progress towards within the game. When acting in tune�
with your motivation the Quality can provide it’s MOD�
as a bonus but it also serves as a Difficulty Rank for�
attempts to act against your character’s motivation.�

Past:� Select one Quality at Good [+2] Rank related to�
your character’s past or background in some way, usu-�
ally predating their Exaltation. This might be an heir-�

loom, an old mentor, a profession, or a relationship with�
a place or group.�

Flaw�: Each character should also select one Flaw. A�
Flaw is some aspect of a character that has a negative�
impact and provides an opportunity for interesting fail-�
ures or complications. A Flaw might be a physical or�
mental weakness, a duty, habit or just plain bad luck. A�
Flaw may even be a normally “positive” trait that tends�
to get a character into trouble such as compulsive gen-�
erosity or intense loyalty to a cause that might influence�
his actions. If a Flaw must be rolled against (such as in�
a Challenge) then it is treated as Poor [-2] Rank to�
determine it’s effective MOD or Difficulty Rank.�

 In addition to their Core Elements each charac-�
ter also receives 8 Ranks which can be used to improve�
their Core Qualities or to select new Qualities. Each�
Rank spent can improve an existing Quality by one�
Rank (to a maximum of Master [+6]) or purchase a new�
Quality at Good [+2] Rank. It’s important to note which�
Qualities are treated as Caste Qualities (typically by�
marking it with a *).�

Step 3: Essence and Charms�

Each character should record their starting Es-�
sence Rating  (Solars start with a 2). The next step is to�
calculate the Exalt’s essence pools. Each Exalt has two�
essence pools: Personal and Peripheral Essence.�

Peripheral Essence�measures how many motes they�
may channel from the surrounding essence before they�
must dig deeper and draw upon their personal energies.�
It is calculated by multiplying the Exalt’s Essence rat-�
ing by 3 and adding 5 + their Caste Quality MOD.�

Personal Essence� is the wellspring of essence deep�
within the Exalt’s body and soul. It is a vast reserve of�
power but it cannot be called upon without also drawing�



the Exalt’s inner divinity to the surface and�
reveals their true nature. To calculate an Exalt’s�
Personal Essence Pool multiply their Essence�
Rating by 7 and then add 5 + (Caste MOD x2)�
+ (2 x MOD of the highest Quality based on�
willpower or the character’s personality).�

 In addition, each character receives 10 charms.�
Each Charm must be linked to one of a character’s�
existing Qualities and they should mesh thematically�
with that Quality. Charms may only be linked to Quali-�
ties that are integral to the character (those that are�
represented by a character’s personal abilities or skills)�
as opposed to Qualities which are external (those that�
represent things like relationships, allies, equipments or�
status). For example, a character could link a charm to�
a Quality like ‘Leadership’ but not to a Quality like�
‘Personal Cult’. The Quality that a charm is attached to�
is referred to as the Linked Quality for the Charm.�

Step 4: Bonus Points�

 Each character receives bonus points to help�
flesh out their character which can be spent just like�
Experience Points gained later in the game. Any num-�
bers in parenthesis represent the cost for Caste or Fa-�
vored Qualities). Each character receives 20 points.�

Step 5: Finishing Touches�

Now that you’ve worked out all your character’s�
Qualities and abilities you can finish up and write down�
any important background or personal details that�
haven’t been covered by your Qualities already.�
In addition this is when it’s time to select your�
character’s manifestation of the Great Curse. Each man-�

ifestation includes a trigger which will require�
the character to overcome a Challenge related to�
the curse, if they attempt to resist acting in re-�
sponse to the situation. A failed roll means the�
character must act, while a successful roll will�
allow the character to resist acting but they gain�

a point of Limit. Once a character receives 10 points of�
limit then they suffer a limit Break, giving into the�
effect of the curse. When making a Challenge for the�
Great Curse Qualities related to willpower or dedication�
to opposing tasks may be used to add their MOD.�

 Characters may also gain Limit points in other�
ways. Whenever their Anima flares to the 15+ mote�
level the Exalt gains a point of Limit and the first time�
in a scene when a character is forced to Zero Out a�
Quality due to unnatural mental influence.�

 When a character suffers a limit break they�
should immediately reduce their Limit to zero and for a�
period of time they are ruled by their limit Flaw. If the�
player wishes the storyteller may take control of the�
character.�

Sample Flaws�

 These sample flaws aren’t the only options for�
Exalted, the Storyteller and player may work together to�
develop their own flaws.�

Compassionate Martyrdom�
 The Exalted is driven by the need to alleviate the�
suffering of others. When ruled by his flaw the charac-�
ter must act to alleviate the victim’s suffering in the�
most direct way possible, showing no regard for their�
own safety or injury. They will not engage in violence�
unless they’re already in combat, they are attacked�

Improvement� Cost�
Increase permanent Essence Rating by 1� Current Rating x 8�

Increase a Quality by one Rank (to a maximum of�
Master [+6])�

6 (5)�

Increase a Quality by one Rank (to Elite or Epic, only�
possible at Essence 5 or higher)�

8 (7)�

Purchase a new Quality at Good [+2] Rank� 8 (7)�

Purchase a Technique� 2 (1)�

Purchase a Charm� 10 (8)�



directly, or it is the only way to save those they�
see suffering.�

Partial Control:� By overcoming a�
Challenge (TN 19) the character must still pro-�
vide direct aid but they may choose their meth-�
ods more effectively and are not limited to�
avoiding violence.�

Duration:� One Scene (or one day otherwise).�
Limit Break Condition:� The character wit-�

nesses innocents suffering.�

Heart of Tears�
 The Exalt is overwhelmed with grief at the�
horrors of the world. He is forced to do nothing but�
grieve or weep. He is unable to function and typically�
must break off any current combat or projects. If he�
cannot flee he may only attempt defensive reactions (at�
a downshift) and will attempt to flee if possible.�

Partial Control:� The character may attempt a�
TN 19 challenge. With this control he can remain in�
combat and suffers no penalty to his reactions and he�
may attempt attack actions at one downshift. However�
he may still only react to situations, not plan or initiate�
complex actions.�

Duration:� One Scene (maximum of one day).�
Limit Break Condition:� The character wit-�

nesses innocents suffering and cannot aid them.�

Red Rage of Compassion�
 All the suffering the character has seen fills her�
with an unquenchable rage. She immediately attacks the�
most obvious cause, without consideration for herself or�
the situation. Even simple acts such as drawing a�
weapon or speaking are almost impossible. If there is no�
obvious target for her rage she simply expresses her�
rage with random destruction, wandering erratically�
without purpose and smashing whatever looks break-�
able (or anyone who tries to stop her).�

Partial Control:� The character must immedi-�
ately attack any source of suffering but she can control�
herself effectively, choosing weapons and charms or�
even using spells. If there is no immediate target the�
character may choose to direct his anger against a�
source of oppression or suffering that he is aware of�
rather than simple random destruction. This requires a�
TN 19 Challenge.�

Duration:� One scene in combat or 1d6 hours.�
Limit Break Condition:� The character wit-�

nesses innocents suffering without being able to inter-�
vene.�
Deliberate Cruelty�

 The character’s conscious vanishes and be-�
comes willing to use terror or cruelty to accom-�
plish her goals and showing contempt for any�
emotional “weakness”. This imposes a down-�
shift to any social Challenges or Conflicts that�
don’t involve fear or intimidation.�
Partial Control:� By making a TN 17 Challenge�

the character may choose to restrain his cruelty for a�
single Scene in a situation where such cruelty would�
hinder his purposes, negating the penalty to social inter-�
action.�

Duration:� One Full Day.�
Limit Break Condition:� The character is sub-�

jected to severe stress or backed against the wall to�
accomplish their goals.�

Heart of Flint�
 The character’s heart is hardened to all emotion.�
He feels nothing and expresses nothing. He’s not ro-�
botic but his decisions are based purely on efficiency�
and logic and lacking any empathy for others. This�
imposes a downshift to any social rolls based on face-�
to-face interaction or emotional expression.�

Partial Control:� The character may attempt a�
TN 17 Challenge to avoid taking an action that she�
would have a strong emotional aversion to.�

Duration:� One full day.�
Limit Break Condition:� The character is frus-�

trated by foolish or emotional actions in others.�

Ascetic Drive�
 After the Limit Breaks she is driven to seek�
tranquility or purification through meditation. She turns�
her back on worldly affairs no matter how important.�
She may defend herself and attack those who are an�
immediate threat but she will not act to aid her allies or�
other concerns. Even communication with those not�
involved in her meditation is avoided at all costs.�

Partial Control:� With a TN 21 challenge the�
character does not need to retreat from the world or give�
away her possessions but for the duration of the Break�
she will avoid any actions that provide ‘unnecessary’ or�
wasteful comfort (including wearing armor, dressing in�
fine clothes, eating flavorful food, or even making small�
talk).�

Duration:� One full day�
Limit Break Condition:� The character is con-�

fronted by her own human weakness or worldly excess-�
es.�

Contempt of the Virtuous�



 The character loses any respect for the�
faults of others and feels compelled to show�
them a better way of life. They have only dis-�
dain for indulgence or dishonor and will at-�
tempt to intervene, even physically if possible.�
He is likely to engage in lectures or sermons�
(including the use of charms) to convince others to�
destroy or overcome their weaknesses and flaws.�

Partial Control:� By making a TN 17 Challenge�
the character may overcome the urge to lecture or med-�
dle for a Scene. He still holds such things in contempt.�

Duration:� One full day.�
Limit Break Condition:� The self-indulgent or�

intemperate nature of others hinders the character in�
some way.�

Overindulgence�
 The character loses any self-control and com-�
pletely gives in to their desires and lusts. The character�
will indulge in all vices available, using charms or�
spending all their money to provide for their own plea-�
sure, even to the point of harming their own health. He�
may only engage in other activities so long as they can�
do so while also fully indulging.�

Partial Control:� With a TN 19 challenge they�
may perform essential duties at hand. However, in any�
spare moment the character indulges in any vice avail-�
able and is incapable of turning down any pleasure or�
indulgence.�

Duration:� One full day.�
Limit Break Condition:� Being forced to pass�

up some favored pleasure or temptation in order to act�
in a moral or disciplined manner.�

Berserk Anger�
 The character flips out! He attacks anything that�
moves, chasing down those who flee. They attack hos-�
tile targets first but will kill without any compunction�
once all hostile targets are eliminated until there is no�
one left. If unable to attack opponents the character�
simply destroys their surroundings until they find some-�
one new to fight.�

Partial Control:� The character can avoid at-�
tacking allies or anyone he has sworn to protect (or�
whom he has a powerful emotional attachment) and he�
doesn’t need to destroy inanimate objects. This requires�
a TN 19 challenge.�

Duration:� One full scene�
Limit Break Condition:� The character is in-�

sulted or demeaned.�

Foolhardy Contempt�

 The character knows no fear and will eagerly�
engage in dangerous situations without any con-�
sideration for his own safety. He never retreats�
under any circumstances. As a small benefit he�
automatically overcomes any challenges or de-�
fensive reactions related to fear or intimidation.�
Partial Control:� The character remains fearless�

but not without sense. He may retreat or avoid rushing�
heedlessly into combat. However when a situation calls�
for risky actions he makes no attempt to restrain him-�
self. This is a TN 17 challenge to restrain himself for a�
scene.�

Duration:� One full day.�
Limit Break Condition� The character is fight-�

ing against losing odds, is challenged to single combat�
or otherwise has an opportunity to prove her bravery.�



Character creation summary�

Step 1: Character Concept�
 Pick a name, concept and provide any other details you feel necessary.�

Step 2: Qualities�

Select Core Elements�
·� A Caste Quality (Good [+2])�
·� A Favored Quality (Good [+2])�
·� A Motivation (Good [+2])�
·� A Past Quality (Good [+2])�
·� A Flaw�

In addition each character receives 8 additional Quality Ranks to improve their Core Quali-�
ties or to purchase new ones.�

Step 3: Essence and Charms�

 Record Essence Rating (2), Personal Essence Pool ([Essence x3] + Caste MOD +5),�
Peripheral Essence Pool ([Essence x 8] + [2 x Caste MOD] + [2 x the highest personality or�
willpower based MOD] +5). Select 10 charms linked to your Qualities.�

Step 4: Bonus Points�

 Each Exalt receives 20 Bonus Points which can be used to purchase additional Quali-�
ties, Techniques, Charms or to increase Essence.�

Step 5: Finishing Touches�

 Provide description, name, history etc and your Flaw relevant to the Great Curse.�



Chapter 3:�
Castes and Qualities�

Castes and anima effects�

 All Exalts share some inherent powers and abil-�
ities due to the nature of their Exaltation. These are the�
Solar’s:�

·� For a single mote the Solar may cause her caste�
mark to glow brightly for up to a scene.�

·� For a mote the anima of the character can glow�
bright enough to read by for a scene.�

·� Solars always know the precise time of day.�
·� Solars are naturally incredibly resilient. They may�

add their Caste Quality MOD to any rolls to resist�
poisons, disease or the harmful effects of mortal�
thaumaturgy. The MOD also adds to rolls to re-�
cover Wound Ranks.�

 In addition to these natural abilities each Exalt�
has additional powers granted by their Caste. These�
abilities are not charms and may be activated without�
any of the normal restrictions governing charm use.�

Dawn Caste�

 The Dawn's are the war-�
rior caste of the Solars. Gener-�
als, tacticians, soldiers, martial�
artists, gladiators and combat�
sorcerers. They have a legacy of�
incredible martial prowess.�

Anima Banner�: The Dawn Caste are marked�
with a golden sunburst and their anima are bright white�
and pale gold, sometimes tinged with red or violet.�

Caste Qualities�: Qualities related to skill at�
arms (whether with weapons or unarmed) or tactical�
knowledge are treated as Favored by the Dawn Caste�

(Examples: Swordsman, Incredible Shot, General of the�
Sun, Solar Hero Martial Arts, Golden Soldier)�

Anima Effects�: By spending 10 motes the char-�
acter can appear huge and terrifying for the remainder�
of the scene. The character appears fiercer, with burning�
eyes and emanating a tremendous aura of power and�
ferocity. This effect comes into play automatically once�
the Solar spends 11 motes or more of their Personal�
Essence.�
 The sight of the dawn becomes so intimidating�
that just looking at him is a fear-based Hazard (TN 13�
+ The Dawn's Caste Quality MOD + the MOD of any�
Qualities based on intimidation). This Hazard affects�
anyone the first time they see the Dawn while his anima�
power is in effect and inflicts Failure Ranks. Those who�
Zero Out must flee or cower in fear of the Dawn.�

Associations:�The season of spring, the colors�
of saffron and lavender, the Eastern direction, the ele-�
ment of fire, the full moon and the maiden of battles.�

Sobriquets:� Ascending Suns, Children of the�
Dawn, Lightbringers, Bronze Tigers, Swords of Heav-�
en, The Forsaken (derogatory)�

Zenith Caste�

 The Zenith are the priest-�
kings and messiahs of the Solar�
Exalted. They lead the people in�
both times of peace and war,�
providing justice and faith. They�
go forth into the wilderness for visions from the gods�
and defend mortals from creatures of darkness.�
 Anima Banner:�  The Zenith bear large circular�
caste marks of gold and their animas are brilliant white�
or gold.�
  Anima Effect:�The Zenith caste can burn the�
bodies of the fallen for one mote per body. The bodies�



will not rise as a zombie and their souls will�
never rise as hungry ghosts.�
 The Zenith are also protected from and�
may strike down demons and other beings�
cursed by the Sun. By spending 10 motes during�
one of his actions the Zenith can surround him-�
self with the holy fire of the Unconquered Sun, illumi-�
nating the area as though it were noon. This adds the�
character's Caste Quality MOD to physical defence rolls�
against attacks by creatures of darkness and their own�
successful attacks inflict additional damage equal to�
their Caste MOD against creatures of darkness for the�
remainder of the scene. This effect comes into play�
automatically once the Solar spends more than 11 motes�
of peripheral essence.�
  Caste Qualities:�The Zenith excel at surviving�
great hardships and are natural leaders without par. Any�
Qualities related to physical or mental endurance, per-�
sonal morality, or any Qualities related to charisma,�
charm or leadership. (Examples: Iron Body Training,�
Righteous Fury, Unshakable Integrity, Survivalist,�
Leader of Men, Natural Charm)�
  Associations:�The season of summer, the colors�
of gold and cobalt blue, the southern direction, the�
element of earth, the half moon, and the maiden of�
serenity.�
  Sobriquets:�Resplendent Suns, Pillars of the�
Sun, Solar Thunder, Golden Bulls, Hammers of Heav-�
en, The Blasphemers�
  Concepts:�barbarian shaman, wandering monk,�
desert hermit, rebel leader, runaway slave, old man on�
the mountain.�

Twilight caste�

  The Twilight�
caste are the sages, artificers and�
sorcerers of the Solar Exalted.�
They possess a thirst for knowl-�
edge and lore as well as minds�
that  possess incredible ingenuity�
and knowledge.�

Anima Banner:� The caste mark of the twilight�
is a golden circle, with the top half filled in and an�
empty ring on the bottom half. Their anima tend to be�
spectacular colors with bright golds and bright and dark�
reds, purples, and blues.�

Anima Effects:� The Solar may channel their�
essence through their anima to protect themselves from�
danger or magic. The Solar may add their Caste Quality�
MOD to a defensive reaction against either physical�

damage or any sort of magic (whether it inflicts�
physical damage or some other effect). This�
costs 5 motes and it may be added in automati-�
cally once the Solar spends 11 motes or more of�
Peripheral essence.�
Caste Qualities:� The twilights are masters of�

learning and knowledge, as well as the applied use of�
that knowledge. Twilights treat any Qualities based on�
an academic or practical application of knowledge and�
learning: this could include medicine, craftsmanship,�
investigation and especially occult knowledge or tech-�
niques.�

Associations:� The season of autumn, the colors�
of orange and black, the western direction, the element�
of wood, the crescent moon, and the maiden of secrets.�

Sobriquets:� Descending Suns, Children of Twi-�
light, Solar Lightning, Copper Spiders, Arrows of�
Heaven, the Unclean.�

Concepts:� blacksmith, child prodigy, scavenger�
lord, village wise woman, traveler physician, warrior-�
sage, wandering exorcist, spirit diplomat.�

Night Caste�

 The Night Caste were�
created to provide security�
after the Sun sets and when�
danger lurked beyond the�
eyes of the other Solars. No�
wall or door could bar them�
and no secret was safe from�
their eyes and ears. The�
Nights are chosen from those who excel at stealth,�
cunning or trickery.�

Anima Banner:� The Night have caste marks�
that are empty golden rings and their animas are ghostly�
whites and golds, tinged with purple.�
Anima Effects:� The Night Caste has greater control�
over their anima than other Solars. When the Night�
Caste expends Personal Essence they may spend addi-�
tional motes in order to prevent the expenditure from�
adding to the Exalt's anima banner. This does not allow�
the character to mute the essence displays caused by�
sorcery. This adds one to the cost of the charm (for�
Obvious charms the cost of the charm is doubled).�
 In addition the Night may extend a shroud of�
shadow and essence around herself. This costs 10 motes�
and lasts for one scene. This adds the Solar's Caste�
MOD to any attempts to notice or track the Exalted so�
long as the anima is active. Once the Solar spends 11 or�
more motes of Personal essence they become as obvi-�



ous as any other solar but their features are�
obscured by her anima display.�

Caste Qualities:� The nights are masters�
of subtlety and stealth, and also defeating others�
attempts at the same. They treat any Qualities�
related to stealth, concealment, movement, eva-�
sion, larceny or perception as Favored (Examples: Keen�
Senses, Walking Unseen, Acrobat, Evasive Maneuvers,�
Smuggler, Breaking and Entering, Nose for Trouble).�

Associations:� The season of winter, the colors�
of violet and gray, the northern direction, the element�
of water, the new moon, and the maiden of endings.�

Sobriquets:� The Hidden Suns, Concealing�
Shadows, Nightbringers, Iron Wolves, Daggers of�
Heaven, The Wretched.�

Concepts:� Bounty Hunter, Escaped Fugitive,�
Gang Leader, Highwayman, king of thieves, political�
spy, troubleshooter for hire.�

Eclipse Caste�

The Eclipse Caste are those�
who bring unity and order,�
building and merging societ-�
ies and ensuring stability.�
They forge treaties, adminis-�
ter governments, and keep�
society running smoothly.�
The Eclipse are chosen from those who excel at social�
interaction.�

Anima Banner:� Eclipse Caste Solars have a�
golden disc with an inner circle of gold for their caste�
mark. Their animas are brilliant white and gold but�
narrow and flickering, like the corona of the sun during�
an eclipse.�

Anima Effects:� When the Eclipse Caste is a�
member or serves as witness to an oath he may sanctify�
it with his anima. The character must shake hands or�
touch the hands of those who are making the agreement.�
In response his anima burns brightly and anyone who�
breaks the oath including the Exalt suffer a terrible curse.�
 This costs 10 motes and those who break it will�
suffer terrible luck and misfortune. A number of times�
equal to the Exalt's Caste MOD (when he witnessed the�
oath) the oath breaker will horribly botch some critical�
action, always at the worst possible moment�
(determined by the storyteller).�
 In addition the Eclipse are protected by ancient�
pacts with the spirit world, the demon princes and the�
fair folk. Any Eclipse Solar and their companions who�
are on legitimate business with these beings may not be�

attacked without just cause (although they might�
be goaded into attacking themselves, thus nulli-�
fying the oaths). Such creatures must honor the�
rules of hospitality.�
 In addition the Eclipse Caste may learn (with the�
aid of a tutor) the Charms of other Exalts, spirits,�

or the Fair Folk. They must pay double the normal price�
for these charms (16 experience) and the charms cost an�
additional 2 motes to use.�
 Caste Qualities:� The Eclipse treat any Qualities�
related to communication, organization, travel or other�
social skills as Favored. (Examples: Ancient Languag-�
es, Horse Master, Salesman, Bargaining, High-Stakes�
Negotiator, Propaganda Artist, Calligraphy, Sailor).�

Associations:� Calibration, the color silver, the�
center direction, the element of air, the gibbous moon,�
and the maiden of journeys.�

Sobriquets:� The Crowned Suns, Harmonious�
Voices, Solar Winds, Quicksilver Falcons, Quills of�
Heaven, The Deceivers.�

 While this is not meant to be a restrictive list of�
Qualities for the Exalted it will provide some useful�
ideas for Qualities to help emulate the Exalted as well�
as special rules for some of the more unusual Qualities.�

Allies�
 These Qualities represent powerful external in-�
dividuals with a strong loyalty to the character. The�
Rank of the Quality determines how powerful these�
friends are. Each Rank of the Quality grants additional�
Ranks which may be used to add Qualities to the allies.�
It's important to note that the�Ally� Quality and the�
Qualities actually possessed by those allies or followers�
are completely separate after the Quality is purchased.�
Assigning Damage Ranks to an Ally Quality does not�
cause the Ally any injury or disadvantage and the Ally�
may be damaged without affecting the character's Qual-�
ity.�
 An�Ally� is a singular, powerful friend or entity.�
They might be a fellow Exalt, a friendly deity or some�
other potent individual. When he selects this Quality�
the player gets a chance to design the Ally. First they�
should select the character's Core Qualities (Past, Mo-�
tivation, and Favored Quality) at Good [+2] Rank. If�
the Ally is roughly as powerful (in terms of essence�
and charms) as a starting Celestial Exalt then they re-�
ceive a number of additional Quality Ranks equal to (3�
x MOD of the Ally Quality). Allies roughly as power-�



ful as a Dragon-blood, elementals or minor�
spirits receive (5 x MOD) in Ranks to purchase�
Qualities.�
 Although Allies represent close friends�
or mentors they are still separate individuals and�
they tend to have their own goals and ambitions�
so they will not simply tag along on the character's�
adventures. When designing the ally come up with an�
idea of their goals and whereabouts. Once per story a�
character can try and introduce his Ally into the mix by�
making a check using his Ally Quality against a TN�
based on how unlikely the Ally would be to involve�
themselves. (for instance, the TN is likely to be Master�
or higher if the Ally is a ghost-hunter who haunts the�
northern wastes and the character is currently cam-�
paigning against an army of the Fair Folk in the deepest�
Southern deserts). The Ally Quality also represents the�
strength of the relationship between the character and�
his Ally.�

Artifact�
 An Artifact Quality represents a powerful mys-�
tical object. They come in many varieties and forms. All�
artifacts require attunement to use. Typically in order to�
attune an artifact a character must expend enough expe-�
rience to purchase the artifact as a Quality and commit�
(MOD x2) Motes of essence to the artifact (x3 for�
artifacts of the wrong material). If an exalt does not�
have the experience to purchase the Artifact as a Quality�
then they may still attempt to force attunement (this is a�
roll using their Caste Quality against a TN determined�
by the artifact's Rank), this forced attunement costs�
twice the normal essence and only lasts for a scene (but�
it's a good way to handle 'plot artifacts' or artifacts that�
Exalts doesn't want to pay for but still wants to keep in�
reserve).�
 See Chapter 7 for more information on Artifacts.�

Cult�
  This represents the dedicated worship of a large�
group of mortals. This is distinct from a Quality like�
Followers�, who have dedicated their lives to following�
the character and serving him. A Cult represents a much�
larger group and while they worship and honor him they�
have their own lives (much in the same way not all�
members of the Immaculate Order go to the monastery).�
If you want to have an army of dedicated cultists willing�
to lay down their lives for their “god” then you should�
take both a�Cult� and�Followers� Quality.�
  The�Cult� Quality improves essence recover and�
also provides additional essence. The Exalt gains addi-�

tional peripheral Essence equal to the Cult MOD�
and additional Personal Essence equal to twice�
the Cult MOD. In addition you can add the�
MOD of the Quality to the amount of essence�
you regain every hour.�

Familiar�
 The�Familiar� Quality represents a loyal pet who�

has formed a special connection to the Exalt through an�
essence bond. Familiars can range in size from a cat or�
bird all the way up to a massive creature like a tyrant�
lizard. Familiars have their own Qualities, receiving a�
number of Quality Ranks equal to three times the MOD�
of the�Familiar�Quality. Familiars are much weaker�
than Allies since they are at the Exalt's side whenever�
possible.�

Followers�
 This Quality represents a large group of loyal�
servants, assistants, warriors, or acolytes. The Solar's�
Followers are a group with a Magnitude Rank the same�
as the Rank of the Solar's�Follower's� Quality. In addi-�
tion, the group gets a number of additional Ranks equal�
to the�Follower� Quality MOD�.�If the Solar would rather�
have a smaller, more elite group they may reduce the�
Magnitude Quality by a rank to purchase 2 additional�
Ranks for other Qualities.�
  Followers are always exceptionally loyal, using�
the Solar's�Follower's� Quality Rank to indicate their�
relationship. The downside of Followers is that their�
needs must be met. Usually this requires the Solar�
have a wealth or resources related Quality at a rank�
equal to the Follower's Magnitude score.�

Manse�
The�Manse� Quality represents not only a powerful�
source of essence but the Exalt's access to a mystical�
fortress. First and foremost a manse improves a charac-�
ter's essence regeneration. While within the manse itself�

Essence Link�

 Essence Link  is a special Familiar-only Quality.�
The familiar has absorbed enough of their master's�
essence that they can serve as repositories of es-�
sence for their master. They can 'store' an additional�
number of motes equal to twice the Qualities MOD�
which is available so long as the familiar and mas-�
ter are in physical contact (spending this essence is�
just like spending Peripheral Essence.�



an attuned character regains additional essence�
every hour equal to (MOD x4). Manses also�
produce Hearthstones which can be worn next to�
the exalts skin or placed within an artifact the�
Exalt is attuned to (this Quality comes with a�
minor artifact whose only purposes is to channel�
essence from a hearthstone if the player wishes). The�
hearthstone provides a lesser, but still impressive,�
source of essence (MOD x2 every hour).�
 The Manse itself is a structure with it's own�
Qualities: a Manse Quality at the same rank as the�
character's Quality and a number of additional Quality�
ranks equal to the character's�Manse�MOD x2. These�
Qualities can include built in First Age or artifact-level�
features (although they should never be portable).�

Motivation: [X]�
Motivation� is one a character's Core Elements,�

and it should represent the most important drive or goal�
of the character. Players should come up with a word or�
phrase that explains their goals. If a situation or task�
relates�directly� to the character's pursuit of their Motiva-�
tion (and the GM agrees) it may be used in addition to�
any other Qualities relevant to the task.�
 If the character is involved in a situation that�
represents potential 'completion' of their motivation�
(For example if a character's motivation is 'Liberate�
Thorns' then a duel with the Mask of Winters could be�
suitable) then they can 'burn' their Motivation Quality�
and receive a bonus of double their Motivation MOD to�
all relevant rolls throughout the Scene! However,�
whether they succeed or fail then they must discard their�

current motivation and select a new one at Good�
[+2] Rank.�

Essence�

 Essence is one of the most important traits in�
Exalted. As an energy, Essence is life, breath, power—�
the essential, all-pervading animating energy of Cre-�
ation. As a trait, the Essence rating describes the size of�
a being’s spirit and the magical power of its soul. The�
higher the trait goes, the more powerful the soul is. In�
addition, beings who can use their life-energy to per-�
form miracles have more power with which to do so the�
higher their Essence goes. As it is used by magical�
beings, Essence is divided into “motes”— logically and�
magically indivisible units of power used to power�
effects. A character generally has many more motes of�
Essence than dots of the Essence trait.�

For this game I have switched the concept of�
Personal and Peripheral Essence. This is purely to�
better fit my view of how Essence operates so please�
feel free to ignore this change as it has no mechanical�
relevancy what so ever.�
 Peripheral essence represents Essence the solar�
may draw from their anima, their aura, which has been�
gathered from the environment around them. Once this�
'cloud' of essence surrounding the Solar has been ex-�
hausted they must draw from their own inner reserves�
which are much greater, their Personal Essence. The�
downside is that Personal Essence has melded inextrica-�
bly with the Solar's own Solar essence and when it is�

Optional Rules: The Virtues�
 In PDQ-Exalted I've removed the emphasis on the four virtues to allow for more variability by�
freely selecting Qualities.�
 However, some people might feel that the four Virtues are too big a part of the setting to remove.�
To add virtue rules (similar to those in the original Exalted game) try the following:�

As part of their Core Elements each character must select one of the four Virtues as a Good [+2]�
Quality: Conviction, Compassion, Valor, or Temperance. Characters�may� choose to make one of the�
Virtues their Flaw.�
The character's Core virtue may be raised using additional Quality Ranks or Experience like any other�
Quality, and they apply in game much like any other Quality (temperance to resist temptation, valor to�
behave courageously). When taking an action in a situation that resonates with the Virtue they may be�
downshifted until the end of the scene to add their Quality MOD to the roll.�
 The downside of Virtues is that they must be resisted if the character attempts to act against them.�
If the character has not taken the virtue as a Quality the TN to resist is Average [11], if the Virtue is the�
character's Flaw then it's easy to resist [TN 9].�



used it's power shines forth for all to see, causing�
the Solar's anima to ignite and revealing their�
divine nature to all. The exact effect is detailed�
on the sidebar to the right.�

Regaining Essence�

 Essence returns slowly once it is spent. If the�
Exalt is exerting himself (engaging in any kind of�
physical conflict, hiking, forced march or manual labor)�
then he can regain no motes. If he's at ease (taking no�
significant physical activity, social or mental conflicts�
are allowed) then he recovers 4 motes per hour. When�
he's completely relaxed then he recovers 8 motes per�
hour.  Peripheral essence regenerates first then once the�
peripheral pool is full the character may restore Per-�
sonal essence.�

Motes of�
Personal�
Essence�

 Effect�

1-3� The character’s caste mark glitters�
and is partially visible (TN 11 to�
notice). This may last as much as�
an hour.�

4-7� The character’s caste mark burns�
and will shine through anything�
placed over�

8-10� The character is surrounded by an�
aura bright enough to read by and�
her caste mark is as bright as the�
sun. Stealth is impossible against�
anything that can see.�

11-15� The character is engulfed in a bon-�
fire of essence and they’re visible�
from miles.�Optional:� In addition�
the character receives an upshift to�
all Caste Qualities they possess for�
the rest of the scene and gains a�
point of Limit.�

16+� The character is surrounded by a�
burning image totemic to her per-�
sonality or character. This effect�
fades on any action the character is�
not actively using Essence but re-�
turns if the character uses Personal�
essence again.�



Chapter 4:�
Challenges and�

Conflicts�

  Whenever a character is called upon to perform�
a task the GM will determine if the task is a�Challenge�
or a�Conflict�. This decision is usually based on matters�
of drama, pacing and danger (although some charms or�
other abilities have specific effects as far as initiating�
Challenges or Conflicts).�
  A�Challenge�is typically a low-drama, low-�
threat (at least relatively) task that can (or must) be�
quickly resolved in a single roll. A Challenge might be�
a roll to resist an environmental hazard or danger,�
perform a simple task, or low-drama social interaction.�
  A�Conflict� is a high-intensity or high-threat�
situation that has to be resolved using several rolls. This�
might be actual fight against dangerous foes or an�
abstract representation of some other intense situation:�
a debate, a chase scene, or even a war.�

 Although�Challenges� are not as intense or risky�
as�Conflicts� they aren't for trivial tasks. This is Exalted�
and if you're turning something like breaking down a�
wooden door or climbing a tree into a Challenge then�
you'd better spice it up a bit (climbing up a tree�
shouldn't be a challenge, but running up one with your�
hands bound might be). Most Challenges should in-�
volve some sort of obstacle or opposition that's simple�
enough to handle with one roll (you either succeed or�
you don't) and usually a failure should only involve�
low-level of risk (A Challenge generally shouldn't be�
the difference between life and death, but a failure�
might lead to a life-or-death situation).�

Difficulty Ranks� are like Quality Ranks for�
things, tasks or situations: shifting a boulder, picking a�

lock, sneaking past guards and so on. The Difficulty�
Rank shows how challenging the situation or task is.�
  The GM looks at the�High Powered PDQ Mas-�
ter Chart� and sets the Difficulty Rank of the task.  The�
number in brackets following the Difficulty Rank is the�
Target Number� (or TN)-this is the number the character�
must match or beat to overcome the task. The Target�
Number may be set by the Qualities of other character's�
involved in the task (The character was bound by an�
enemy NPC with the Quality Good [+2] Bounty Hunter,�
making the TN to slip free of his ropes 13) or simply a�
measure of the complexity or difficulty of a task (The�
GM concludes that flinging a dagger dead center in a�
bullseye while hanging bound and gagged is an Elite�
[TN 19] Challenge).�
 The PC should first describe what they're at-�
tempting and how. Not only does this determine what�
Qualities and Techniques apply to the roll but depend-�
ing on how creative and cool the narration is the charac-�
ter may earn Boosts from Stunt Dice (see pg. 25) as well�
as additional Essence.�

If the result is lower than the TN, the player�
should narrate how the PC failed in the task.� The GM�
may then tweak the details of the failure slightly, if�
necessary, or accepts the player's description as is. Keep�
in mind that a failure doesn't necessarily mean the PC�
bungled. The characters are Exalted after all and while�
everyone makes stupid mistakes it should be rare indeed�
for the Chosen. It could easily be the fault of some�
change in the environment or the arrival of a new factor�
in the situation. For example a character attempting to�
sneak past a group of guards doesn't need to slip and fall�
or step on a twig to fail, perhaps some animal in the�
bushes squawks just as he moves past...or perhaps he�
bumps into some other rogue sneaking through the�
shadows themselves.�

If the result is equal or higher than the TN, the�
player narrates how his PC succeeded at the task�. The�



GM then tweaks the details of the PC's success�
slightly if need be, or accepts the player's de-�
scription as is.�
 If the player is having trouble coming up�
with interesting descriptions of ways to fail or�
succeed they can take suggestions from the�
other players, and the GM can help out too. If the player�
prefers (or the plot calls for it, especially if the GM�
needs to reveal hidden or secret information) the GM�
may take the reins and describe how the character�
succeeds or fails.�

Hazards�
   A�Hazard� is a challenge that poses a potential�
threat to life and limb, mental stability or otherwise�
inflicting a permanent or temporary disadvantage�
within a Scene. Leaping over a pit of flames is a Hazard�
Challenge, so is running through a cloud of burning acid�
or enduring a wide variety of charms or sorcery. A�
Hazard is handled like a normal Challenge but if the�
character fails the challenge they suffer Damage Ranks�
(whether the damage is Failure or Wound Ranks de-�
pends on the nature of the Hazard. Depending on the�
Hazard characters may have to make multiple rolls over�
the course of several rounds if they cannot escape the�
danger or neutralize the threat.�
 For example: Within the bowels of a broken�
Manse the characters are battling the ghost of the an-�
cient Solar who ruled here but all the while dangerous�
essence flares arc from damaged geomantic channels or�
Orichalcum rods. This is a Hazard [TN 15] that each�
character must attempt to resist at the start of their turn�
or suffer Damage Ranks from Essence burns.�

Opposed Challenge�

   Challenges normally represent the character's�
struggle against passive forces or obstacles. They op-�
pose the character but usually simply by their nature or�
without being aware of it. A squad of guardsman loung-�
ing around the corner represent a Challenge-worthy�
obstacle to the Night Caste assassin trying to sneak into�
the castle but they aren't actively attempting to oppose�
him (in other words, they aren't scanning the darkness,�
listening carefully, or otherwise 'on alert') however if�
the same Night Caste has successfully murdered his�
victim he must now get away unseen, this might involve�
remaining hidden while guards scour the grounds of the�
castle, searching high and low.�
 A Challenge should still be relatively low-�
drama and low-threat. If those guards were Dragon-�

Blooded or other potent enemies then this�
should probably be considered a Conflict, but�
the worst a few human minions could do is a�
minor fight or sounding an alarm (leading to a�
Conflict), so it's just an opposed Challenge.�
Other situations might be too simple, too dull or�

too quick to play out as a conflict such as arm-wrestling�
matches, drinking contests, or a friendly game of cards�
or Gateway. However, these all still qualify as Opposed�
Challenges since both participants are active forces�
within the Challenge.�
 In an Opposed Challenge rather than rolling�
against a set TN, both characters involved roll 3d6 and�
add any relevant MODs. Whoever ends up with the�
highest result is victorious, if the result is a tie then the�
challenge is a deadlock and the participants should�
re-roll to see who wins.�

Combat Challenges�

 In the midst of combat there's a lot more going�
on than endlessly chopping at one another with huge�
swords. The abstract nature of PDQ allows many differ-�
ent Qualities to come into play during a Conflict but�
sometimes they don't always merit serving as an 'attack'.�
Combat Challenges allow character's to use their abili-�
ties against others in combat in ways other than simple�
attack or defence.�
  At their most basic Combat Challenges are at-�
tempts to put your opponent at a disadvantage using one�
or more of your Qualities. It might be a cutting insult, a�
terrifying battle cry or just showing off. A Combat�
Challenge is an�Action� in combat to make an�Opposed�
Challenge�where both characters roll 3d6 plus their�
relevant MODs. The loser suffers 1 Failure Rank, if the�
challenge targeted one of the loser's Flaws then they�
suffer 3 Failure Ranks instead!�
 For example: Wicked Violet is battling a hulk-�
ing war-ghost clad in soulsteel chains and wielding a�
blade with the skill of an ancient hero...she's got a�
dagger. So instead of trying to take her opponent on�
face to face she decides to make use of her Expert [+4]�
Acrobatics ability, leaping under her opponent's guard�
and onto his back. This is an opposed roll 3d6 + her�
Acrobatic's MOD of 4 and her opponent's roll of 2d6�
(unfortunately he doesn't have any Qualities that help�
out here). If she wins she inflicts a Failure Rank on her�
enemy, but if he wins he'll likely toss her to the ground�
as a prelude for a finishing blow.�
 Combat Challenges can be used for additional�
maneuvers to give combat extra depth as well. These�



require exceptional successes the winner not�
only has to win, but he has to win succeed by a�
margin greater than the MOD of his opponent's�
highest relevant Quality! Here's some ideas.�

Face-Off�: Before combat between two�
opponents begins, they can opt for a Face Off�
rather than a traditional initiative roll. This involves�
sizing the enemy up and an exchange of steely glares (or�
insults or what have you) to unnerve the opponent and�
force them to make a critical error. The winner of the�
Combat Challenge has initiative for the combat and if�
he has an exceptional success then on the first round his�
opponent's rolls are automatically penalized by one�
downshift. (this is in addition to the Failure Rank)�

Disarm:� If an opponent succeeds at the Combat�
Challenge with a margin of success greater than his�
opponent's relevant combat-skill Quality he can disarm�
his opponent until he has an opportunity to retrieve his�
weapon (how difficult this is depends on the nature of�
the Conflict).�

Breaking or Changing Conflicts:� Sometimes�
you're faced with a situation you normally just can't�
succeed in. This option is useful to change the tone and�
purpose of a Conflict or to break away entirely. (see pg.�
28)�

Grab:� Whether using wresting maneuvers, bo-�
las or even tentacles this Combat Challenge can be used�
to limit or restrict an opponent. With a successful Com-�
bat Challenge which has a margin of success greater�

than the opponent's relevant Quality the Chal-�
lenger may get hold of the victim until they win�
an opposed Challenge against the grappler. The�
grappled victim suffers restrictions to how they�
may describe their actions until they break free�
or their opponent Zeroes Out.�

Conflicts� are situations that are fun to play out in�
detail (combat, chases, wars, or political maneuvering)�
which involve important people, important things, or�
extreme risks.�
 Conflicts are about more than just the success or�
failure of a single maneuver or action. It's an active�
contest, a back and forth between two or more charac-�
ters or forces. The actual activities in a Conflict depend�
on the theme: in hand to hand combat it might be slicing�
up your opponent, evading attacks or exhausting and�
out-maneuvering him. But in a conflict of political�
intrigue it might involve building support, spreading�
rumors, or giving speeches. Other examples might be�
evading the Wyld Hunt or  traveling through the deserts�
of the South.�

Conflicts are handled in Turns. A turn is not a�
set unit of time, instead it's a period of time sufficient�
for all characters in the Conflict to take one Action (and�
to cover their opponent's reactions).�

 Taken as individuals, extras should never be a significant threat to an Exalt. They're the faceless�
guardsmen, the man on the street, or the faces in a mob. Here's a couple of options for handling extras.�

Simple Extras:� Each Extra is given only a single Quality with a Rank that determines their effective-�
ness. The vast majority of Extras are Average [0] or Good [+2]. Give them a Quality which represents their�
function in the story (such as an Average [0] Innkeeper or a trio of Good [+2] Guardsmen who stand watch at�
the town gates). More impressive Extras might exist but they should be rare, above average but still not impor-�
tant enough to qualify as true challenges to Exalts or Heroic Mortals (a Realm Legionnaire might be Expert�
[+4] while the ninja squad of an ancient monastery might be Master [+6]). The Extra's Quality determines the�
MOD or Difficulty Rank with interacting with the Extra (if the situation wouldn't fall under the normal range�
of the Quality then treat the extra as Average [0]). In Conflict situations Extras Zero Out from even a single�
Wound or Failure Rank.�

Extra Groups:� When you want to be able to deal with large groups of extras quickly but don't want to�
deal with Mass Combat. Treat each group of extras as a single character, with a single Extra Quality (as�
above). Each extra beyond the first provides the group with a Boost to actions where they work together (such�
as surrounding an opponent in combat, or fending off an attack). The entire group acts a single character for�
the purposes of both actions and reactions. Each Damage Rank inflicted by an attack on the group Zeroes Out�
a single Extra in the group. Use this rule if you want to throw lots of extras at your players, and have them get�
taken down quickly and easily.�



 When a Conflict situation begins charac-�
ters must determine�Initiative�as part of the first�
turn. If it's obvious who would act first in a�
Conflict situation (usually when one or more�
individuals in the Conflict initiate the Conflict�
without other participants being aware) then�
simply set the turn order at it's most logical. Otherwise�
initiative can be handled by having everyone involved�
roll 3d6 (plus relevant Qualities) and for the remainder�
of the Conflict they act in that order.�

Each character goes in turn taking an�action�
against another character's (defender's)�reaction�. Nor-�
mally each character receives a single action as part of�
their turn in a Conflict (although see Multiple Actions�
in the sidebar below) but they may make any number of�
reactions.�
 The attacker describes how he is going to at-�
tempt to harm, disadvantage, or wear down his oppo-�
nent (as appropriate to the Conflict). If the description�
is exceptional then the player may receive Boosts from�
Stunts (see pg. 24). In turn, the defender has a�reaction�
where they describe how they attempt to counter, avoid�
or shake off the opponent's attack (the reaction should�
not serve as an attack: “I stab him in the face before he�
can hit me” is not a valid reaction, unless using a Charm�
for just such a purpose). Just like the attacker, an oppo-�
nent's description determines which Qualities are rele-�
vant for the attack and may net the defender Stunt�
Boosts.�
 Both the attacker and the defender roll 3d6 and�
adding the relevant bonuses from Boosts and Qualities.�
If the defender's result was higher then their defense�
was successful and the attacker inflicts no damage. If�
the attacker succeeds then he's inflicted�Damage� to the�
defender (PCs always win ties against NPCs, inflicting�

just 1 Damage Rank. Ties between two PCs�
mean nothing happens).�
 With that the turn is over and the charac-�
ter with the next highest Initiative has their turn�
to act and take action against another's reaction�
(note: there's no limit to the number of reactions�

a character can take in a turn and no penalty for multiple�
reactions).�
 After all characters have performed an action,�
the Turn ends.�

Conflict Options�

 The following rules are additional options char-�
acters may take advantage of during their actions in a�
Conflict. They will see the most use in physical Con-�
flicts but they can be used in any Conflict situation.�

Flipping Out�

 By sacrificing offensive abilities for caution or�
safety, the character may add an upshift to any attack�
action in a Conflict but in exchange they suffer a�
downshift to any reactions until their next turn.�

Playing It Cagey�

 Keeping a tight defence can protect a character�
but limits their options offensively. By accepting a�
downshift to any actions they take on their Turn a�
character receives an upshift to all defensive reactions�
(those made in response to an attack by another char-�
acter).�

Using Multiple Qualities and Teamwork�
 The rules for�Challenges� and�Conflicts� call for you to use the MOD of a Quality relevant to the situation�
at hand, but what if you have more than one? For example, a Solar warrior with the Qualities Expert [+4] Solar�
Hero Martial Arts and Master [+6] Brute Strength could argue that both apply to rolls made to punch, smash or�
wrestle opponents in hand to hand combat. In cases like this characters may add the MOD of all relevant Qualities�
together to find the total that would be added to the roll (so if the example Solar wanted to knock out an opponent�
in combat, he would roll 3d6+10!). Each Quality is still separate however, so things like charms apply to their�
Qualities individually. If the example Solar had a Solar Excellency for both Qualities would have to choose which�
Quality he was boosting and the maximum number of upshifts would be based only on that Quality (although with�
a combo he could spend essence to boost both together).�
 What about multiple characters who want to work together, for example making a coordinated attack or�
working together to move a great weight. In such situations the character with the highest applicable MOD makes�
a roll, adding one Boost for each ally aiding in the attempt. Even allies without  relevant listed Qualities can help�
out if the GM feels they would be able to make a contribution (even someone of Average [0] strength can help�
push a rock for example).�



Multiple Actions�

  In one turn characters are normally lim-�
ited to a single action. By accepting one or more�
downshifts to all their rolls for the rest of the�
turn (this includes any reactions they make) a�
character may make multiple actions at once (there's no�
upper limit to how many actions a character can take,�
beyond practical concerns). The player must declare�
how many actions they are taking when their initiative�
rank comes up for the turn and each action beyond the�
first inflicts a downshift to�all� actions until the start of�
their next turn.�

Damage�

 If a character fails at a Challenge or a Hazard�
Conflict they are likely to take damage. Damage can�
take many forms, it represents a loss of capability to�
continue a task, a loss of resources: physical, mental,�
emotional, or spiritual. In PDQ-Exalted this is repre-�
sented by a temporary reduction to the character's as-�
signed Qualities.�
 The player suffering the Damage always se-�
lects which of his Qualities take damage and damage�
may be divided freely among multiple Qualities. Each�
Damage Rank assigned to a Quality reduces the Qual-�
ity by one Rank (from Expert [+4] to Good [+2], Good�
[+2] to Average [0], etc). If the character is forced to�
use the Quality that has taken damage before that dam-�
age has been recovered then they must use the current�
Rank.�
 In a�Challenge� damage is equal to the differ-�
ence between the roll result and the Target Number of�
the Challenge. In a�Conflict� Damage is equal to the�
difference between the roll result of a successful attack�
and the failing defender. There are two main types of�
damage�Failure Ranks� and�Wound Ranks� the type of�
damage depends on the situation. It is possible for a�
character to suffer both types in the course of a Con-�
flict. They both have the same consequences as far as�
reducing a Quality Rank, but they are regained by the�
character at different rates.�

Failure Ranks�

 Failure Ranks represent damage that is impor-�
tant primarily within the scene itself but not lasting once�
the Conflict ends. In physical challenges Failure Ranks�
might represent fatigue, fear, loss of will to fight, or just�
being beaten up (damage from unarmed attacks is typi-�

cally Failure Ranks). Failure Ranks are the stan-�
dard form of damage for mental, social or�
economic challenges, once the Conflict ends�
they do not hinder a character in other Conflicts.�
At the end of a Conflict Scene�all� Failure Ranks�
are recovered.�

Wound Ranks�

 Wound Ranks are common in physical Chal-�
lenges or Conflicts, they represent those injuries that�
have the potential to inflict lasting harm on a character�
(burns, sword cuts, falling off a cliff, or being shot with�
an arrow). Most any affect that can inflict physical�
injury to a character cause him to accrue Wound Ranks�
(other than 'soft' injuries such as being punched or�
wrestled to the ground).�

At the end of a Conflict scene character's recover some�
of their Wound Ranks.�

Zeroing Out�

  When a character is forced to reduce a Quality�
below Poor [-2] Rank they must�Zero Out� that Quality.�
A Zeroed Out Quality can no longer be used for rolls or�
to absorb more damage. After a character has Zeroed�
Out all of his Qualities he has hit�Absolute Zero� and he�
can no longer participate in the Conflict (in physical�
Conflicts where the character has suffered Wound�
Ranks this is referred to as being�Mostly Dead�).�

Absolute Zero�

 A character who has hit Absolute Zero cannot�
participate further in the Conflict, he might surrender,�
fall unconscious, or he simply can't get anyone to listen�
to him (depending on the nature of the conflict). Once�
the conflict ends those who have hit Absolute Zero are�
at the mercy of the victor.�

Recovering From Damage�

  Once a scene ends those who have suffered�
Damage will recover lost Ranks.�Failure Ranks�recover�
completely at the end of the Conflict Scene and all�
affected Qualities return to the original Ranks.�Wound�
Ranks� do not recover so completely though. At the end�
of any significant Scene (including the Conflict Scene�
where the character suffered damage) each player rolls�
1d6 to determine the number of Ranks their characters�



recover. Each player may select which Qualities�
are restored. No further Wound Ranks are re-�
covered until the end of the next scene or an-�
other Quality or Charm comes into play to�
recover additional Qualities.�

Recovery Scenes�

 Once per in-game day a character (or ally) may�
dictate a scene detailing time spent resting and recover-�
ing from injury or hardship. This allows them to recover�
1d6 Wound Ranks (plus the MOD of any relevant�
Quality used in the scene). Damage is still recovered at�
the end of other Scenes like normal (so a character who�
is active in the game will actually recover faster than�
one who does nothing) but Recovery Scenes provide a�
way to handle recovery when there's significant periods�
of time between important Scenes.�

Mostly Dead Recovery�

  When reduced to Absolute Zero in a Conflict�
which doesn't present a threat to their life (such as a�
social or political Conflict) characters recover like nor-�
mal (although they may have to deal with the conse-�
quences of losing the Conflict). However, if reduced to�
Absolute Zero when in a life-or-death conflict the char-�
acter is�Mostly Dead� and they do not use the normal�
recovery rules (so it doesn't make a difference how�
many Damage Ranks came from Failure Ranks or�
Wound Ranks, so long as at least some are due to�
Wounds). Exalts are hardy enough that they are at no�
risk of death unless they are faced by an active threat�
but even for them recovery is slow. They recover no�
Damage Ranks at the end of the Scene where they�
became Mostly Dead and only a single Rank at the end�
of each scene beyond that (including Recovery Scenes)�
which must be used to bring a Quality to Poor [-2] Rank�
from Zeroed Out. Once all Qualities have been brought�
back to Poor [-2] then normal recovery may begin.�



Chapter 5:�
Exalted Systems�

 In the last few chapters we covered the core�
concepts and systems in PDQ, now we'll see how to�
apply those to Exalted.�

 Like Exalted, PDQ runs mostly on narrative�
time. Some things are still measured in minutes, hours,�
or days but for narrative purposes there are three impor-�
tant segments:�Turns, Scenes, and Stories�.�
  A�Turn�is used in Conflicts and it is the amount�
of time it takes for all characters involved in the Con-�
flict to take an action and any appropriate reactions.�
Each turn is over once each character's action and re-�
sulting reactions have been resolved and then the next�
turn starts. The actual in-game duration of a Turn var-�
ies depending on the nature of the Conflict. In a fist�
fight a turn might last less than ten seconds, in a war it�
might last for a minute, and in a political struggle each�
turn might last days.�
  A�Scene� is however long it takes for a distinct�
set of actions or an important event to take place. A�

Scene might be a fight, a conversation, a party or time�
spent traveling. The amount of time covered is vari-�
able, just like Turns, and may be as short as a 10 min-�
ute brawl or as long as a 12 hour arcane ritual.�
  A�Story�is a complete narrative arc, usually�
ending once a primary goal (and possibly some sub-�
plots) have been accomplished. Stories generally cover�
several sessions of game time and may have lasting�
consequences throughout the entire game.�

 Although Exalted expresses ranges and dis-�
tances in terms of yards, the PDQ system is more�
abstract when it comes to range. In a few cases (mostly�
when precise dimensions are important) you may see�
some areas or distances expressed in yards but for the�
most part distance or area is expressed abstractly.�

  Ranges in PDQ are typically expressed in the�
terms you see on the Distance Chart (Near, Far, etc.).�
When used for�movement� the distance chart provides�
the Difficulty Rank for an action to close one Rank�

Term� Distance� Difficulty Rank� Example Ranges�

Close� 1-2 yards� --� You can punch it�

Near� 3-5 yards� Poor [9]� You can run up and�
punch it�

Middling� 5-20 yards� Good [13]� Throwing weapons and�
firewands�

Far� 20-150 yards� Master [17]� Bows and artifact thrown�
weapons�

Too Far� 150-300 yards� Epic [21]� Artifact bows and mortal�
siege weapons�

Extreme� 300-600� Legendary [23]� Artifact siege engines�

Out of Sight� 600+ yards� Legendary [25]� Perfect Attacks�



(moving from Far to Middling Range for exam-�
ple). When used for�Range�it can be used to�
determine the effective range of a weapon or�
power.�

 This is not meant to be an exhaustive list of�
situations and rules for Exalted PDQ, instead it provides�
some simple rules for common situations and a good�
guideline for handling the wide variety of situations that�
might come up.�

Physical Situations�

Movement (Challenge)�

 In most fist fights it's not important to determine�
just how far or how fast a character can move. If combat�
wouldn't be enhanced by a detailed description of�
movement then don't worry about it. However, in a lot�
of situations it's important to know how far away char-�
acters are and how quickly they might be able to close�
with one another (such as when a group of character's�
are under fire from an Abyssal sniper hundreds of yards�
away). As part of their action within a physical Conflict�
a character may attempt to close the distance between�
them and another character. This is treated as a�Chal-�
lenge� against the TN indicated in the Distance Chart to�
reduce the distance between themselves and their desti-�
nation by one step. Closing more than one rank of�

distance adds the MOD of the next Rank to the�
TN (so, closing from Far to Middling is a TN 17�
roll, closing from Far to Near is TN 19).�

Breaking Things (Challenge)�

 The important thing to remember when dealing�
with objects and the environment is the difference be-�
tween�scenery�and�obstacles�. Scenery is there to provide�
a description of the environment and useful fodder for�
stunts. Scenery is only as durable as the players and the�
GM wish it to be. If a player wants to smash through the�
wall of a room with a punch or cut down a tree when he�
slashes at an enemy with a diaklave this should not only�
be fine but encouraged (in the form of stunts).�

Obstacles� are inanimate objects that are meant�
to pose a significant challenge to the Exalted or are�
important enough that they can't simply be smashed�
without effort. Objects that are worth treating as obsta-�
cles should be given a Quality based on their durability�
(this is Poor [-2] for delicate or complex devices, Aver-�
age [0] for most everyday tools, Good [+2] for objects�
meant to stand up to punishment like weapons or doors,�
Expert [+4] to Master [+6] for things built specifically�
for durability like walls or vaults. Artifacts are usually�
Elite or Epic). Damage inflicted to an object is divided�
by an amount based on the material it is constructed�
from: normal damage for wood or weaker materials,�
half damage for stone, one quarter for steel, or one tenth�
for objects crafted of the magical materials, malfean�
brass, adamantine, or similar materials).�

Stunts�

 Just like Exalted, PDQ-Exalted provides players with bonuses for describing their character's actions in�
a cool, flavorful manner. Stunts provide Boosts to the roll the player describes. The number of Boost dice�
provided depends on the 'cool factor' of the stunt.�

One Die Stunts� require a good description of an action, beyond the minimal degree of “I smack him with�
a sword”. One-die stunts should provide details on the “how” or “why” of an action and/or an interesting�
description of the action's results.�

Two-Die Stunts� usually require that the character interact with the environment in an interesting or no-�
ticeable fashion. This could involve taking advantage of the scenery the storyteller has already provided or�
inventing plausible environmental details themselves to compliment the action. Any details 'edited' by the�
player shouldn't contradict the storyteller's description and he may veto additions that seem inappropriate.�

Three-Die Stunts� are incredible acts of epic greatness and amazing description. You know them when�
you hear them.�
 In addition to the  bonus Boosts provided by the stunts characters also gain motes of essence equal to�
twice the stunt bonus. For three-die stunts a character may opt to sacrifice the bonus essence for an experience�
point.�



 The same rules could be used for damag-�
ing structures (anything much larger than a hut�
or small building) but structures can generally�
not be attacked in normal hand to hand combat�
without charms, siege weapons, great size, or�
unless the attacker is somehow ideally posi-�
tioned to destroy the structure (such as smashing a�
geomantic weak point in a manse). Characters might�
attack portions of a structure (smashing down a door or�
breaking through a wall) but it generally will not affect�
the integrity of the structure.�

Mass Combat (Conflict)�

Time Scale:� One turn typically equals one minute al-�
though this may vary.�

  Sometimes combat approaches a scale that's�
simply too great to handle with personal combat. Mass�
Combat is a Conflict between�Units� of several individu-�
als (and sometimes exceptional single  opponent's).�
Each Mass Combat Unit should be given Qualities as�
though they were individual characters. A Unit made�
entirely (or mostly) of identical individuals should have�
the same Qualities as the individuals that make up the�
unit (although units are never considered Extras). For�
example a Wyld barbarian might have the Qualities�
Horrific Appearance, Bestial Strength, Just Won't Die,�
and Savage Fury, and a unit of 100 of these barbarians�
will have the same Qualities at the same Rank. Addi-�
tional Qualities might be assigned to cover additional�
groups or equipment the unit has access to (for instance�
the wyld barbarians might have a small group of ranged�
fighters, giving them the Good [+2] Archery Quality).�
Each unit is treated as a single character for the pur-�
poses of Conflict, acting together on their initiative and�
reacting to other unit's attacks.�
 However, in addition to their own Qualities each�
unit receives a Quality based on the number of individ-�
uals within the unit called Magnitude. The Magnitude�
Quality has several uses. It applies in any situation�
where a large number of people working together would�
be helpful (construction, attack and defense in physical�
combat, resisting social influence, etc). In addition the�
Magnitude Quality may be downshifted a rank to ignore�
damage similar to an Armor(+) Quality, reducing dam-�
age from an attack by three times the MOD of the�
Quality. This reduction represents losses of troops ei-�
ther due to fleeing or simply dying in large quantities.�
Finally, units of a larger magnitude have significant�
advantages against units of a smaller Magnitude, for�

each Rank of difference between two units the�
larger unit receives a Boost to offensive or de-�
fensive maneuvers. For example, an Expert [+4]�
Magnitude swarm of barbarians would receive�
two Boosts when engaging a tiny Fang (Average�
[0] Magnitude) of Realm troops.�

Leadership�

 The rules above represent troops without a lead-�
er, or troops whose leader is an Extra or otherwise�
unexceptional. A mob of peasants, a horde of unor-�
ganised barbarians, or a group of soldiers led by a�
useless nobleman are all examples of unled troops.�
However, important characters (Exalts, heroic mortals�
or other significant characters) may take direct com-�
mand of a unit loyal to them. In this case, treat the leader�
and his unit as a single character with the Qualities of�
both the leader and the unit. When damage is applied to�
the unit the leader may divide the damage as he wishes�
between his Qualities and the Qualities of his unit.�
When led by an exceptional general even a tiny group�
can be deadly.�
 If the leader possesses charms that enhance or�
modify his own attacks he may use them to benefit the�
actions of a unit under his leadership. The effects of the�
charm do not apply directly to the troops under his�
command (a Charm like Iron Skin Concentration does�
not give the unit super-hard skin, but it will allow the�
Exalt who uses it to leap in front of his own men and�
drive off attackers without worry about himself) but�
they still benefit the unit and leader as though they were�
a single character. Some charms may or may not be�
appropriate for use in this case (for example, a perfect�
defense save the leader from a mile-wide Essence ex-�

Magnitude�
Rank�

Number of�
Troops�

Equivalent�

Poor [-2]� 10 or less� Solo or small�
group�

Average [0]� 10-25� Fang�

Good [+2]� 25-100� Scale�

Expert [+4]� 100-400� Talon�

Master [+6]� 400-1000� Wing�

Elite [+8]� 1000-3000� Dragon�

Epic [+10]� 3000-10000� Legion�



plosion but it can't stop it from wiping out his�
troops), so it's ultimately up to the GM what is�
and isn't appropriate for mass combat. Sorcery�
(and some other charms) might require that the�
leader act as a solo unit for a round, forcing his�
unit to act separately until the next turn.�
 Attacking leaders (or other individuals within�
the group who might be sheltered by a larger group) is�
difficult. Those who are fighting on the front line or�
directly in the thick of battle can use their unit's Magni-�
tude or other defensive Qualities, adding them to their�
own defensive rolls, but any damage that gets through�
is dealt directly to the leader's Qualities and cannot be�
assigned to unit Qualities. Those who are more shel-�
tered have less options for aiding their unit directly but�
they do double the MOD of the unit's Magnitude Qual-�
ity for purposes of defense. This assumes physical�
attacks that can be interfered with or hindered by the�
unit (soldiers getting in the way, pushing their leader�
out of harm's way or simply interfering with line of�
sight), but some sorcery or charms might ignore this�
completely, at the GM's discretion.�

Social Situations�

Social Combat (Conflict)�

 Social conflicts can take a variety of forms but�
typically it involves using connections, influence, or�
personal charisma to achieve a goal through personal�
interaction or influence in a large group. Typical Social�
Combat has a specific goal for one or all parties in-�
volved (for example: make the Scarlet Empire's ambas-�
sador embarrass themselves by losing their temper).�
Particularly impressive or difficult goals might apply�
downshifts to the character's rolls (such as getting the�
ambassador mad enough to declare war, which might�
inflict one or more downshifts). If a character hits�
Absolute Zero in social combat the victor can make a�
declaration as to the results so long as it isn't dramati-�
cally beyond the stakes declared at the start of the�
Conflict.�

Natural Mental Influence�

 Normal Social Conflict is typically short term.�
A character could cause an embarrassing outburst or�
provoke someone into a rash course of action but it's not�
suitable for dramatic changes to an opponent's way of�
thinking or long-term goals. With normal social conflict�

you might convince an immaculate monk not to�
call the Wyld Hunt on a circle of Solars just this�
once (and even then only if there's a compelling�
reason not to), but in order to convince the monk�
to revoke his vows and follow the Solar's cause�
requires�Mental Influence.�With a successful�

mental influence Conflict character's motivations and�
values may be changed (including changing Qualities�
related to loyalty, beliefs, values, motivations, etc. This�
cannot reduce or increase these Qualities but it can alter�
them), deeply held beliefs may be shattered or even�
causing someone to fall in love with you.�
  The limitation of natural mental influence is that�
each 'Turn' takes a full Scene of game time. If neither�
character hits Absolute Zero (or breaks off the conflict)�
then keep track of Failure Ranks inflicted and which�
Qualities they have been applied to and make a new�
attack at the end of the next Scene of interaction. Failure�
Ranks for such conflicts should�only� be kept track of for�
this (or closely related) conflict and they do not recover�
until the official end of the conflict. For example, the�
Solar Black Petal Fury has been trying to persuade the�
general of a city to betray and rebel against his king.�
Each Scene they spend together (during which Fury�
attempts to influence him) counts as a single Turn. After�
several Scenes both Fury and the general have suffered�
several Failure Ranks when an immaculate monk bursts�
into the room where they have been trysting. During the�
physical conflict that follows neither Fury nor the gen-�
eral suffer any penalty due to the failure Ranks they�
have suffered and they also do not wipe those failure�
ranks out after the physical conflict ends.�

Unnatural Mental Influence�

 Unnatural Mental Influence can be used just like�
mental influence to attempt to force it's victims to act in�
ways that are normally unthinkable or change their�
beliefs or views, but unlike natural mental influence the�
Conflict occurs within the space of a single Scene or�
even during another Conflict. The other difference is�
that the Failure Ranks lost due to Unnatural Mental�
influence are more debilitating since they represent the�
erosion of the target's will and drive by magic, they�
affect the character normally in other situations. For�
example, if Black Petal Fury used a custom charm to�
attempt to force the immaculate monk to to stop fight-�
ing and talk with her it would be Unnatural Mental�
Influence allowing her to attempt the influence multiple�
times within a single Scene (as often as she's willing to�
use the charm) and if the monk suffers Failure Ranks�



from the influence those Ranks will hinder�
whatever Qualities he assigns them to.�

Buying and Selling Things�
(Challenge)�

 Purchasing goods and services is handled ab-�
stractly with PDQ and Exalted. A purchase is given a�
Rank by the GM based on it's value and rarity. To�
obtain the item the player should make a Challenge roll�
using any relevant qualities related to bargaining, re-�
sources or connections to obtain the item. The Ranks�
below assume that the object is available on the open�
market and not too difficult to track down. If the object�
is uncommon in the area it's usually worth an downshift�
on the player's roll, two downshifts in the case of ex-�
ceedingly rare or illegal items. Exceptional versions of�
an item are usually an additional two Ranks higher.�
 Although character's may use other qualities to�
aid their resource Challenges they still face a hard limit�
based on their actual wealth. If they do not have tempo-�
rary wealth (wealth or value based props) or a wealth-�

based Quality at least a rank below the desired�
object the roll automatically fails (unless unnat-�
ural mental influence or other powers are used�
to force someone to give it to them). A silver-�
tongued beggar with just a few coppers might�
somehow bargain his way into a long sword but�

he'll never be able to afford a horse or a home. When a�
purchase is made of the same Rank or higher the char-�
acter must sacrifice the temporary wealth prop being�
used to purchase the item, or take a Damage Rank to�
their wealth-based Quality which does not recover until�
the character has had a chance to access their income�
again.�

Switching or Escaping Conflicts�

 In general, a Conflict operates within a certain�
sets of goals and parameters which determine what�
Qualities and actions are appropriate for the Conflict.�
However, sometimes characters in a conflict  want to�
alter how the Conflict operates. Sometimes this is sim-�
ple and requires nothing beyond stating a desire to�

Rank� Wealth� Goods� Temporary Wealth�

Poor [9]� A beggar or peasant farmer� A loaf of bread� A handful of copper coins�

Average [11]� A craftsman or average sol-�
dier�

A decent sword, set of�
tools, a fine meal for a fam-�
ily.�

Half a bit or a koku note�

Good [13]� A master craftsman, man of�
means. Officers.�

Suit of armor, a horse, a�
simple home. Common�
jewelry�

An Obol�

Expert [15]� Landed noble, minor royal-�
ty, highly ranked Guilds-�
man�

A fine home, royal robes or�
jewelry. Skilled slave.�

A shekel�

Master [17]� Wealth of a small kingdom�
or merchant prince�

A yacht, month of a merce-�
nary company’s service. A�
small estate.�

A bar�

Elite [19]� Income of a mid-sized�
kingdom or a noble family.�

Construction of a manse or�
significant artifact. Outfit�
and raise a small army.�

A bar�

Epic [21]� The wealth of an entire dy-�
nastic family�

Construction of a magitech�
artifact or warstrider.�

A talent�

Legendary [23]� --� Construction of a city built�
around first age geomancy.�

--�

Impossible [25]� --� Construction of a scale of�
warstriders.�

--�



engage in a different form of Conflict. For ex-�
ample, a character involved in an argument (a�
social conflict) could decide simply to belt one�
of his fellow debaters in the face, transforming�
the situation into a physical Conflict. Likewise�
a character being chased through the forest by�
pursuers could choose to stand and fight (switching to a�
different form of physical Conflict).�
 However, sometimes it's not so easy, for in-�
stance someone in hand to hand combat may want to�
break away and flee through the woods (transforming�
the conflict from a 'fight scene' to a 'chase scene'). This�
requires a Combat Challenge using the appropriate�
Qualities which must succeed by a margin equal to the�
MOD of the opponent's highest relevant Quality (treat�
Average [0] Qualities as a 1 and Poor as a zero)�
 Example: The Night Caste Flowery Sobriquet is�
battling a dragon-blooded warrior. She isn't nearly as�
skilled in hand to hand combat so she's already losing�
badly. Rather than keep up the fight she decides she'll�
try a different tactic. Flowery Sobriquet's player an-�
nounces she'll throw her broken sword to the ground,�
whip out her knives and charge the dragonblood�
screaming..then attempt to leap over his head into the�
the tree branches and run away, bounding from branch�
to branch. The intent of this maneuver is to change the�
terms of the encounter, rather than fighting hand to�
hand it will become a chase between the two. Flowery�
Sobriquet is quite acrobatic (Expert [+4] Speedy Es-�
capes and Good [+2] Running and Jumping) and she's�
willing to pump it up with excellencies so she rolls a 19,�
her opponent is wearing heavy armor which helped�
during the fight but hinders him here and he's got no�
particular speed based Qualities, he rolls a 5. This is�
more than enough to give the Night Caste control of  the�
situation. She bounds off and a new turn starts (the GM�
has them roll initiative again but rules that this still�
counts as the same scene for purposes of recovering�
Wound or Failure Ranks). At the start of the Turn our�
Solar heroine opts to 'attack' by attempting to escape�
using those same Qualities as before to put as much�
distance as possible between her and her foe�
(alternatively she might have tried using stealth to�
avoid detection, or even tried setting traps for her�
opponent if she wanted a more permanent solution)�
forcing the dragon-blooded to 'defend' with Qualities�
related to speed or athleticism.�



Chapter 6:�
Charms, Combos and�

sorcery�
 Charms are supernatural techniques for channel-�
ing Essence into specific forms and methods to enhance�
aspects of an Exalt's body or mind to superhuman�
levels. The charms provided here are those specifically�
for the Solar Exalted, although all Exalted and most�
other supernatural creatures have charms of their own�
and some are presented in the antagonist's chapter (pg.�
xx). The charms of the Solars derive from Solar essence�
and their own heroic spirit so they cannot learn the�
charms of other beings (with the exception of the�
Eclipse Caste) and vice versa.�

Charms and Combos�

  Solars and other charm-users may use a number�
of charms in a single turn equal to the Exalt's Permanent�
Essence (Note: This is a major change from the original�
Exalted system), however they are limited to a single�
charm per action or reaction. Taking downshifts to�
make multiple actions each turn counts as a single�
action for purposes of using charms (although by pay-�
ing the essence cost for each action, the same charm�
may be used repeatedly within a single Turn).�
 Example: Bloody Vengeful Tortoise, who has�
Essence 2, is fighting a squad of assassins. Acting first�
in the round he uses Fire And Stones Strike to cleave�
one opponent in twain. On the assassin's turn one of�
them takes a cut at Bloody Vengeful Tortoise and he�
uses the Solar Counterattack charm to strike back at the�
attacker. He cannot use Fire And Stones Strike with his�
counterattack (that would be using more than one�
charm in a single action or reaction), nor would he be�
able to use his Solar Excellency to defend against a�
third opponent's attack (since that would be using more�
than his Essence in charms that turn) although he could�
use another instance of Solar Counterattack.�

 Exalted can combine multiple charms into Com-�
bos, allowing them to create incredibly potent attacks�
and defenses using multiple charms at once. (see pg. Xx)�

Charms and Qualities�

 When a charm is selected it must be assigned to�
a specific Quality the character possesses at at least�
Good [+2] Rank or higher. The Quality is referred to as�
the Linked Quality and the nature of the Quality deter-�
mines what type of Charms are appropriate to link to the�
Quality. Each charm may be assigned to only one Qual-�
ity but there's no upper limit to the number of Charms�
that may be linked to a given Qualities.�
 In order to link Charms to a quality the Quality�
must be an 'internal' Quality. This means it must repre-�
sent some aspect of the Solar's mind, body, skills or�
attitude that does not rely on specific external forces,�
objects or groups. For example the Qualities Sword-�
master, No One's Slave, Iron Body Training, Running�
and Jumping, or Force of Personality all represent�
valid 'internal' Qualities. Examples of inappropriate�
Qualities would be King of Chiar, Manse of the Black�
Pearl, Respected Throughout the Hundred Kingdoms,�
and Incredible Wealth.�

Charm Presentation and Rules�

 Since Qualities are flexible and create from�
scratch by the player's it's impossible to assign specific�
charms to specific Qualities. Instead, charms are as-�
signed to general categories within the scope of the�
Solar Castes (charms dealing with war and combat for�
instance are listed for the Dawn Caste). These are not�
necessarily meant to be utterly restrictive and interest-�
ing Qualities might actually involve Charms picked�
from several categories.�



Charm Tiers and Prerequisites�

 For simplicity's sake the old prerequi-�
site system is no longer in affect for charms,�
instead there's a simpler system using 'charm�
tiers' to determine the power and prerequisites�
of a charm. First, before a character may pur-�
chase any other Charms for a given Quality he must�
possess the Solar Excellency for the Quality, the most�
basic level of competence in manipulating Essence for�
that Quality. For other, more complex, Charms the�
character must meet the requirements for the charm's�
tier.�

·�Tier One Charms:� Minimum Rank of Good [+2]�
in the Linked Quality and Essence 2. These charms�
are barely more complex than the Excellency and�
usually involve feats a mortal might accomplish�
(although with much greater ease and less risk).�

·�Tier Two Charms:� Minimum Rank of Expert [+4]�
and Essence 3. These charms usually involve the�
direct manipulation or manifestation of Essence�
and are usually capable of performing obviously�
supernatural feats. In order to use Tier Two charms�
characters must know at least one Tier One charm�
linked to the Quality.�

·�Tier Three Charms:� Minimum Rank of Master�
[+6] and Essence 4. These charms involve massive�
or incredibly precise expenditures of Essence to�
perform incredible feats. In order to select a Tier�
Three charm you must know at least four lower�
Tier charms (at least one of which must be Tier�
Two) for the same Quality.�

·�Tier Four Charms:�Minimum Rank of Master�
[+6] and Essence 5. These are the charms of the lost�
First Age and embody the Solar’s roles as lords of�
creation. To use a Tier Four charm you must know�
at least 7 lower Tier charms (one of which must be�
Tier Three) for the same Quality.�

Obvious Charms�

 Charms marked with an * are considered Obvi-�
ous. This means that any observers can tell that a Charm�
(or other supernatural ability) and can usually get a�
rough idea of the effect. If the charm is permanent then�
it is only obvious when the charm is in active use.�

Duration�

 Charms have a listed duration which may be�
listed in terms of 'game time' (days, minutes, hours) or�

within game time (such as Scenes or Turns).�
Indefinite Charms last until the solar ends the�
effect or until some condition causes the charm�
to end. Instant Charms last only as long as the�
action they enhance (typically the span of a�
single roll).�
 Charms with a duration longer than in-�

stant require the Exalt to commit the essence spent to�
activate the charm, meaning that this essence cannot be�
regained until the charm ends. Sorcery is an exception,�
motes spent on spells are not committed unless the spell�
explicitly states so.�

General charms�

Tier One�

Solar Excellency�
Cost: 2m/upshift�
Duration: Instantaneous�
 This is the most basic charm Solar's can use,�
enhancing their already impressive abilities through�
raw essence. This charm allows the Solar to purchase�
additional upshifts to rolls using the Linked Quality.�
Each upshift costs 2 motes and Solars may not add more�
upshifts than the MOD of the linked Quality (so a Solar�
with Expert [+4] Righteous could purchase up to four�
upshifts for a single roll).�

Tier Two�

Infinite Solar Mastery�
Cost: 5m+�
Duration: One Scene�
 For every 5 motes committed to this charm the�
cost of the Solar Excellency for the Linked Quality by�
2 motes to a minimum of 0.�

Tier Three�

Essence Flow�
Cost: --�
Duration: Instant (permanent)�
 The Solar may use the Solar Excellency for the�
linked Charm without it counting as Charm use, allow-�
ing it to be used during the same action or reaction as�
another charm without making it part of a combo or if�
the Solar has already used the maximum number of�
different charms possible that Turn.�



dawn�

Archery and Ranged Com-�
bat�

Tier One�

There is No Wind�
Cost: 3m or 5m�
Duration: Instant�
 Make a single attack roll, ignoring all penalties�
except those caused by Damage Ranks, multiple ac-�
tions, or Playing Cagey. Shots may be fired at targets up�
to one Rank beyond the weapon's normal range and�
they suffer no penalty. If the Solar is at least Essence 3�
they may spend 5 motes instead to target anyone they�
can see at no penalty.�

Forceful Arrow*�
Cost: 2m�
Duration: instant�
   If the attack hits (even if damage is negated by�
a charm or armor) the target is knocked back and off�
their feet unless the target can beat a Challenge with a�
TN equal to the original result of the attack.�

Trance of Unhesitating Speed*�
Cost: 2m per attack�
Duration: instant�
 The Solar may make an additional attack per 2�
motes spent without extra action penalties (to a maxi-�
mum of Essence +1).�

Flashing Vengeance Draw�
Cost: 1m�
Duration: Instant�
 If used on the first turn of combat or before�
combat has been initiated the solar may automatically�
act first, instantly drawing and readying their weapon.�
If more than one character uses charms like this then the�
one with the highest (Essence +MOD) acts first, ties�
broken by a roll.�

Essence Arrow Attack*�
Cost: 2m�
Duration: instant�
 This charm increases the damage on any suc-�
cessful attack by an amount equal to the Solar’s perma-�

nent Essence and the Solar may select one of�
the following effects when he selects the charm.�

·� Fire Arrow Attack: The arrow ignites�
mid-flight and may ignite flammable materials�
as it strikes.�

·� Dazzling Flare: The arrow glows with�
holy fire or sunlight. The light is incredibly�

bright, enough to see for miles and miles and inflicts�
additional damage to creatures of darkness equal to�
the attacker’s Essence.�

·� Righteous Judgment Arrow: This costs an addi-�
tional mote but adds 1d6 Damage Ranks on a success-�
ful attack.�

 Pick one feature when you select the charm and�
additional features can be purchased at the cost of 1�
experience point.�

Phantom Arrow Technique*�
Cost: -- (1m/attack)�
Duration: instant (permanent)�
 The solar is empowered to create ammunition�
from raw essence. This can be used only with bows or�
other weapons that fire projectiles. Each arrow created�
in this way costs one mote but this is not considered�
charm use.�

Tier Two�

Accuracy Without Distance*�
Cost: 3m�
Duration: instant�
 This charm creates a perfect attack. The attack�
is rolled as normal but the attack automatically succeeds�
by a margin of at least the attacker's Permanent Essence�
(even if the attack would normally fail or have a lower�
margin of success). This also can be used to automati-�
cally succeed at an applicable Challenge regardless of�
the Target Number.�

Arrow Storm Technique�*�
Cost: 10m�
Duration: instant�
 The solar may make a number of separate at-�
tacks equal to their Essence x3. Each attack must be�
made against different targets with the exception of�
extremely large objects (buildings, giant statues, etc) or�
mass combat units.�

Summoning the Loyal Bow*�
Cost: 1m�
Duration: Indefinite�



 The solar may banish a bow or other�
ranged weapon that he owns and has used to�
inflict damage in battle. The bow is sent else-�
where which commits the essence spent on the�
charm. The Solar may draw the weapon from�
elsewhere at any point during his action, end-�
ing the charm. If the Solar cancels the essence�
committed the bow manifests in his hand or falls to the�
ground if he could not hold it.�

Immaculate Golden Bow*�
Cost: 7m�
Duration: One Scene�
 The Solar may form their essence into a power-�
ful bow, crossbow, or firewand. The Golden Bow, no�
matter what it's form is considered an artifact for pur-�
poses of range, inflicts additional damage on a success-�
ful attack equal to the Solar's essence and adds a number�
of Boosts equal to the Solar's essence to the archer's�
attack roll.�

Rain of Feathered Death*�
Cost: 6m or 10m per duplicate�
Duration: instant�

 This charm creates duplicates of the Solar's�
arrow or other weapon for a single attack against a�
target. The attack affects only one target but the attack�
is determined by the result of a single attack or defense�
roll. However each attack inflicts damage separately. If�
the charm is used with any sort of special, damage�
enhancing ammunition or in combo with a charm that�
increases the damage of the weapon then the cost in-�
creases to 12m per duplicate.�

Tier Three�

Inexhaustible Bolts of Solar Fire*�
Cost: 10m�
Duration: One Scene�
 For the remainder of the scene the solar may�
create arrows from essence (similar to phantom arrow�
technique) at no additional cost. Ammunition created�
by this charm inflicts an additional Damage Rank on a�
successful attack and will never harm someone the�
Solar does not wish to hurt.�

Hand to Hand Combat�

Tier One�

Hungry Tiger Technique�
Cost: 1m�
Duration: instant�
 The Exalt doubles the normal damage�
bonus from a mundane weapon and adds an�
upshift to damage when using an artifact Qual-�
ity or mystically created weapons (such as the�

spell Spirit Sword).�

Fire and Stones Strike�
Cost: 1m per rank�
Duration: instant�
 Every mote spent for this charm adds an addi-�
tional Damage Rank to a successful hand-to-hand at-�
tack. The Solar may not spend more motes at once than�
his Linked Quality MOD.�

Peony Blossom Attack�
Cost: 2m per attack�
Duration: instant�
 Make multiple attacks with no multiple action�
penalty. Each attack costs 2 motes (including the first)�
up to a maximum of (Essence +1) attacks. This charm�
does not remove the penalty for actions other than at-�
tacks.�

Call the Blade*�
Cost: 1m�
Duration: indefinite�
 The Solar can call a weapon he owns so long as�
it is no greater than Far distance and it will fly to the�
Solar’s hand.�

Summoning the Loyal Steel*�
Cost: 1m�
Duration: indefinite�
 Identical to the ranged weapon version but it�
affects hand-to-hand weaponry instead.�

Iron Raptor Technique*�
Cost: 2 or 4m�
Duration: instant�
 The Solar can hurl a melee weapon which flies�
through the air and returns to it’s master. The weapon�
is treated like a ranged attack but using Qualities asso-�
ciated with hand-to-hand combat and, hit or miss, the�
weapon returns. For purposes of what Qualities would�
be appropriate consider this a normal hand-to-hand�
attack. The normal range of the weapon is Far. Once�
the Exalt reaches Essence 3 they may cast a bolt of�
pure essence from their weapon rather than hurling the�
weapon itself.�



Dipping Swallow Defense�
Cost: 2m�
Duration: Instant�
  This charm stabilizes the So-�
lar's defensive position and supporting his�
strength with Essence. It allows the Exalt to ignore�
downshifts that apply to parry or defensive maneuvers�
due to multiple actions in a round or external penalties�
(such as poor vision, footing, or other forces interfering�
with the Solar's defense).�

Bulwark Stance�
Cost: 5m�
Duration: Until the next action�
 For the remainder of the Turn until the Solar's�
next action they may ignore any penalties that apply to�
their defenses, including penalties for taking multiple�
actions in that round.�

Fivefold Bulwark Stance�
Cost: 7m�
Duration: One Scene�
 For the remainder of the scene opponents who�
combine or coordinate their attacks fail to receive any�
bonus against the Solar and Mass Combat units receive�
no Boosts to attack the solar regardless of the difference�
in Magnitude.�

Solar Counterattack�
Cost: 3m�
Duration: Instant�
 When the Solar is attacked by an oppo-�
nent and uses the Linked Quality for defense�
they may make a counterattack, a free hand to�
hand attack using the linked Quality and any�

other relevant Qualities. The counterattack may only�
affect opponent's within the weapon's normal reach�
unless used as part of a Combo with range-enhancing�
charms.�

Tier Two�

Glorious Solar Saber*�
Cost: 8m�
Duration: instant�
 The Essence of the Solar is forged into a blazing�
golden blade (or multiple blades if the Solar wishes).�
The blade grants a number of Boosts equal to the�
Solar’s Essence each turn for either offensive or defen-�
sive rolls. In addition, any attacks made with the�
weapon and adds an upshift to damage and is consid-�
ered Holy (inflicting additional Damage Ranks to crea-�
tures of darkness equal to the Solar’s Essence).�

Heavenly Guardian Defense�
Cost: 5m, 1 Failure Rank�
Duration: instant�

Doing the Impossible�

 Perfect defenses allow you to defend against attacks that it would normally be physically�
impossible to block or evade. You could dodge a boulder the size of a mountain or block a�
tsunami. However, there are still some limits to their power.�
  Perfect defenses are�personal�. You may be able to split a wave of acid with your sword�
but it will still affect your companions (unless you can somehow block the attack at a choke�
point with a stunt or similar maneuver).�
 Perfect defenses do not apply against internal forces. You can dodge a poison dart but once the poison�
is in your system you cannot somehow evade it or parry it with your weapon. Likewise you cannot block�
emotions or feelings.�
 You can't dodge or block Creation the motion of your own body, so falling onto or into something�
cannot be defended in this way.�
 Attacks to be dodged or blocked must have some kind of physical component be it an arrow, a blast of�
fire, or a bolt of raw Essence. But you can't dodge words (unless they're given physical substance by a charm)�
or effects that operate purely on an emotional or spiritual level.�
 The rules above apply to physical perfect defenses that deflect or evade an attack (such as heavenly�
guardian defense or seven shadows evasion). Other perfect defenses may work differently but their capabili-�
ties should be clear from the text of the charm.�



 Automatically and perfectly defends�
against any attack the Solar is aware of, even�
unblockable ones. The attack will have no�
effect (damage or otherwise) but the effort of�
will required for this charm automatically in-�
flicts on Failure Rank on the Solar. If the Solar�
is using this charm to defend against a Perfect�
Attack from an opponent with a higher Essence then the�
Failure Rank cost increases to the difference between�
the Attacker and the Defender's Essence.�

Blazing Solar Bolt*�
Cost: 5m�
Duration: Instant�

 Launches a bolt of solar fire from a melee weap-�
on. This is treated as a ranged attack (Very Far Range)�
and the bolt moves as the Solar wills, making it impos-�
sible to evade or block the attack without the use of�
Charms and the bolt can avoid any sort of cover or�
barrier so long as the Solar can still see the target when�
the attack is made. The bolt is treat as a Holy attack,�
inflicting additional damage equal to the Solar's Es-�
sence to creatures of Darkness.�

Ready In Eight Directions Stance�
Cost: 8m�
Duration: until the next action�
 Until the Solar's next action they may respond to�
any attack defended against with the Linked Quality�
just like the Solar Counterattack charm.�

Throwing and sniping�

Joint Wounding Attack�
Cost: 4m�
Duration: instant�
 This charm inflicts considerable pain or weak-�
ens the opponent by stunning or crippling them when�
used as part of a ranged attack. The attack inflicts an�
additional Failure Rank equal to the number of Wound�
Ranks the attack inflicted upon the defender.�

Observer Deceiving Attack�
Cost: 3m�
Duration: instant�
 When used with a ranged attack this charm will�
conceal the source. Unless the victim can succeed at an�
observation or sense based Challenge (TN is based on�
the Rank of the linked Quality plus the Attacker's Es-�
sence) the attack is concealed and it seems to come from�

a direction and distance of the Solar's choos-�
ing. Repeated, unless the victim (or any other�
interested observers) succeed at an observation�
or sense-based challenge (TN based on the�
Rank of the linked Quality plus the attacker's�
Essence) or it seems like the attack came from�
a direction and and distance of the Solar's�

choosing (repeated use of the charms decrease the TN�
by one Rank each time)�

Triple Distance Attack�
Cost: 2m�
Duration: instant�
 The weapon may be thrown or fired up to one�
Rank above it's normal range with no penalties. (so a�
throwing knife may be thrown up to Far range, while an�
artifact Chakram could reach Very Far). The attack also�
suffers no penalties due to environmental conditions.�

Call the Blade�
Cost: 1m�
Duration: Instant�
 Identical to the hand-to-hand version.�

Tier Two�

Falling Icicle Strike�
Cost: 1m�
Duration: instant�
 So long as the target is unaware of an attack�
enhanced by this charm then they may double the mar-�
gin of success should the attack hit (so if the Solar rolls�
a 16, his opponent rolls a 10, then this charm would�
allow the attack to inflict 6 damage). This is before any�
modifications due to other charms or artifacts.�

Cascade of Cutting Terror*�
Cost: 9m�
Duration: instant�
 This charm enhances a ranged attack, creating�
dozens or even hundreds of essence-based duplicates.�
The nature of the charm makes it difficult to dodge or�
block the attack without an impressive stunt or a perfect�
defense. In addition the charm doubles the result of a�
Solar's roll before adding their MOD or other bonuses�
(Boosts for re-rolls are used first however).�

Spirit Weapon*�
Cost: 2m+�
Duration: One Scene�



 This charm can forge knives, throwing�
needles, or other thrown weapons from pure�
essence. Each weapon costs 2 motes and is�
treated as an exceptional version of it's type:�
adding a Boost to attacks using the weapon.�
The weapons endure for the scene but fade�
away if anyone else tries to pick up and use�
them. Solars may make as many weapons at once as�
they wish.�

War and mass combat�

Tier One�

Rout-Stemming Gesture�
Cost: 4m, one Failure Rank�
Duration: Until next action�
 So long as the Solar can communicate in some�
meaningful manner with a number of Mass Combat�
units equal to his Essence. The charm automatically�
defends against an attempt to break the unit's morale or�
cause a rout, acting as a perfect defense against a mo-�
rale-based attack in a Conflict and allowing the units to�
automatically beat the TN of morale-based Hazards.�
The Solar must be aware of this attack and the use of�
this charm inflicts a single Failure Rank on the Solar.�

Commanding the Ideal Celestial Army�
Cost: 3m�
Duration: instant�
 Automatically transmits a single message of up�
to 12 words to one or more units within (essence x100�
yards) under the Solar's command. The message must�
still be relayed in some manner but the troops react�
instinctively with no chance of miscommunication or�
interference.�

Mob-Dispersing Rebuke�
Cost: 10m�
Duration: instant�
 This charm is an unnatural mental influence�
which forces the Solar's enemies to surrender or dis-�
perse. This is a morale-based attack by the Solar using�
the linked Qualities and (depending on the action the�
Solar takes) any other Qualities relevant to the situation.�
The 'attack' inflicts Failure Ranks and if it causes the�
subject to hit Absolute Zero then the group targeted�
disperses or flees. This charm operates only with mass�
combat or social situations, it has no effect on individu-�
als.�

Fury Inciting Presence*�
Cost: 13m�
Duration: one Scene�
 With a successful Challenge (TN deter-�
mined by the GM based on the attitude of the�
targets) the Solar may unite any large group�

they address into a mass combat unit under his com-�
mand. The unit's Qualities are determined by the GM�
depending on the nature of the group the Exalt ad-�
dresses but the unit automatically has a free Quality�
(rank equal to the rank of the linked Quality) related to�
righteous fury, passion, or morale. The Exalt must lead�
the unit, if he abandons leadership for more than 15�
minutes the group collapses into rabble once more. This�
is natural mental influence, so it may not convert active�
enemies of the Solar.�

Tier Two�

Heroism-Encouraging Presence�
Cost: 10m�
Duration: One Scene�
 Any unit or other social group under the Solar's�
command or any allies within an area of Middling�
Range. Attacks or Challenges based on fear, intimida-�
tion or morale are automatically defeated.�

Tiger Warrior Training Technique*�
Cost: 18m�
Duration:  One Week�
 This charm is used to train a military unit, re-�
quiring at least 5 hours of effort every week. Each�
week of training adds one Rank of a Quality related to�
physical fitness, combat training, morale, discipline, or�
tactical ability. These Ranks can be used to give the�
unit a new Quality of Average [0] Rank or increase an�
existing Quality by one Rank to a maximum of Expert�
[+4]. The Solar training the group must have a Quality�
that is similar to the 'gifted' Quality and Ranks granted�
cannot increase the unit's Quality above the Solar's rel-�
evant Quality (so a Solar General with Good [+2] Ar-�
chery cannot raise a group of peasant's Marksman�
Quality to Expert [+4] or higher).�

Tier Three�

General of the All-Seeing Sun�
Cost: 1 m�
Duration: Instant�



 The Solar gains an instinctive knowl-�
edge of the position and status of any units�
loyal to him or his cause within (essence x10)�
miles. This includes awareness of any major�
landmarks within a mile of a loyal unit.�

Legendary Warrior Curriculum*�
Cost: N/A�
Duration: One Week (permanent)�
 When using Tiger Warrior Training Technique�
or a similar charm this enhances the training ability.�
Ranks provided by a week of training is can be used for�
other things:�

·�Qualities may be raised above Expert [+4] to as�
high as the Exalt's relevant Qualities (mortal troops�
may never gain Qualities of Epic Rank but gods,�
exalts or similar beings can) and the training can be�
used to add on Qualities related to travel, tactics,�
beliefs, survival techniques, willpower or observa-�
tion.�

·�A week's training can also be used to add a Tech-�
nique onto any Quality the unit already possesses.�

Tier Four�

Ideal Battle Knowledge Prana*�
Cost: 12m�
Duration: One Scene�
 This charm grants all the Solar's troops an in-�
stinctive knowledge of the battlefield and the desires of�
the Solar so long as they remain within (Essence x10)�
miles. The Solar can issue commands to other units�
without a need for direct commands (although commu-�
nication is still required if detailed information must be�
issued) and all such units receive an upshift to all rolls�
related to the battle for the rest of the scene.�

zenith�

Integrity and willpower�

Tier One�

Integrity-Protecting Prana�
Cost: 8m�
Duration: One Day�
 This charm protects the Solar from any effect�
that directly alters her mind, body, spirit or traits. The�
character cannot be mutated or changed against her will�
by the effects of the Wyld, Sorcery or any similar�

phenomena. Shaping affects that alter the char-�
acter's environment or situation are still valid�
however.�

Destiny-Manifesting Method�
Cost: N/A�
Duration: permanent�

 The Solar is harder to affect with Shaping ef-�
fects, they receive two Upshifts to resist any undesirable�
Shaping effect (or increasing the TN of such rolls by 4�
if they aren't being actively resisted). This also reduces�
the frequency of random unfortunate incidents in the�
Labyrinth or the Wyld.�

Stubborn Boar Defense�
Cost: N/A�
Duration: permanent�
 When in Limit Break the Solar may treat the�
linked Quality as Armor (+) against unnatural mental�
influence while in Limit Break.�

Righteous Lion Defense�
Cost: N/A�
Duration: Permanent�
 The character considers any command to betray�
or abandon his motivation as an unacceptable order.�
This charm can be selected more than once, in which�
case it applies to another Quality representing the char-�
acter's dedication to a cause or ideal.�

Elusive Dream Defense�
Cost: 5m�
Duration: instant (story)�
 This charm allows the Solar to call upon the�
strength of his belief's to sustain him. The Solar may�
choose any Quality, Technique or even a Flaw related�
to a belief that would normally be opposed to a mental�
influence (natural or unnatural) that an opponent is�
attempting to use against him. This creates a complete,�
perfect defense against the attack.�
 If the character has no character trait that would�
apply in this case then the Charm immediately creates a�
new Flaw related to the situation that would be opposed�
to the attempted possession. This Flaw will remain (and�
continue to act as a perfect defense) for the remainder�
of the story.�

Temptation-Resisting Stance�
Cost:6m�
Duration: One Scene�



 Add the MOD of the linked Quality to�
rolls to resist mental influence (if the Quality�
is already applicable to the defense, then it's�
bonus is doubled) whether natural or not.�

Spirit-Maintaining Maneuver�
Cost: 2m/Failure Rank�
Duration: Instant�
 This charm can be used to resist unnatural men-�
tal influences or similar forms of supernatural mind�
control. If resisting the influence would inflict Failure�
Ranks on the Exalt (typically from failing a Backlash�
roll) then the Exalt may reduce the Failure Ranks in-�
flicted by one Rank per 2 motes spent.�

Tier Two�

Phoenix Renewal Tactic�
Cost: N/A�
Duration: Permanent�
 When the Solar performs a 2 or 3 die stunt�
instead of recovering Essence the Solar may recover a�
number of Failure Ranks equal to 1d6+ (MOD of the�
linked Quality). However, the act must work in har-�
mony with the linked Quality.�

Tier Three�

Transcendent Hero’s Meditation�
Cost: 20m�
Duration: Instant�
 The Solar shatters all compulsions or illusions�
he suffers under, even ignoring any influences that�
would otherwise prevent them from activating this�
charm. If the Solar does not have the Motes to power the�
charm then they make accept 2d6 Damage Ranks in-�
stead, which makes the charm Obvious.�

Sun King Radiance�
Cost: N/A�
Duration: Permanent�
 Character's loyal to the Solar may use�
the Solar's Linked Quality MOD in place of�
their own when resisting attempts at mental�

influence that would betray the Solar or his cause. Loyal�
characters attempting to any action that would actively�
betray the Solar suffer two downshifts on any relevant�
rolls. This charm has no affect on Abyssal or Solar�
exalted.�

Performance and oratory�

Respect Commanding Attitude�
Cost: 5m�
Duration: One Scene�
 The Solars may force attention from their audi-�
ence or entrance their listeners with the power of their�
music or words. All who can hear the Solar are com-�
pelled to do nothing but listen attentively to the Solar�
and remain in his presence (those who are actively�
involved with the performance, such as musicians or�
dancers may continue their part and are compelled to�
continue). This is unnatural mental influence and those�
who wish to break free must resist Backlash (TN is�
based on the Linked Quality plus the MODs  of any�
relevant Qualities). This roll must be repeated every�
five minutes the victim listens to the performance (with�
a maximum of 3 rolls before the spell is broken com-�
pletely).�

Hearth Compelling Method�
Cost: 6m�
Duration: One Scene�
 The Solar can rouse emotions and passions in�
others. The Solar may use their performances or speech�

Charm Concept: Backlash�

 Many charms, especially social charms, place a variety of compulsions or illusions on their victims.�
These charms typically affect all valid targets who are not immune to such powers but they can be shaken off�
or resisted with an intense act of will.�
 Backlash is a influence-based Hazard that affects any target attempting to break free of the effect.�
Those who succeed at the roll manage to resist the effect as described in the charm, those who fail suffer a�
number of Failure Ranks equal to the amount they fail by. Most forms of Backlash may be resisted with any�
Qualities related to willpower or mental strength. The target number of the Challenge is based on the Rank of�
the linked Quality in most cases, with related Qualities adding their MOD to the total Target Number.�
 Anyone who hits Absolute Zero due to these Failure Ranks is helpless to resist the effect of the charm.�



to cause any listeners to feel the emotion in-�
tensely for the scene.  This typically manifests�
as a temporary Flaw related to the emotion.�
Shaking off this unnatural mental influence�
causes the victim to suffer Backlash.�

Tier Two�

Phantom-Conjuring Performance�
Cost: --�
Duration: variable�
 When performing or speaking the Solar may�
create ghostly images, essence flares, music or other�
sensory effects. The effects never seem entirely real and�
must remain within Middling Range of the Solar. The�
Charm has no cost and it's use is optional.�

Memory-Reweaving Discipline�
Cost: 12m�
Duration: Instant�
 The Solar can convince their audience of some-�
thing, even going so far as to rewrite their memories.�
These false beliefs can be broken. Shaking off the false�
belief for a scene causes Backlash but it will reassert�
itself at the end of the Scene. In order to completely�
break the false belief the target must resist a number of�
times equal to the Solar's Essence without hitting Abso-�
lute Zero. If a victim hits Absolute Zero they may not�
resist again unless another character can provide evi-�
dence that their memories are false. Characters may�
receive bonus upshifts to resist the Backlash if the�
memories clash dramatically with their other memories�
or are extremely different from their actual life experi-�
ence (for instance making a man believe they have been�
a woman all their life).�

Husband-Seducing Demon Dance�
Cost: 12m�
Duration: One Conflict Scene�
 This charm is used to engage the audience in a�
Social Conflict Scene with both the Solar and his listen-�
ers taking turns acting and reacting (the Solar may�
always go first at the start of the first Turn). The Solar's�
'attacks' may affect anyone who can see or hear the�
Solar. If the Solar is reduced to Absolute Zero then the�
charm lapses and the Conflict ends. Any targets who�
reach Absolute Zero fall instantly in love with the Solar�
or with a cause the Solar represents. This grants the�
target a new Quality at Good [+2] Rank (related to their�
new love or dedication) and a new Flaw (related to�
resisting the Solar's desires).�

Charisma and Presence�

Tier One�

Hypnotic Tongue Technique�
Cost: 12m�

Duration: Days equal to linked Qualities MOD�
 This charm exerts an unnatural mental influence�
to create a compulsion on the target of the Solar's�
attention. The Solar may issue a command of any com-�
plexity they wish so long as it is not an unacceptable or�
impossible order. Resisting the Solar's command in-�
flicts Backlash but it allows the victim to resist for a�
single day. Once the target hits Absolute Zero they may�
not resist the command any further.�
 The target is unaware of the compulsion and the�
solar does not need to spell out the order explicitly.�
Remembering and recognizing the compulsion is a�
Challenge (TN equal to the linked Quality plus the�
Solar's Essence) based on willpower or intellect.�

Irresistible Salesmen Spirit�
Cost: 3m�
Duration: instant�
 This charm enhances any social attack with the�
linked Quality to make a favorable bargain or encour-�
age a specific course of action. Any mental influence�
(natural or not) enhanced with this charm inflicts an�
additional 1d6 Failure Ranks on a successful roll.�

Tier Two�

Majestic Radiant Presence*�
Cost: 7m�
Duration One Scene�
 The Solar ignites with radiance and exudes such�
majesty and power that they may apply the linked�
Quality to defense against physical or social attacks (if�
the Quality applies already then add it's MOD twice)�
due to intimidation and fear. An enemy can break the�
influence of this Charm by resisting Backlash.�

Terrifying Apparition of Glory*�
Cost: 3m�
Duration: Instant�
 This charm may be used to enhance otherwise�
natural mental influence, transforming it into unnatural�
mental influence.�

Underling Promoting Touch*�



Cost: 10m�
Duration: One Story�
 The Charm imbues a target with Solar�
Essence, such that whenever they believe they�
are acting or speaking in the Solar's name they�
may add a number of Boosts equal to the�
Solar's Essence to rolls related to charisma,�
presence or persuasion.�

Authority Radiating Stance�
Cost: 3m�
Duration: One Scene�
 For the rest of the scene anyone who interacts�
with the Exalt believes they are someone with authority�
over them. If the target has a Quality related to willpow-�
er, insight or intellect higher than the Exalt's linked�
Quality then they are immune to the attack however and�
those who are affected may attempt to break free if they�
can resist Backlash.�

Enemy-Castigating Solar Judgment*�
Cost: 2m�
Duration: instant�
 This charm can be used to enhance a physical�
attack, making the attack Holy (adding the Solar's Es-�
sence to Damage Ranks inflicted by the attack). The�
charm can also enhance social attacks intended to create�
guilt, shame or fear. These attacks are also considered�
Holy (adding failure ranks rather than damage ranks).�

Tier Three�

Worshipful Lackey Acquisition*�
Cost: 15m�
Duration: (MOD) in days�
 This Charm may be used on anyone the Solar�
could make a social attack against, enforcing an unnat-�
ural loyalty on the subject through unnatural mental�
influence. This charm compels the character to serve the�
Solar loyally. Resisting the loyalty for a day requires�
that the victim resist Backlash. Victims who hit Abso-�
lute Zero, or do not attempt to resist, remain loyal even�
once the duration of the charm expires (although they�
may be convinced to betray the Solar like any other�
leader). Those who have resisted and not hit Absolute�
Zero automatically throw off the influence at the end of�
the charm's duration.�

Endurance and Resistance�

Whirlwind Armor-Donning Prana�

Cost: 1m�
Duration: Instant�
 The solar may spend an action to don a�
suit of armor, and halves the time for donning�
heavy power armors or warstriders. If the Solar�
is not currently attuned to the armor then this�
charm allows the character to attune the armor�

instantly by spending the appropriate number of motes.�
If another character is already attuned to the armor, but�
not wearing it at the moment, then this charm breaks the�
attunement.�

Armored Scout’s Invigoration�
Cost: 2m per downshift canceled�
Duration: indefinite�
 Every 2 motes spent reduces the penalty associ-�
ated with wearing armor heavier than Light. If the�
penalty is completely negated then the character need�
never worry about Failure Ranks due to wearing the�
armor too long. The charm lasts until the armor is�
removed.�

Durability of Oak Meditation�
Cost: 2m�
Duration: Instant�
 The Solar may ignore the damage from a single�
physical attack or hazard so long as the damage inflicted�
is less than the MOD of the linked Quality.�

Spirit Strengthens the Skin*�
Cost: 1m per Damage Rank�
Duration: Instant�
 Each mote spent negates one Wound or Failure�
Rank a physical attack or hazard would inflict.�

Iron Kettle Body*�
Cost: 6m�
Duration: One Scene�
 For the rest of the scene the Solar reduces dam-�
age from any physical attacks and Hazards by 2 and�
may treat the linked Quality as Armor (+).�

Essence Gathering Temper�
Cost: 1m�
Duration: instant�
 For every damage rank inflicted by an attack the�
Solar regains two motes of essence to a maximum of�
(essence x MOD of the linked Quality) for a single�
attack. This does not allow the Solar to fill his essence�
pools higher than their normal maximum and the Solar�
may not gain more than 20 motes during a single Turn.�



Battle Fury Focus�
Cost: 5m�
Duration: One Scene�
 This charm can only be used in a phys-�
ical Conflict. For the rest of the scene the Exalt�
receives a Boost to all combat-related rolls and�
may ignore up to their Essence in Damage�
Ranks (these can be used at any time during the round�
or even be used to negate existing Damage Ranks) but�
these are inflicted again when the charm ends. While�
the charm is active the Solar can fight however they�
wish and differentiate friend from foe but they can only�
speak in short, clipped sentences, retreat, or perform�
complex actions other than attacking or moving to�
engage an enemy. The charm can be ended before the�
end of the scene but this inflicts 1d6 Failure Ranks (as�
well as any damage ranks negated during the duration).�

Unbreakable Warrior’s Mastery�
Cost: 3m�
Duration: instant�
 This charm can be used to negate an attack that�
attempts to inflict Failure Ranks or Downshifts through�
crippling pain, transformation or injury. It cannot be�
used to negate Wound Ranks, so if an attack inflicts�
both Failure Ranks and Wound Ranks then only the�
Failure Ranks are negated. This requires a Challenge�
using the linked Quality at a TN of (11+ Attacker's�
Essence).�

Body Mending Meditation�
Cost: 10m�
Duration: One Day�
 While under the influence of this charm the�
Solar may add the linked Quality to the result of any�
rolls made to recover damage at the end of a scene. This�
charm may be activated even when the Solar is at�
Absolute Zero or Mostly Dead.�

Tier Two�

Hauberk-Lightening Gesture*�
Cost: 1m�
Duration: indefinite�
 The solar can don a suit of armor that he owns�
and has worn in battle and the Solar may banish it�
elsewhere. The armor can be recalled at any time but�
this takes as much time as it normally would to don�
(recalling the armor does not count as charm use so�
Whirlwind armor-donning prana may be used to speed�

the process). Warstrider armor may also be�
banished and recalled.�

Glorious Solar Plate*�
Cost: 10m+�
Duration: One Scene�
 The Solar armors himself with light and�

essence, forging armor of any appearance to suit their�
desires. The armor is always medium or heavy artifact�
armor which glows with golden light. The armor is�
normally a Good [+2] Armor (+) Quality (it can be�
downshifted to negate damage, but otherwise damage�
cannot be assigned to the armor). Every 3 additional�
motes spent upgrade the Armor's Quality by one Rank�
to a maximum of Master [+6]. For an additional mote�
the armor will include a Shield which provides a Boost�
to any defensive rolls.�

Adamant Skin Technique*�
Cost: 5m, 1 Failure Rank�
Duration: Instant�
 This charm perfectly defends against a single�
physical attack or hazard that would inflict harm or�
injury in the form of Failure or Wound Ranks. The�
damage is reduced to zero but the Solar takes a single�
Failure Rank, this is considered a perfect defense for the�
purposes of defeating perfect attacks.�

Bloodthirsty Sword-Dancer Spirit�
Cost: 12m�
Duration: One Scene�
 When under the effects of this charm the charac-�
ter is a deadly berserker. They must Flip Out every�
action but receive an additional upshift to all combat�
related rolls and while the combat continues the charac-�
ter does not record any Damage or Failure Ranks (they�
are inflicted but do not get assigned until the charm�
ends). The character cannot speak coherently or retreat.�
They may only move towards their current target, attack�
an enemy within range, wait for an attacker to come to�
you, or choose a new enemy as a target. Once the�
character can no longer locate an enemy to kill. Anyone�
who interferes or gets in her way is considered an�
enemy as is anyone dressed like an enemy or acting�
suspiciously unless they are close friends or well known�
associates.�
 Ending the charm prematurely inflicts a point of�
Limit and 2d6 + (linked MOD) failure Ranks. If the�
exalt is attempting to end the trance to avoid injuring a�
friend or close companion then it only takes 2d6 failure�
ranks.�



Immunity to Everything Technique�
Cost: 8m�
Duration: One Scene�
 The Solar is immune to poison, sick-�
ness or illness for the duration of the charm.�
The Solar will not be harmed or infected (so�
during the duration of the charm the solar may�
be injected with poison and it will not come into effect�
even after the charm lapses) and they will not act as�
carriers for any disease although they may still be a�
hazard if they go around caked in diseased filth or�
covered in a poisonous film.�

Wilderness lore and sur-�
vival�
Tier One�

Friendship With Animals Approach�
Cost: 3m�
Duration: One Scene�
 Natural animals will not attack the Solar unless�
significantly provoked or driven by unusual pain, fear�
or magic. The Solar may also communicate with natural�
animals as though they shared a language but the ani-�
mal's level of comprehension is not improved. This�
charm may be activated when at Absolute Zero. Pro-�
longed use of this charm can, combined with spending�
the proper experience points, allows the Exalt to forge�
a bond with the animal or even enhancing it's intellect�
(gaining the Familiar Quality)�

Hardship-Surviving Mendicant Spirit�
Cost: 10m�
Duration: indefinite�
 So long as this charm is active the Solar cannot�
be the target of hazards or attacks made by the environ-�
ment or natural weather related to thirst, hunger, in-�
clement temperatures, or even poisonous plants and bug�
bites. This only applies to Failure Ranks. If the environ-�
ment is deadly enough to inflict Wound Ranks (such as�
a lava plain or a hailstorm flinging ice the size of fists)�
then this charm is insufficient.�

Food-Gathering Exercise�
Cost: 3m�
Duration: Instant�
 The Solar can use this charm to affect a group�
with a magnitude MOD which doesn't exceed ½ their�
Essence. The character or group may forage in the wild�
and find enough food for a small meal each, it takes 5�
uses of the charm in a day to feed a group adequately.�

Trackless Region Navigation�
Cost: 7m�
Duration: indefinite�
 This charm affects the solar or a group�
she leads with a magnitude Quality MOD no�
greater than ½ their Essence (round up). This�

allows travel of up to 10 miles per day across harsh�
terrain or twice that through normal wilderness and�
allows the solar to automatically succeed at any Chal-�
lenge or action to avoid losing the way (so long as they�
have enough information to attempt the roll in the first�
place, the solar must have an idea of where they're�
trying to go).�

Tier Two�

Bestial Traits Technique*�
Cost: 16 motes�
Duration: One Week�
 Animals trained by the Solar can become more�
loyal and more powerful. This is a training charm re-�
quiring at least five hours in a given week. Each week�
of training the trainer can grant the animal a Rank in a�
Quality related to courage, strength, perception, physi-�
cal fitness, size or combat ability. Each rank grants a�
new Quality at Average [0] Rank or increases an exist-�
ing Quality by one Rank. This cannot increase the rank�
above Good [+2] (for Qualities the animal did not�
previously have) or one higher than the animal's exist-�
ing Rank. One week of training can also grant the�
animal the intellect of a human child instead of adding�
a rank. Familiars increase the training levels by one�
Rank (so a familiar can get a new Quality as high as�
Expert or an existing Quality at two ranks above the�
original level). Granting a Familiar additional Qualities�
through this charm does not increase the Exalt's Famil-�
iar Quality.�

Element-Resisting Prana�
Cost: --�
Duration: Permanent�
 This charm enhances Hardship-Surviving Men-�
dicant Spirit, allowing the Solar to ignore any environ-�
mental Hazard or attack so long as it's merely a function�
of the wilderness rather than the direct actions of an-�
other character.�

Unshakable Bloodhound Technique�
Cost: 10m�
Duration: Instant�



 The Solar automatically succeeds on�
any roll to track or pursue a target by a margin�
of success equal to the Solar's Essence. If the�
target is using a charm or other magic to con-�
ceal themselves the Solar must make a roll as�
normal but receives a number of Boosts equal�
to the Solar's Essence.�

Traceless Passage�
Cost: 8m�
Duration: Instant�
 The Solar can use this charm to conceal his�
tracks and the tracks of a group with a Magnitude MOD�
no higher than ½ the Solar's essence (round up). Any�
rolls made to track the Solar (by any mundane means,�
including scent) fail automatically unless enhanced by�
magic or charms. When in conflict with another charm�
this charm adds a number of Boosts to the roll equal to�
the Solar's Essence.�

Eye-Deceiving Camouflage�
Cost: 6m�
Duration: Indefinite�
 The Solar may use this on himself or a person or�
object, taking an hour to conceal the subject. Ordinary�
senses simply cannot detect the subject of the charm,�
but inhumanly keen senses (supernatural beings or�
charms for instance) can try and break the effects of the�
charm with a normal opposed Challenge. Ordinary�
searchers can attempt a long-term, inch-by-inch search�
to locate the subject which is a Challenge with the TN�
based on the Rank of the Linked Quality plus the Solar's�
Essence. If the subject of the charm moves or makes�
other actions to draw attention to himself then the effect�
of the charm is broken.�

Tier Three�

City-Moving Secrets�
Cost: --�
Duration: Permanent�
 This charm modifies any other charms for the�
linked Quality which affect a large group of at least�
Average [0] Magnitude. The allowed Magnitude is�
increased by one Rank. This charm may be taken more�
than once.�

Eternal Elemental Harmony�
Cost: --�
Duration: Permanent�

 Enhances Hardship Surviving Mendi-�
cant Spirit, reducing the cost to five motes and�
allows the solar to activate it while Absolute�
Zero. At Essence 6 or higher the cost is re-�
duced to one mote.�

twilight�

Craftsmanship and construc-�
tion�

Tier One�

Object-Strengthening Touch�
Cost: 5m�
Duration: One Scene�
 This charm makes an object more difficult to�
break or damage, adding the Solar's linked Quality to�
any rolls made by the object to resist physical damage.�

Durability Enhancing Technique�
Cost: 3m�
Duration: Instant�
 This charm permanently increases an object's�
Durability rating by one Rank, permanently. This charm�
cannot be used to add more Ranks than ½ the character's�
Essence.�

Chaos-Resistance Preparation�
Cost: 5m�
Duration: Indefinite�
 The object becomes immune to the effects of the�
Wyld or other destructive Shaping techniques so long�
as the essence is committed. Even after the charm is�
allowed to lapse the object always has an upshift to�
resist the effects of the Wyld.�

Tier Two�

Crack-Mending Technique�
Cost: 10m�
Duration: Instant�
 This Charm can be used to repair an object with�
nothing but Essence and will. These repairs are per-�
formed at (Essence x3) times the normal rate and since�
the Solar uses pure essence they can repair objects that�
would normally be impossible to reconstruct (such as�
recreating a gemstone crushed to dust or restoring a�
letter burned to ashes) although these tasks may have a�
particularly high TN and time requirements. This�



Charm can repair but not replace parts of the�
object. If half of a broken sword is missing�
then it cannot be fixed without additional raw�
materials.�

Shattering Grasp�
Cost: 5m�
Duration: One Scene�
 This charm can be used to take apart or destroy�
an object or structure. Objects can be targeted and�
destroyed with a successful Challenge in a matter of�
minutes or even seconds for delicate objects. Each�
round the Exalt can make an attack using the Linked�
Quality in addition to any relevant Qualities and dou-�
bling damage.�
 For large structures like buildings or even whole�
villages the Solar can take them apart piece by piece.�
This is a Conflict against the structures, each “Turn”�
taking about 30 minutes. Damage is not doubled against�
Structures.�

Craftsman Needs No Tools�
Cost: 10m�
Duration: Instant�
 This Charm can be used with any construction�
or craft roll. The action may be performed without�
tools, needing only raw materials and speeds up the�
project by a factor of (Essence x3).�

Investigation�

Tier One�

Crafty Observation Method�
Cost: 5m�
Duration: instant�
 This charm is an investigative Challenge where�
the character studies evidence or a scene. This charm�
takes several seconds and provides all the benefits of a�
thorough search and fifteen minutes of examination�
with just a glance.�

Evidence Discerning Method�
Cost: 8m�
Duration: One Story�
 The charm may make an investigation-based�
Challenge to gain a thorough understanding a subjects�
personality. The Solar does not need to interact with the�
subject but must have some way to examine the target's�
personality (such as examining their home or speaking�
with friends). If the roll succeeds then the Solar can�

learn personality-based Qualities or Flaws the�
target possesses (but not their Rank), and while�
the essence remains committed the Solar re-�
ceives Boosts equal to the Solar's Essence on�
social actions against the target.�

Judge’s Ear Technique�
Cost: 3m�
Duration: One Scene�
 The Solar may recognize all deliberate lies or�
half-truths, unless contested by another charm�
(although in this case the Solar receives Boosts to any�
Challenge equal to their Essence).�

Irresistible Questioning Technique*�
Cost: 4m�
Duration: One Scene�
 For any interrogation scene the Solar may en-�
gage the target in a Conflict, inflicting Failure Ranks in�
an attempt to break the target's resistance (whether this�
is through intimidation, torture, or friendly persuasion�
is up to the Solar). If the target hits Absolute Zero they�
are forced to answer the Solar's questions with absolute�
honesty, not even able to hold anything back or even�
refusing to answer. If the target successfully defeats the�
Solar in the Conflict the Solar must use the charm again,�
starting a new Conflict Scene. However, each repeated�
use on the same target each story grants a cumulative�
upshift to all rolls within the conflict to the target.�

Courtier’s Eye Technique�
Cost: 3m�
Duration: Instant�
 This charm can be used to determine the status�
or wealth of another individual. With a successful Chal-�
lenge roll the Solar gets a rough idea of the character's�
personal wealth and influence. The charm also lets the�
Solar know who, if anyone, the individual considers an�
ally in the immediate vicinity. Although the charm�
gives the Solar an idea of the rank the individual holds�
within various groups or organizations the Solar cannot�
discern what groups in particular (For example, the�
solar could tell a merchant is a low ranking member in�
a small, secret group but unless he happened to see the�
merchant at a meeting or interacting with another�
known member he could not tell that the merchant is�
secretly part of the Deadly Flowers Assassins).�

Consumer-Evaluating Glance�
Cost: 2m�
Duration: Instant�



 The Exalt can use this charm and a�
successful Challenge to determine the target's�
intentions or desires for their interaction with�
the exalt.�

Tier Two�

Know The Soul’s Price�
Cost: 8m�
Duration: Instant�
 If the Solar uses this charm after an interaction�
with the target. With a successful Challenge the Solar�
can determine the target's price and if the Solar can meet�
that price then the Charm creates a compulsion of loy-�
alty to the Exalt and will suffer an attack (using the�
linked Quality and any Qualities that would inspire�
loyalty), inflicting Failure Ranks, if they act in a dis-�
loyal fashion (enduring the attack allows the target to�
act for a scene). This compulsion is broken if the Solar�
betrays the bargain or once they have suffered 10 'bouts'�
of disloyalty.�

Lore and Knowledge�

Tier One�

Essence-Lending Method*�
Cost: 3m�
Duration: Instant�
 The Solar may transfer up to her Essence x3�
motes to another character. This transfer does not count�
as spending motes and fills personal essence first then�
peripheral essence. This cannot increase the targets'�
essence past their normal maximums.�

Tier Two�

Harmonious Academic Methodology*�
Cost: 15m�
Duration: One Week�
 This charm can be used to train an individual or�
organized social group such as a class or guild. This�
requires five hours a week at minimum. Each week of�
training can be used to grant a Rank of a Quality related�
to discipline, understanding, loyalty (to a specific group�
or organization), perception, intellect, craftsmanship,�
knowledge, language, performance, politics or just�
about any other academic, intellectual or social ability.�
Each Rank can be used to grant a new Quality at Aver-�
age [0] Rank or increase an existing Quality by one�

Rank to a maximum of Expert [+4]. The Solar�
may not train any Quality higher than a similar�
Quality that he himself has (for example a�
Solar teacher cannot provide a course in an-�
cient languages unless he himself has a rele-�
vant Quality).�

Legendary Scholar Curriculum�
Cost:--�
Duration: One Week�
 This charm enhances Harmonious Academic�
Methodology or similar custom charms. The charm can�
be used to train abilities above Expert [+4] (mortals can�
never exceed Elite [+8] but exalts, gods or other essence�
users can be trained as high as Epic [+10]). The exalt�
can also spend a week to add a technique to any aca-�
demic or social qualities the target already possesses.�

Chaos-Repelling Pattern*�
Cost: 8m�
Duration: One Hour�
 The Solar may use this charm to create a pattern�
of Essence in an area as large as their Essence in yards.�
Even within the Wyld, Malfeas or the Labyrinth or�
similar places the area within that pattern follows the�
laws of Creation.�

Wyld-Shaping Technique*�
Cost: 22m�
Duration: Instant�
 This charm can be used to conquer the Wyld and�
expand Creation. Wyld Shaping Technique can be used�
to transform the Wyld using the Linked Quality and any�
other relevant Qualities in a Challenge (TN 11 for pure�
Chaos, TN 13 for the Deep Wyld, TN 15 for the Mid-�
dlemarches and TN 19 for the Bordermarches). Each�
roll requires 5 hours and for the Solar to spend the�
motes on the charm each time. Every Rank by which the�
Challenge succeeds grants one 'creation point' which�
can be used to shape the land. This is considered a�
Shaping effect.�

Demesne:� To create a Demesne the Solar must�
first shape the landscape, each creation point after that�
can be used to grant the land a Demesne Quality�
(starting at Average Rank for one point, each point�
beyond that increases the Quality by one Rank).�

Land:� Each point invested creates one acre of�
landscape, which is by default bare and unimpressive�
(bare rock, empty ocean, dry grassland) but each addi-�
tional point grants the land a Quality at Average [0]�
Rank or improves an existing Quality by one Rank (so�
for 3 points the Solar could make an acre of grassland�



with the Quality of Good [+2] Fertility). At-�
tempting to reshape existing land counts as�
the Middlemarches in terms of difficulty. The�
Solar cannot invest more than Essence x2�
points.�

Magical Objects:� Creating Manses or�
artifacts is possible. The Solar can make a roll�
using any qualities related to craftsmanship with an�
upshift for each creation point spent. In order to suc-�
cessfully create it the object must be completed with a�
single roll, otherwise all that is produced is a mound of�
useless material.�

People:� Each point spent can be used to create�
people. One point creates a group of Average [0] Mag-�
nitude which may be increased by one Rank per point�
spent. Additional points can be spent to add Qualities�
just like creating landscape. An extra point is required�
if this charm is used to create a coherent government,�
society, or military group.�
 Important individual characters (non-extras) can�
be created. One point gives them a single Good [+2]�
Quality with each additional point granting a new Qual-�
ity at Average [0] Rank or increasing an existing Qual-�
ity by one Rank.�
 The Solar can spend only Essence x2 points for�
this at once.�

Wealth:� The Solar can create raw wealth as�
well, each point creating one Rank of valuable material.�
(maximum of Essence x2 points).�
 Anything made by the charm are not truly real�
and they only remain stable so long as they interact with�
the Exalted or Creation itself. If an object fails to inter-�
act with creation significantly then they suffer an�
'attack' by the Wyld with a Rank based on the level of�
wyld chaos in the region (Expert [+4] at the border-�
marches, Master [+6] At the Middlemarches, Elite [+8]�
in the Deep Wyld, and Epic [+10] in pure chaos) de-�
fended by the Solar's Linked Quality (this is down-�
shifted one rank if the region does not interact with the�
real world at all during the story). Damage inflicted by�
this decay can only be recovered through another use of�
Wyld-Shaping Technique (removing one Damage Rank�
for each creation point).�

Power-Awarding Prana�
Cost: 18m�
Duration: Indefinite�
 This charm can grant Essence to an Essence 1�
mortal. The Charm increases the target's permanent�
Essence to 2 and grants him a pool of 18 motes and the�
ability to respire essence as a Solar. The character may�
also learn Solar charms with the normal training time.�

This charm lasts only so long as the motes are�
committed by the Solar.�

Tier Two�

Wyld Cauldron Technology�
Cost:--�

Duration: Instant�
 This charm enhances Wyld-shaping techniques�
allowing the Solar to make creations immune to the�
Wyld's decay.�

Land/wealth:� By sacrificing resources (in jade)�
of equal value to the land, wealth or objects the Solar�
may create permanent objects. Alternatively the Solar�
may use this charm to attain a new Quality by using the�
appropriate amount of Training Points.�

Magical Things:�Manses or Artifacts created�
by the charm are permanent if the raw materials are�
taken from creation. They must still be attuned normally�
to gain their benefits.�

People:� The Solar can use Wyld Shaping to�
change an existing group of individuals. This is a shap-�
ing Attack using the Solar's linked Quality and an�
upshift for each Creation point spent for that purpose�
and resisted by qualities related to willpower or mental�
fortitude. If the individual or group is zeroed out they�
may name a short condition which the Solar cannot�
bypass “do not make me a traitor” “don't make me�
hideous”, if the target hits Absolute Zero then the Solar�
may do whatever they wish. Each additional creation�
point spent can be used to remove a rank from a Quality�
(Qualities reduced to Average [0] are removed) or cre-�
ate or increase Qualities.�

Order-Affirming Blow�
Cost: 18m�
Duration: Instant�
 The Solar can use this charm to shatter any�
shaping effect on the target including Wyld mutation�
and sidereal astrology and immunizes them against�
shaping effects for the remainder of the scene.�

Medicine and healing�

Tier One�

Touch of Blissful Release�
Cost: 3m�
Duration: Solar’s Essence in hours�
 Creates a blissful feeling of euphoria which�
erases pain and suffering in anyone the Solar touches.�



This charm removes a number of Damage and�
Failure Ranks received in a physical conflict�
equal to the Solar's Essence. These ranks are�
not removed entirely instead they are added�
back once the duration of the charm expires,�
although they can be recovered like normal at�
the end of a scene.�

Contagion-Curing Touch�
Cost: 2m�
Duration: Instant�
 This supplements treatment of a patient, requir-�
ing the normal amount of treatment time, but otherwise�
requires no tools and ignores any penalty due to condi-�
tions or lack of medicine.�

Wound-Mending Care Technique�
Cost: 10m�
Duration: One Scene�
 This charm supplements a scene spent treating�
and tending a patient (usually at least one hour). At the�
end of the scene the patient recovers Damage Ranks as�
normal plus additional Damage Ranks equal to (MOD�
of the linked Quality + Solar's Essence). This can be�
used on a single patient only once per day. If used on a�
character who has reached Absolute Zero by physical�
damage the Solar may add their Essence to the target's�
to determine how many ranks can be recovered.�

Anointment of Miraculous Health*�
Cost: 10m�
Duration: indefinite�
 This Charm allows the Solar to increase a char-�
acter's endurance. For each point of the Solar's essence�
the target gets the equivalent of one Average [0], un-�
named Quality which can be used only to absorb dam-�
age. Once the Solar stops committing essence the�
additional Qualities fade away and any damage as-�
signed to them fades as well.�

Flawless Diagnosis Technique�
Cost: 1m�
Duration: Instant�
 This charm lets the Solar automatically diag-�
nose a patient successfully identifying the condition, it's�
source and potential symptoms (even if they haven't yet�
manifested).�

Ailment-Rectifying Method�
Cost:--�
Duration: Instant�

 Solar exalted with this charm can cure�
any illness or ailment, halving the length of the�
illness and ensuring that the target will recover.�
When treating ordinarily incurable diseases�
like the Great Contagion it requires 5 motes�
and a TN 17 medical roll. The subject of the�
healing cannot be reinfected by the same dis-�

ease for at least one week.�

Body-Purifying Admonitions�
Cost: --�
Duration: Permanent�
 The Solar may cure poisons and toxins. With a�
successful medical roll equal to the TN of the venom's�
Rank the poison can be treated and will inflict no further�
damage. By spending 5 motes and making a Challenge�
roll based on the Rank of the disease or poison even�
normally incurable effects may be wiped away. This�
normally takes at least 20 minutes unless sped by the�
effects of another charm.�

Instant Treatment Methodology�
Cost: 7m�
Duration: Instant�
 This charm can be used to speed up the treat-�
ment of illness or injury, allowing hours of work to take�
place in seconds. This does not accelerate the normal�
rest and convalescence time, just the time for treatment.�

Tier Two�

Wholeness-Restoring Meditation*�
Cost: -�
Duration: Permanent�
 The Exalted can treat crippling injuries or per-�
manent damage. By spending 5 motes and normally at�
least one hour and a Challenge roll (depending on the�
severity of the injury) to fix the patient.�

Wound-Cleansing Methodology*�
Cost: 10m�
Duration: instant�
 This charm modifies a normal Recovery Scene,�
taking at least an hour, and allows the Solar to transform�
up to twice the linked MOD of Wound Ranks into�
Failure Ranks which will be removed at the end of the�
Scene.�

Occultism and Sorcery�

Sorcery�



 Each level of Sorcery is a charm that�
must be learned before the Solar can purchase�
any spells. The Sorcery Charms have no re-�
quirements (not even the Excellency) beyond�
the charm of the lower circle and a certain�
Essence minimum. Terrestrial Circle Sorcery�
requires Essence 3, Celestial is Essence 4, and�
Solar is Essence 5.�

Tier One�

Spirit-Detecting Glance�
Cost: 3m�
Duration: One Scene�
 This charm allows the Solar to detect immaterial�
demons, ghosts and gods with their normal senses.�
Spirits may still attempt to hide normally, this charm�
provides no benefit against mundane or charm en-�
hanced attempts at stealth.�

Spirit-Cutting Attack*�
Cost: 1m�
Duration: Instant�
 Allows a single physical attack to target a dema-�
terialized spirit, inflicting additional damage equal to�
the Exalt's Essence on a successful attack roll.�

Spirit-Repelling Diagram*�
Cost: 10m�
Duration: One Scene�
 This charm creates a circle of white light that�
affects all dematerialized creatures Near the Solar, com-�
pelling them to leave the circle or not to enter. Those�
spirits who attempt to resist this compulsion suffer a�
Failure Rank attack every round they force themselves�
into the circle using the Solar's Linked Quality and�
resisted by Qualities related to the spirit's willpower.�

All-Encompassing Sorcerer’s Sight�
Cost: 6m�
Duration: One Scene�
  The character can perceive patterns of essence,�
seeing motes, essence-fueled effects, powers and invis-�
ible but magical creatures and forces. The character can�
automatically perceive the use of any charms or sorcery,�
dematerialized but invisible creatures and they can rec-�
ognize artifacts, manses and demesnes. They can also�
automatically recognize any creatures of Essence 4 or�
higher as supernatural even if they aren't currently using�
charms and the Solar receives a number of Boosts equal�
to the target's essence to overcome any stealth attempts.�

 This charm allows the Solar to analyze�
magical effects and objects with a successful�
Challenge (TN 13 to gauge the level of an�
artifact, manse or an individual's Essence is,�
TN 17 to identify the effects or purpose of an�
unknown charm or artifact.)�

Tier Two�

Ghost-Eating Technique�
Cost: 2m�
Duration: Instant�
 This can be used after making an attack that�
damage or dissipates a spirit, in addition to the normal�
damage the attack drains a number of motes equal to�
(Solar's Essencex2) and transfers them to the Solar. If�
this attack hits Absolute Zero the spirit the spirit is�
killed permanently.�

Tier Three�

Sorcerer’s-Burning Chakra*�
Cost:--�
Duration: varies�
 This charm functions as all-encompassing sor-�
cerer's sight but has no cost, the benefits are automatic�
once her her anima banner is higher than 6 motes and�
the sorcerer may commit one mote to automatically�
flare her banner to this level to gain the benefits.�

night�

Athletics, Fitness and Strength�

Graceful Crane Stance�
Cost: 3m�
Duration: One Scene�
 This charm allows the Exalt to automatically�
succeed on any Athletics roll to keep their balance on�
any surface even something as thin as a human hair,�
treating it as a ledge at least three feet wide and capable�
of supporting up to 1000 pounds.�

Monkey Leap Technique�
Cost: 3m�
Duration: One Scene�
 For the rest of the scene the character can make�
amazing leaps. This provides an upshift to any rolls�
made to close distances and allows single leaps of up to�
Near distance without a roll (including straight up).�



Soaring Crane Leap*�
Cost: 2m�
Duration: instant�
 The character may make a single in-�
credible leap. Make a normal movement Chal-�
lenge roll with the linked Quality with a�
number of Boosts equal to the character's Essence, but�
the entire movement is considered one leap, without�
touching down until the character lands (unless they�
wish to). These leaps can be straight up as well but�
increase the TN by one rank.�

Foe Vaulting Method*�
Cost: 1m�
Duration: Instant�
 The Solar moves faster than the eye can follow.�
This allows the Solar to make an athletic or speed based�
Combat Challenge against the opponent's perception-�
based Quality on their action. A successful roll means�
that the Solar may immediately make an attack that one�
of their opponent's cannot see coming (limiting their�
options for defense) or they may break away or alter the�
conditions of the Conflict by escaping or fleeing (with�
nothing more than a regular success).�

Thunderbolt Attack Prana*�
Cost: 3m�
Duration: instant�
 This charm allows the Solar to make a leaping�
or sprinting attack, using their athletic ability to their�
advantage. This adds one Boost per Rank in the Linked�
Attribute to a hand-to-hand attack and adds the Linked�
Quality's MOD in damage if the attack is successful.�

Lightning Speed�
Cost: 3m�
Duration: one scene�
 This Charm enhances the running speed of the�
Exalt, granting a number of boosts equal to the Exalt's�
Essence to any rolls made to close distance or in racing�
or speed based Conflicts. This also treats the Exalt's�
speed as “Inhuman” rather than “Mortal” allowing them�
all the benefits of such.�

Spider-Foot Style*�
Cost: 4m�
Duration: One Scene�
 This charm allows the character to run (not�
simply walk or stand) across any surface, including�
horizontal surfaces or even ceilings, but if the Solar�

stops running on any surface she couldn't nor-�
mally stand on, she falls.�
 At Essence 4 or higher the Solar may�
spend one mote a round to remain standing in�
a position that normally would require her to�
fall.�

Tier Two�

Racing Hare Method*�
Cost: 7m�
Duration: instant�
 This charm allows the character to sprint at�
incredible speeds, traveling (linked MOD +Essence) x�
10 miles per hour for up to one hour. So long as the�
character does not interrupt their run this charm costs�
only 5m for each additional hour. This can only be used�
for long-term travel scenes not within the scale of�
something like personal or mass combat.�

Feather-Foot Style*�
Cost: 4m�
Duration: One Scene�
 The Solar may run or walk on surfaces that�
would normally be unstable or impossible to provide�
support (the surface of water, quicksand, or even a�
thrown knife in mid flight).�

Tier Three�

Mountain Crossing Leap Technique**�
Cost: 12m�
Duration: Instant�
 This allows the Solar to leap castles in a single�
bound, traveling up to Essence x5 miles in one jump�
(this takes about 5 minutes to land). Should something�
manage to interrupt the leap or if the solar takes any�
action during the leap they will land normally, but�
they're forced to contend with a falling Hazard. The leap�
is simply too great to use within normal hand-to-hand�
combat, it's impossible to use this charm to leap less�
than ¼ of a mile in a jump.�

Eagle-Wing Style*�
Cost: 6m�
Duration: One Scene�
 The Solar may rise off the ground with the�
power of their essence, leaping up and not coming�
down. Her flight is equivalent to any speed or swiftness�
based Qualities the Solar possesses but automatically�
gains an upshift to any rolls based on speed. The Solar�



cannot stay higher than (MOD + Essence) x3�
yards of a solid surface (the ground, a wall, or�
a cliff).�

Perception and keen�
senses�

Tier One�

Keen (sense) Technique�
Cost: 3m�
Duration: One Scene�

 This is actually three charms, one for sight, one�
that heightens hearing and touch, and one that heightens�
smell and taste. This charm provides two upshifts on a�
relevant perception or awareness roll and the Solar may�
engage in Challenges normally impossible for human�
senses.�

Sight:�The character can see for incredible dis-�
tances and detail and with the slightest light. With an�
incredible (TN 19 or higher) he can spot a flea jumping�
off a dog from across an entire block.�

Hearing and Touch:� The character can ignore�
up two downshifts for blindness or invisible forces. He�
can hear conversations several rooms away. With an�
incredible success he can read by touch or hear a�
mouse's heartbeat.�

Smell and Taste:� The character can recognize�
an individual by smell, track by scent or analyze their�
recent activities. The character can identify foreign�
ingredients in food or drink by taste. With an incredible�
success the character can identify something as bland as�
a drop of water in a glass of wine.�

Surprise Anticipation Method�
Cost: 1m�
Duration: Instant�
 This charm can be used for any reaction involv-�
ing immediate mortal danger that the Exalt is normally�
unaware of. This charm allows the Solar to automati-�
cally detect a surprise attack that they have a chance of�
noticing at all. If the Solar is forced to make a roll and�
fails it this charm activates itself automatically (if the�
Solar has a combo involving this charm then he may�
choose to activate the combo along with the charm).�
 The charm does not activate itself if the Solar�
has already used all his charms this turn, if the character�
has used all their essence, if the character is is unable to�
act, if the character cannot normally attempt an appro-�
priate roll.�

Tier Two�

Unsurpassed (Sense) Discipline�
Cost: 2m�
Duration: Instant�
 This charm doubles the rolled result of a�

roll related to the sense that the charm is linked to (this�
is actually three charms just like Keen (Sense) Tech-�
nique) before applying any bonuses or penalties to the�
roll.�
Tier Three�

Eye of the Unconquered Sun*�
Cost: 15m�
Duration: One Scene�
 The Solar can detect everything that has been�
deliberately concealed within the normal range of their�
vision, automatically defeating any attempts at stealth�
or camouflage, this also completely immunizes the�
solar against effects that conceal or deceive (the Solar is�
aware of these, but can automatically ignore them if he�
chooses). If another charm contests this then the Solar�
receives a number of Boosts equal to their permanent�
Essence.�
 This charm also causes the Solar's anima to flare�
at the 16+ mote level.�

Evasion�

Tier One�

Shadow Over Water�
Cost: 1m�
Duration: Instant�
 The exalt may make a defensive roll based on�
evasion (as opposed to attempting to block or redirect�
the attack) and ignore all penalties that might apply to�
the roll.�

Reflex Sidestep Technique�
Cost: 1m�
Duration: Instant�
 The exalt can use this charm to attempt to evade�
an attack that would normally be unexpected or unseen.�

Leaping Dodge Method�
Cost: 3m�
Duration: Instant�



 As part of an evasion-based defense the�
character may make an immediate movement�
Challenge to attempt to move further from the�
attacker, even if they have already attempted to�
move within the turn. If the attacker has not yet�
moved themselves they may make a Challenge�
as well to attempt to close the distance�
(typically to continue their action if they are taking�
multiple attacks).�

Tier Two�

Seven Shadow Evasion*�
Cost: 3m, 1 Failure Rank�
Duration: Instant�
 The Solar may automatically evade an attack�
that they are aware of, automatically defeating attacks�
that normally could not be evaded. Using this charm�
inflicts a single Failure Rank on the Solar when it's�
used, and is treated like a perfect attack.�

Flow Like Blood*�
Cost: 5m�
Duration: One Scene�
 For the remainder of the scene opponents who�
combine or coordinate their attacks fail to receive any�
bonus against the Solar and Mass Combat units receive�
no Boosts to attack the solar regardless of the difference�
in Magnitude.�

Larceny and Theft�

Tier One�

Flawless Impenetrable Disguise�
Cost: 7m�
Duration: until the character sleeps�
 This charm can be used when creating a dis-�
guise, modifying a Challenge to create a successful�
deception. This charm can be used to change hair, eye�
and skin color, disguise his age, gender, and even mod-�
erate adjustments to height (by as much as 10%). Voice,�
accent, stance and even scent are changed to match.�
Ordinary attempts to see through the disguise are sim-�
ply impossible by humans, but beings with extraordi-�
nary senses can attempt to see through the disguise but�
the Solar may add three Ranks to the TN of the Chal-�
lenge.�
 The disguise is not exact enough to perfectly�
duplicate a specific individual, treat these attempts nor-�
mally but even if the observer sees through the disguise�

they will believe that the Solar is simply an�
impostor who looks almost exactly like the�
subject of the character's impersonation. Once�
the magic ends the disguise becomes mundane,�
using only the makeup and costumes that the�
Exalt created himself.�

Flawless Pickpocketing Technique�
Cost: 3m�
Duration: instant�
 This charm enhances any valid attempt to steal�
something from the target (anything the Solar can both�
reach and carry on another's person. The object cannot�
be in active use, such as a sword being wielded or�
clothes worn or any artifact with motes committed,�
unless the target is an extra).�
 This charm ensures success on the Challenge�
roll unless it is opposed by another charm then the�
character may add a number of Boosts equal to their�
essence to the relevant Challenge roll. In addition no-�
one using ordinary senses can spot the theft, and those�
with exceptional senses have to beat the Exalt's Chal-�
lenge roll to notice.�

Stealing From Plain Sight Spirit�
Cost: 5m�
Duration: Essence in Rounds (combat time)�
 The character may attempt to steal any object in�
plain sight within (Essence) yards. The Exalt cannot�
steal objects in active use and must be able to carry to�
object. The theft attempt is automatically successful and�
impossible to notice (just like Flawless Pickpocket�
Technique), and the theft will automatically go unno-�
ticed while the charm lasts unless something acts to�
draw attention to it's absence (such as someone attempt-�
ing to use the item).�
 If attempting to steal something that would nor-�
mally be impossible (an object in a glass case, outside�
the character's cell, or beyond reach) costs an additional�
5m.�

Lock-Opening Touch�
Cost: 3m�
Duration: instant�
 This charm allows the character to pick a lock�
even if he has no appropriate tools (although this is�
considered Obvious). If the effect is opposed by another�
Charm, an artifact or other magical effect the character�
must roll but adds a number of Boosts equal to their�
Essence.�



Tier Two�

Perfect Mirror�
Cost: 12m�
Duration: one hour�
 The Solar can create a disguise that�
functions just like the flawlessly impenetrable�
disguise with a few additional functions:�

·�The character can change his apparent Essence to�
as little as one half or as high as double his normal�
Essence Rating (this is still only apparent to those�
who can perceive such things). This charm can also�
duplicate natural mystical traits with minor me-�
chanical effects (such as glowing auras, moving�
shadows, writhing hair or the illusion of floating)�

·�The character can disguise someone as someone�
else they are familiar with (within the normal limits�
of the charm) and perfectly imitate the person,�
automatically defeating any mundane, human at-�
tempts to pierce the disguise (treat super-humanly�
keen attempts to pierce the disguise just like Flaw-�
lessly Impenetrable Disguise). This includes all�
mannerisms, accent, scent and other unique traits�
of the target but he does not gain access to any�
hidden knowledge the target possesses (being un-�
able to provide such information never breaks the�
disguise's perfection however.)�

Tier Three�

Door-Evading Technique�
Cost: 12m�
Duration: instant�
 This charm allows a character to move through�
a single closed door or portal as though it wasn't there.�
This charm only allows you to move through doorways�
and portals: objects intentionally designed for people,�
animals or spirits to pass through them. You cannot�
walk through walls, go through a window without�
breaking it, or enter a locked dresser).�

stealth�

Tier One�

Easily Overlooked Presence Method�
Cost: 3m�
Duration: One Scene�
 This charm makes the character difficult to no-�
tice. He is not invisible but he does not stand out in any�

way, causing him to be completely ignored in�
most circumstances. Challenges made to notice�
the Solar automatically fail unless the Solar is�
currently engaged in combat (that is presenting�
an active, obvious threat to someone) or if the�
observer would normally receive more than�
one upshift due to circumstances (the solar is�

standing around naked, the solar is leaping and shouting�
to draw attention to themselves, the solar is covered in�
bright red paint, etc).�

Mental Invisibility Technique�
Cost: 7m�
Duration: One Scene�
 Those observing the character are affected by a�
compulsion to ignore the Solar. Anyone who would�
normally be able to detect the Solar's presence automat-�
ically ignores him. Attempting to break this compulsion�
causes Backlash, with additional Failure Ranks inflicted�
equal to the Solar's Essence.�

Invisible Statue Spirit�
Cost: 5m�
Duration: indefinite�
The Solar is impossible to detect with any sense except�
for touch, so long as the solar does not attempt to move�
or present an active threat. If someone does notice the�
Solar through touch the charm fades automatically.�

Tier Two�

Vanishing From Mind’s Eye Method�
Cost: 12m�
Duration: Indefinite�
 The Solar can use this charm to apply their�
stealth abilities retroactively. Roll a stealth-related chal-�
lenge with a number of boosts equal to their Essence.�
The result of this Challenge becomes the TN for a�
intellect or memory based Challenge. The first time�
each day that someone attempts to remember an event�
involving the character or attempts to recognize him the�
character must defeat the TN of the charm in a Chal-�
lenge. If he fails the character does not remember or�
recognize the Solar at all.�

Eclipse�

Bureaucracy, business and�
administration�



Tier One�

Frugal Merchant Method�
Cost: 1m�
Duration: instant�
 This charm enhances an attempt to esti-�
mate the value and price of an object, such as�
the quality of a gemstone or the purity of a silver coin.�
The Exalt has perfect awareness of the object's worth.�
This grants a boost in a bargaining situation if the other�
party is being honest, or an upshift if the target is�
attempting to be dishonest.�

Insightful Buyer Technique�
Cost: 3m�
Duration: instant�
 This charm provides information on market val-�
ues. So long as the Solar understands what the object is�
(“the contents of this box” does not qualify, but 500�
pounds of fresh fruit do) and to the extent that he�
understands the relevant markets (the solar can only�
learn about an object's black market value if he's aware�
there's a black market in the first place) this charm gives�
the Solar a perfect knowledge of it's value in those�
markets. This knowledge allows a number of Boosts�
equal to the Solar's Essence which can be applied to�
Challenges and Conflicts of a mercantile nature.�

Speed The Wheels�
Cost: 8m�
Duration: indefinite�
  The Solar can use this charm to smooth�
the progress of a bureaucracy. This charm can be used�
to speed the time needed to start any kind of project or�
otherwise run something through official channels by�
(Essence +1), with a maximum time of one season. In a�
Conflict situation where the Solar is opposed by anyone�
attempting to obstruct or delay a project of the solar,�
this charm grants a number of additional 'attacks' each�
round equal to ½ the Solar's essence.�

Indolent Official Charm�
Cost: 4m�
Duration: indefinite�
 This charm allows the Solar to slow or hinder�
progress on a project. The Solar must be able to com-�
municate with those handling the project (or be directly�
involved in the procedure himself). This is a Challenge�
roll with the TN based on the level of organization and�
efficiency of the organization. On a success the time the�
project takes (or the time it takes to make a roll in a�

Conflict) is multiplied by (Solar's Essence +1)�
and it always takes at least (Essence) hours. If�
the project is already underway then this charm�
inflicts a number of downshifts equal to (½�
Solar's Essence) to the project's attempts to�
make progress.�

Tier Two�

Immanent Solar Glory�
Cost: --�
Duration: indefinite�
 The Solar may draw power through his connec-�
tion to society and command. Every hour spent inspir-�
ing subjects or performing administrative duty recovers�
motes equal to the MOD of the unit's Magnitude. In�
addition each purchase of this charm increases the char-�
acter's peripheral essence pool by 10 motes which may�
not be committed to an artifact. These extra motes can�
only be regained through the use of this charm or�
essence recovery charms. The Exalt may purchase this�
charm a number of times equal to their Essence.�

Bureau-Rectifying Method�
Cost: 10m�
Duration: instant�
 This charm improves any organizational effort�
the Solar leads by a bureaucratic, mercantile or govern-�
ment organization. This grants a number of Boosts�
equal to the Solar's essence to the attempt and reduces�
any downshifts suffered due to internal corruption or�
inefficiency by one, as the least useful members of the�
organization are purged or shuffled into dead end posi-�
tions.�

Foul Air of Argument Technique�
Cost: 6m�
Duration: Instant�
 This charm can be used in a Challenge or Con-�
flict to sabotage an organization's operation. If the Solar�
succeeds at the Challenge or Conflict (depending on the�
level of complexity and importance of the organization)�
then it suffers a permanent increase in corruption and�
inefficiency that acts as a new Flaw for the organiza-�
tion. Repeated uses of this charm can add additional�
Flaws (for instance, the first use might add a Flaw like�
Sloppy Filing, the second Easily Bribed, and so on).�

Language, Wordcraft and Art�

Tier One�



Whirling Brush Method�
Cost: 4m�
Duration: instant�
 This charm allows the character to�
write (or draw/paint/etc for artistic variations)�
at Essence x10 times her normal speed. Most�
simple tasks (less than a page of work) can be sped to�
no longer than the course of a single combat action.�

Letter-Within-A-Letter Technique�
Cost: 6m�
Duration: instant�
 This charm can be used to hide a message within�
another written work or piece of art. Only the intended�
target for the message can perceive it.�
 The concealed message can be used for persua-�
sion (including unnatural mental influence if comboed�
with another Charm) and he can add the MOD of the�
linked quality to any other Qualities relevant to the�
persuasion attempt.�

Discerning Savant’s Eye�
Cost: 8m�
Duration: One Scene�
 This charm lets the Solar understand encoded,�
obscured and hidden communications as if they were�
clear. This could be due to physical erosion, cyphers,�
drunk slurred speech, or even bad handwriting. The�
charm can oppose effects like Letter-Within-A-Letter�
technique to conceal information magically.�

Sagacious Reading of Intent�
Cost: 3m�
Duration: instant�
 This charm allows the Exalt to understand the�
motives of a given statement the exalt can see or hear,�
or to understand the message (if any) of a work of art,�
no matter how abstract. Essentially a one-sentence sum-�
mary of what the person making the statement hopes to�
gain. If this charm is used against a persuasion based�
Challenge or attack whose purpose is fundamentally�
hostile to the Exalt or the Exalt's motivation then the�
charm automatically negates it.�

Poetic Expression Style�
Cost: 3m�
Duration: One Scene�
 The solar can express themselves without the�
need for language. The Exalt can easily express them-�
selves through gestures, facial expressions or simple�
drawings. The exalt suffers no penalties to attempts to�

communicate or instruct due to a language�
barrier (not to social or military actions howev-�
er).�

Tier Two�

Flawless Brush Discipline�
Cost: 8m�
Duration: instant�
 This charm makes every brush stroke perfect�
and ideal, adding a number of Boosts equal to the�
Solar's Essence to determine the beauty of the writing�
or art and allows the words or images to exude a super-�
natural attraction. Anyone reading the message or view-�
ing the art is overcome with admiration or even love for�
the Exalt. This is a Failure Rank attack using the Linked�
Quality and any other relevant Qualities and in addition�
1d6 additional Failure Ranks are inflicted if the attack�
proves successful. If the target hits Absolute Zero due�
to the attack then they become enthralled by the exalt,�
gaining a new Flaw related to their emotional attach-�
ment. If they attempt to act against this feeling they�
suffer a Backlash (to which the new Flaw applies) using�
the original Qualities relevant to the first attack. Once�
affected (successfully or not) then the target cannot be�
affected by the Exalts Flawless Brush Discipline again�
for one full year.�

Excellent Emissary’s Tongue�
Cost:--�
Duration: varies�
 This allows the Solar to communicate and un-�
derstand basic concepts in a language that the Solar�
does not speak but has some familiarity with. Becoming�
familiar with a language requires a successful language-�
related Challenge (TN 17 if the solar has spent several�
days studying or listening to the language, TN 19 for a�
scene, TN 21 for hearing or reading only a few words),�
this is not part of the charm itself so excellencies may�
be used as normal.�

Twisted Words Technique�
Cost: 8m�
Duration: Instant�
 This charm can be used in a written or artistic�
attempt to compel or deceive others, making the persua-�
sion attempt unnatural mental influence. This engages�
the target in a Conflict using the linked Quality and any�
relevant Qualities against the target's. If the Solar is�
zeroed out by this conflict the target has managed to�
ignore the compulsions of the Charm, and if they are�



forced to Absolute Zero they become commit-�
ted to the intention or belief the Solar wishes to�
instill, gaining a new Flaw related to the com-�
mitment which lasts until the target can break�
the commitment (usually requiring a number�
of successful persuasion-related Challenges or�
Conflicts equal to the Solar's essence).�
 Repeated use of this charm during the same�
story weakens it's effects, granting the victim an upshift�
to all defensive rolls every time the Exalt uses the charm�
against them in a story.�

Tier Three�

Unbreakable Fascination Method*�
Cost: 12m�
Duration: Instant�
 This enhances a public speaking action or a�
personal display of the Solar's artistic abilities, causing�
the Solar's anima to flare to it's 16+ level. This charm�
affects all who witness or hear the solar, compelling�
them to listen raptly. This is a Conflict action which the�
audience cannot disengage from. The only way to break�
off or alter the conflict is to be immune to the compul-�
sion or to resist it with a Charm (even then it's an�
opposed Challenge with the Solar). In addition any who�
do not manage to break the compulsion cannot do�
anything but listen, meaning they can only perform�
defensive reactions in the conflict, and then only those�
that do not require any active involvement. If the audi-�
ence hits Absolute Zero they must fall to their knees in�
awe, weep with rapture, or otherwise react as appropri-�
ate to the presence of a divine being, effectively becom-�
ing unable to oppose the Exalt in any way (physically�
or otherwise) for the remainder of the scene.�

Horsemanship and riding�

Tier One�

Master Horseman’s Techniques�
Cost: --�
Duration: instant�
 This charm permanently grants the Exalt the�
following abilities:�

·� Harmony of Spirits Style: The Exalt may spent�
a mote to stop himself from falling off his horse,�
even when unconscious or otherwise helpless�
and he will never fall off during normal travel�
due to being inactive (he can literally sleep in�
the saddle).�

·� Horse Summoning Whistle: The Solar�
can spend a mote to call a mount loyal to him�
to his side. The mount will attempt to reach�
him as best circumstances allow.�
·� Master Horseman's Eye: The Solar can�
spend one mote to recognize all the strengths�
and Flaws of a potential mount (understanding�

all Qualities and flaws it possesses).�
·� Speed-Sustaining Technique: The Solar can�

spend one mote to touch a mount to sustain it for�
two hours. Effort during that time does not�
exhaust the creature and it does not sustain�
harmful random incidents (effectively immu-�
nizes it against hazards or attacks based on�
travel-weariness and exhaustion).�

·� Spirit Steadying Assurance: The solar can spend�
3 motes to prevent a mount from panicking, this�
also negates any attacks or hazards based on fear�
or intimidation targeted at the mount.�

Tier Two�

Worthy Mount Technique�
Cost: --�
Duration: Permanent�
 The solar lets a character use his charms to assist�
a loyal animal he is riding rather than himself. This�
counts as the character using the charm but adds one�
mote to the cost.�

Unity of the Saddle Stance�
Cost: 8m�
Duration: One Scene�
 For the remainder of the scene, so long as the�
solar is riding a loyal animal, he treats himself and the�
animal as a single character, sharing all the Qualities of�
both the mount and rider. When the Solar/Mount suffers�
any Damage or Failure Ranks the player may assign�
these ranks as he wishes between these combined Qual-�
ities. Once the charm ends both are treated as separate�
characters again and any damage or failure ranks as-�
signed to Qualities remain where they are. If one of the�
Qualities is zeroed out while the charm is in effect then�
it immediately ends (this may leave one of the two�
characters still active, depending on how Ranks have�
been assigned).�

Phantom Steed*�
Cost: 12m�
Duration: One Day�



 The Solar creates a horse out of pure�
essence. The charm creates a mount who is�
tireless and needs neither food nor water, in�
addition to the following Qualities:�

Good [+2] War Trained, Good [+2] Orichal-�
cum Hooves, Master [+6] Running, Good�
[+2] Incredible Beauty, Good [+2] Fierce Loyalty�

Flashing Thunderbolt Steed�
Cost: 7m�
Duration: One Day�
 This grants the mount the ability to run all out�
without problems, granting infinite energy. The horse�
becomes immune to Hazards or Conflicts based on�
exhaustion and receives an upshift on any rolls to suc-�
cessfully jump an obstacle or keep it's footing. While�
this charm is active the rider can reliably cover (relevant�
MOD x10) miles per hour.�

Wind Racing Essence Infusion*�
Cost:--�
Duration: Permanent�
 This charm enhances Flashing Thunderbolt�
Steed technique allowing the mount to add the Solar's�
essence to the MOD of the most relevant Quality before�
determining it's overland speed, effectively giving the�
horse land speed on par with a hawk in flight. In con-�
tests where speed is important but not the only factor�
(obstacle courses, navigating through the wilderness)�
the Solar adds a number of Boosts equal to his Essence�
to relevant rolls.�

Tier Three�

Sometimes Horses Fly Approach*�
Cost: 7m�
Duration: One Hour�
 This charm allows a horse to fly, running on�
water, clouds, or simply air for the duration of the�
charm. This charm's cost is reduced to 5 motes when�
used on a steed summoned with Phantom Steed or�
sorcery.�

Sailing�

Tier One�

Salty Dog Method�
Cost: 3m�

Duration: One Scene�
 This charm removes a number of down-�
shifts equal to the Solar's essence to penalties�
related to sailing. These can be penalties to�
sailing-based rolls (such as fog, hidden reefs,�
etc) or penalties inflicted on the character him-�
self due to the naval environment (the rolling�

ship, storm winds, etc).�

Invincible Admiral Method�
Cost: 15m�
Duration: One Scene�
 This charm extends the benefits of Salty Dog�
method to others, extending the benefit to all individu-�
als or units within Essence x10 miles that are actively�
following the character's lead.�

Perfect Reckoning Technique�
Cost: 4m�
Duration: Instant�
 The Solar can use this charm to guide the ship�
towards it's destination. The solar must be on board and�
authorized to navigate the ship. This charm causes the�
ship to travel on course at it's maximum speed until�
something distracts the character and causes him to take�
another action. This allows the Solar to automatically�
succeed at any sailing Challenge or Conflict roll for the�
character to find her way around known hazards to a�
given destination.�

Storm-Weathering Essence Infusion�
Cost: 8m�
Duration: One Scene�
 To use this charm the Solar must be on board�
and authorized to direct the crew. This charm grants the�
Solar and the crew receive two upshifts to any roll on�
every action that directly serves the survival of the ship,�
whether combat to save the ship, patching the ship's�
side, or moving around or through a hazard.�

Tier Two�

Ship Claiming Stance�
Cost: 7m�
Duration: Instant�
 This charm can be used to claim a ship that�
cannot already by owned by another essence channeler.�
This charm causes the Exalt to own the ship. Any other�
character suffer a downshift to all rolls while on board�
unless the Exalt formally welcomes them aboard (and�
resume if the Exalt renounces them). This is enforced�



by the ship's little god, so any welcoming or�
rejection must occur within earshot of the ship,�
in the language of the Old Realm.�

Hull-Preserving Technique*�
Cost: 8m�
Duration: Instant�
 The character can invoke this charm in response�
to any physical attack on their ship (which she must be�
on at the time). This charm perfectly negates the attack,�
reducing all damage to zero. This charm costs the char-�
acter a Failure Rank and is considered a perfect defense�
for purposes of defeating a perfect attack.�

Shipwreck-Surviving Stamina*�
Cost: 3m�
Duration: indefinite�
 The character can invoke this charm in response�
to any attack that would sink or destroy her ship. This�
charm holds the ship together no matter how much�
damage it is suffering so long as the character keeps the�
essence committed. Any further damage will destroy�
the ship unless the character invokes this charm (or�
other defensive charms) again.�

Sea Ambush Technique�
Cost: 12m�
Duration: Instant�
 This charm allows the character to conceal naval�
forces under his command, using the linked Quality to�
avoid detection and granting a number of Boosts equal�
to the Solar's Essence to attempts at stealth. Naval units�
do not require cover or concealment to attempt to hide.�

Socialization and Courtly�
Skills�

Tier One�

Wise Eyed Courtier Method�
Cost: 5m�
Duration: instant�
 The Solar can be used against a social group�
(such as a court, kingdom, or secret society) to cause�
them to believe something. The character engages in a�
social Conflict with the group and he must spend at least�
several hours over the course of the last year attempting�
to persuade members of the group to accept the belief�
and the charm must be invoked within the presence of a�
member of the group (this conflict is purely retroactive,�
it requires no in-game time). If the Exalt is zeroed out�

by the Conflict then they must spend another�
year if they want to try again but if the Exalt�
successfully defeats the group then they accept�
a belief the Exalt declares, usually gaining a�
new Flaw of the Exalt's choice to represent�
this.�
 This charm has no effect on individuals,�

only social groups.�

Wild Revelry Approach�
Cost: 5m�
Duration: instant�
 The Solar can encourage a group or society to�
release their tensions in a huge burst of emotion. This�
charm functions exactly like the Wise-Eyed Courtier�
Method, except the effect creates intense emotions�
rather than beliefs and it only requires a season of effort.�

Taboo Inflicting Diatribe�
Cost: 5m�
Duration: Instant�
 The Solar can use this charm for against some�
behavior, encouraging society to accept or reject it. This�
charm allows the Exalt to engage in a retroactive social�
Conflict within a social group which requires that they�
have spent several hours within the last month encour-�
aging the desired attitude within this group and the�
charm must be invoked within the presence of at least�
one member of the group. If the character succeeds the�
social group adopts the taboo or fad of the character's�
choice.�

Mastery of Small Manners�
Cost: 1m�
Duration: Until next action�
 The Solar's responses to social situations are�
perfect and natural. This provides a Boost to all social�
rolls and reduces the effective magnitude of a social�
opponent by one Rank (to a minimum of Poor). This�
charm also ensures that the character has a basic under-�
standing of the motives of everyone involved in a scene.�

Tier Two�

Venomous Whispers Technique�
Cost: 12m�
Duration: instant�
 The solar convinces a society to reject a group�
or individual. The Solar must touch the individual or�
interact with the targeted group. This charm is a Con-�
flict to degrade the target's reputation or position. If the�



character succeeds then the target puts his or its�
worst foot forward in every social situation.�
This functions much like a normal attempt to�
destroy the target's reputation but it's much�
faster (each turn represents about an hour of�
game time) and requires the Solar take no�
direct actions themselves.�

Understanding the Court�
Cost: 22m�
Duration: instant�
 This Charm is part of an attempt to survey the�
power relationships in a social group. The character can�
get an accurate profile of the people and relationships�
involved. This is a challenge using the character's�
linked MOD and any relevant Qualities. If the character�
succeeds then each Rank by which the character suc-�
ceeds grants a Boost to any social rolls to manipulate�
the social group within the environment (to a maximum�
number of Boosts equal to the Solar's Essence).�
The Exalt can have only one profile at a given time, and�
the bonus lasts only as long as essence remains commit-�
ted to the charm. The Solar cannot attempt to create a�
new profile unless the story ends or a new major piece�
of evidence surfaces about the group's structure.�

Gathering The Congregation�
Cost: 12m�
Duration: One Week�
 The Solar attempts to persuade everyone who�
can hear him to organize in his service. This is a Con-�
flict which allows the solar to organize a group into a�
social unit under his direction if he successfully bring�
the group to Absolute Zero. The unit dissolves if the�
Exalt abandons it for more than a day.�

Martial Arts Qualities are a special, specific Qualities,�
each Quality representing a specific style of martial arts.�
Mundane martial arts are treated as normal combat�
Qualities. Supernatural Martial Arts can be taken as�
Qualities as well with a few major differences.�

·� The costs for Charms for Supernatural Martial�
Arts can vary. Dragon-blooded pay the normal�
experience cost for Terrestrial Martial Arts, and�
with the appropriate charms they may purchase�
Charms for a Celestial Martial Art form at an�
additional cost of 2 xp per charm. Solars pay the�
normal cost for Celestial Martial Arts and re-�

ceive a discount of 2 experience for Terrestrial�
martial arts charms, if they receive the proper�
training they may purchase Sidereal Martial�
Arts charms at a 2 xp price increase (lunars are�
the same, but cannot learn Sidereal Martial�
Arts) Sidereals pay the normal cost for Sidereal�
Martial Arts charms, a 1 xp discount on Celes-�

tial Martial Arts, and a 3 xp discount on Terres-�
trial Martial Arts.�

·� Multiple Martial Arts Qualities can be taken to�
represent mastery of different styles. Characters pay�
the normal xp cost to raise their highest Ranked Mar-�
tial Arts Quality (or to exceed any other Martial Arts�
Qualities they have in the case of a raise) but to�
purchase a new Quality or raise any Quality that does�
not already equal their greatest Martial Arts Quality�
they pay only half price. (so a character with Expert�
[+4] Snake Style, Expert [+4] Fire Dragon Style, and�
Good [+2] Solar Hero Style pays the normal cost to�
raise either Snake or Fire Dragon to Master, but only�
half price to raise Solar Hero to Expert, or to purchase�
a new Martial Arts Quality at Good [+2] Rank.�

·� Martial Arts do not use the normal Tier Struc-�
ture. Instead martial arts have  Basic charms which�
represent the building blocks of the style. For all�
Terrestrial Martial Arts Basic Charms require only�
Essence 1, for Celestial it requires Essence 2 and�
Sidereal it requires Essence 4. They do not require the�
Solar Excellency Charm. You must possess the Mar-�
tial Arts Quality at at least Good [+2] Rank.�

  The next step is the  Form charm which has the�
same Essence requirement as the Basic charms. The�
Form Charm requires you to be at least Expert [+4]�
Rank and know at least 2 Basic charms.�
  Beyond the Form charm are  Advanced charms�
which require at least Master [+6] Rank and to know the�
Form charm. They also require Essence one level high-�
er. Custom charms added to forms like Solar Hero and�
similar styles may have increased Essence or Rank�
requirements.�

Snake Style�

Striking Cobra Technique�
Cost: 1m�
Duration: instant�
 The character can strike swiftly, adding a num-�
ber of Boosts equal to the linked MOD to initiative rolls�
in physical Conflicts.�

Serpentine Evasion�



Cost: 3m�
Duration: instant�
 This charm adds a number of Boosts�
equal to the martial artist's linked MOD to an�
attempt to defend through evasion or blocking.�

Snake Form�
Cost: 5m�
Duration: One Scene�
 For the rest of the scene the martial artist adds�
an upshift to rolls to resist physical damage due to his�
essence-hardened skin and each turn he receives a num-�
ber of Boosts equal to his Essence which can be used to�
aid in defensive maneuvers against opponents who can�
see his hypnotic movements.�
 Each character may only have one Form charm�
active at a time, in order to use a second Form charm the�
first must be allowed to lapse.�

Advanced Charms�

Essence Fangs and Scales Technique�
Cost: 6m�
Duration: One Scene�
 The Solar's unarmed attacks inflict Damage�
Ranks rather than Failure Ranks and armor cannot be�
used to reduce damage from these attacks (either from�
automatic damage reduction or by downshifting to ab-�
sorb damage).�

Armor-Penetrating Fang Strike�
Cost: 6m�
Duration: Instant�
 This charm allows the character to ignore the�
MOD of the defender's armor (or similar Qualities such�
as thick skin or essence fields) and prevents any reduc-�
tion in damage due to armor. Qualities based on inher-�
ent toughness (and charms that enhance it) still apply.�

Snake Strikes The Heel�
Cost: 4m�
Duration: instant�
 The Exalt can use this charm when hit by an�
attack but before assigning Damage Ranks are applied.�
This charm gives the Exalt a martial arts counterattack�
using the Exalt's relevant MODs plus an additional�
Boost for each point by which the attacker exceeded the�
martial arts defensive roll.�

Uncoiling Serpent Prana*�
Cost: 3m�

Duration: Instant�
 The martial artist may strike with raw�
essence, attacking with his anima or shadow,�
allowing it to strike opponents at a Near range.�

Striking Serpent Speed�
Cost: 6m�

Duration: Instant�
 The martial artist makes a Challenge roll with an�
MOD equal to the Exalt's (Essence x2) against a TN of�
13. This charm allows multiple actions in a round equal�
half the Exalt's margin of success (rounded down).�
These additional actions do not need to be attacks, but�
none should take more than a turn to perform individu-�
ally.�

Essence Venom Strike�
Cost: 10m�
Duration: Instant�
 This charm inflicts terrifying damage with Es-�
sence. Qualities based on resisting, enduring, or absorb-�
ing damage (such as toughness or armor) do not apply�
for defenses against attacks, and neither do Charms�
linked to these Qualities (except perfect defenses). In�
addition the Exalt inflicts additional Damage Ranks�
equal to his Essence on a successful attack.�

Fist of Iron Technique�
Cost: 1m�
Duration: instant�
 This charm can be used to enhance an unarmed�
attack, adding a Boost to the attack and treating it as�
though it were made with a heavy weapon (inflicting�
damage ranks instead of failure ranks, and inflicting an�
additional damage rank on a successful attack).�

Sledgehammer Fist Punch*�
Cost: 3m�
Duration: Instant�
 This charm can be used for a martial arts attack�
against an object, doubling the number of Damage�
Ranks inflicted.�

Dragon Coil Technique�
Cost: 3m�
Duration: until next action�
 Grappling or wrestling maneuvers performed by�
the Solar inflict Damage Ranks rather than Failure�



Ranks and inflict additional damage ranks�
equal to the Solar's Essence. In addition the�
Solar receive a number of Boosts equal to his�
Essence to rolls made to grab, maintain or gain�
control of a clinch or grappling situation.�

Solar Hero Form*�
Cost: 6m�
Duration: One Scene�
 The Solar may spend one mote when she suc-�
cessfully makes an attack, inflicting additional damage�
on the attack equal to the MOD of the Solar Hero�
Quality.�

Advanced Charms�

Heaven Thunder Hammer�
Cost: 3m�
Duration: Instant�
 This charm can be used to send an opponent�
flying on a successful blow (one that defeats an oppo-�
nent's defensive roll, even if it inflicts no damage).�
They're flung up to Far distance and should they strike�
a hard object in flight, consider it a Hazard with a TN�
based on the Solar's Martial Arts Quality.�

Knockout Blow�
Cost: 8m�
Duration: Instant�
 This charm enhances a single, potent blow. So�
long as the attack succeeds and inflicts damage then�
multiply the margin of success by the Exalt's Essence�
and apply these as Failure Ranks to the opponent. If�
these Failure Ranks are enough to force them to hit�
Absolute Zero they are knocked unconscious for the�
remainder of the scene (effectively unable to participate�
but they are explicitly not�mostly dead� and these 'false'�
Failure Ranks disappear instantly at the end of the�
scene). If this would not cause the character to hit�
Absolute Zero then they instead suffer no additional�
effect from the charm.�

Crashing Wave Throw�
Cost: 3m�
Duration: instant�
 This charm can be used on any action after the�
solar has successfully pinned or grabbed a target�
(assuming the Solar has not yet let go and the target has�
not escaped). The Solar can hurl the target upwards or�
horizontally. If hurled straight up the victim takes dam-�
age like a fall, those who are flung horizontally may�

simply be hurled to fling them away or�
smashed into an object. This is an attack using�
the Solar's Martial Art's Quality plus any rele-�
vant Qualities with 1d6 bonus damage on a�
successful attack.�

Ox-Stunning Blow�
Cost: 1m per rank�
Duration: Instant�
 The Solar can spend motes up to twice (Solar's�
Martial Art's MOD plus any strength related MODs)�
before making a martial arts attack. This attack inflicts�
only Failure Ranks (even if it would normally inflict�
Damage Ranks) and on a successful attack it inflicts an�
additional failure rank for each mote spent. Due to the�
nature of this charm armor cannot reduce the damage�
(or be downshifted to absorb it).�

Hammer on Iron Technique�
Cost: 5m�
Duration: Instant�
 This charm allows the solar to make multiple�
martial arts attacks, up to (Essence +1) without penalty.�
All attacks must be against the same target.�

Shockwave Technique*�
Cost: 3m�
Duration: Instant�
 The Solar's blow sends one opponent flying into�
another. This attack is unblockable and if it hits it can�
hurl the victim anywhere up to Far range, making an�
attack against a second opponent (also unblockable)�
using the Solar's Martial Arts Quality and any other�
relevant MODs. This second attack targets both the�
original opponent and the second opponent with a sin-�
gle roll.�

 Spells are purchased as charms using linked�
Qualities related to occult lore. Using Sorcery is much�
more complex and time consuming than other charms.�
Many spells require hours to cast and even those that�
may be cast within a single combat scene take a signifi-�
cant amount of time. While casting a spell the sorcerer�
may not take any other actions, use any charms or take�
actions such as speech or movement Challenges and is�
limited to reactions that require no movement or partic-�
ipation on the part of the sorcerer. The sorcerer may�



activate his anima and does still benefit from�
continuing charms.�
 Sorcery is always Obvious unless the�
spell specifies otherwise, although the exact�
purpose of the spell isn't necessarily clear but�
it's impossible to mistake for anything but�
Sorcery.�
 If something distracts a character while shaping�
sorcery they must make a Challenge roll using their�
linked Quality as well as any other Qualities related to�
resisting pain or mental focus with a TN of 11 plus any�
Damage Ranks inflicted by the distraction. The effect of�
an unraveled spell is up to the GM but is usually a�
Hazard with a TN of (11+Sorcerer's Essence).�
 Using sorcery is exhausting and the caster suf-�
fers 2 Failure Ranks for each Circle of the spell (2 for�
Terrestrial, 4 for Celestial, 6 for Solar)�

Terrestrial circle sorcery�

Death of Obsidian Butterflies�
Cost: 15m�
 This spell fills an area of up to Far range in front�
of the caster with razor-winged obsidian butterflies.�
This is an attack against each character in the area using�
his linked MOD with a number of Boosts equal to the�
caster's Essence. After the attack is made the butterflies�
fall to the ground, many of them shattering into razor-�
sharp shards.�

Demon of the First Circle�
Cost: 20 + m�
 This spell may be cast at sundown, ending at�
midnight, calling a demon of the First Circle to Cre-�
ation. Once the demon is summoned the sorcerer and�
the Demon engage in a Conflict of willpower and dom-�
inance. Each participant uses Qualities related to force�
of will, mental strength, and spiritual potency, adding in�
a number of Boosts equal to their Essence (these rolls�
cannot be enhanced with Charms). Every 10 motes�
spent by the sorcerer forces the demon to suffer a�
downshift to all their rolls. While this conflict continues�
the demon is not fully manifested and cannot be en-�
gaged in any other form of Conflict. The conflict will�
only end when one participant or the other hits Absolute�
Zero, or the demon is banished by the sorcerer. At any�
time during the contest the sorcerer may use his turn to�
attempt a Challenge to banish the demon using his�
Linked Quality (TN 15).�
 If the sorcerer wins the conflict the spell binds�
the demon to loyal servitude for a year and a day or the�

sorcerer must name a task which the demon�
will dedicate itself to until the task is complete.�
Once the term of servitude ends the demon�
immediately returns to Malfeas.�
 If the sorcerer is zeroed out the demon�
is free to act in Creation (this effectively ends�
the scene, restoring both participant's Failure�

Ranks).�
 The spell normally involves a great deal of ritual�
paraphernalia and protective sigils. If this is dispensed�
with then the Sorcerer suffers a downshift to his rolls on�
the first turn of the Conflict and the TN to banish the�
demon becomes 19.�

Emerald Countermagic�
Cost: 10m or 20m�
 This spell may be used as a defense against�
magic. This costs 10m and from the point when the�
sorcerer casts the spell to the end of their next turn any�
spell attempting to affect the sorcerer that he does not�
wish will shatter. Alternatively by spending 20m the�
sorcerer can attempt to shatter any terrestrial circle spell�
within Far range. Shattering a spell causes random,�
trivial magical effects (usually equivalent to an Average�
[11] Hazard) though the exact effects are determined by�
the GM.�

Impenetrable Frost Barrier�
Cost: 20m�
 This spell creates a thin, cold mist within Near�
range of the caster. These mists swirl about any incom-�
ing missile attacks, coating them with ice. Most weap-�
ons are dragged off course or have their flight slowed�
and cushioned. For the rest of the scene all such attacks�
suffer a number of downshifts equal to the Sorcerer's�
Essence, although missiles weighing more than 30�
pounds ignore this effect.�

Infallible Messenger�
Cost: 10m�
 The sorcerer creates a minor spirit from raw�
essence. The sorcerer whispers a message, of no more�
than five minutes in length, into the spirit's ear (this may�
be single Social Attack if the Sorcerer wishes). The�
sorcerer then names and describes the target for the�
message. The spirit may travel anywhere within cre-�
ation or yu-shan nearly instantly, traveling hundreds of�
miles an hour. Unless the location of the target is mys-�
tically obscured the spirit will find him and deliver the�
message to his ear then dissolve. Instant duration�
charms can be used to enhance this message.�



Invulnerable Skin of Bronze�
Cost: 20m�
 Until the sun next crosses the horizon�
the caster's skin hardens into shining bronze.�
This grants the caster the Quality Expert [+4]�
Skin of Bronze which functions as an Armor�
(+) Quality. Damage may be assigned to this bonus�
Quality like normal, and once the duration ends it (and�
any damage ranks or downshifts assigned to it) disap-�
pears. In addition the caster's unarmed attacks are con-�
sidered heavy weapons and inflict Damage Ranks�
instead of failure ranks. While the spell does not impede�
or slow the caster he does weigh an extra 100 lbs or so�
thus he can sink easily and fragile surfaces may break.�

Stormwind Rider�
Cost: 15m�
 The sorcerer can use a tornado like vortex to�
travel at great speeds. The dust devil flies low but it can�
jump obstacles as high as 30 feet or survive falls of 30�
feet or more with no ill effects. Longer falls cause the�
vortex to dissipate but the fall is considered 60 feet�
shorter for purposes of damage.�
 The dust devil carries the sorcerer and (Essence�
x200) pounds of passengers or cargo at speeds of�
roughly 100 miles per hour. The spell ends immediately�
when the character sets foot on the ground.�
 While flying in the vortex characters can see�
out, but it requires concentration to to fly and maneuver.�
This imposes a downshift to all the character's rolls�
when having to focus on the flight. The high winds also�
impose two downshifts on missile attacks into or out of�
the vortex as well as sense based rolls to hear through�
the winds.�
 If the sorcerer increases the casting time to 2�
minutes the sorcerer can expand this spell to transport a�
unit with a Magnitude MOD of no higher than the�
caster's Essence along with Essence x200 lbs of well-�
packed supplies.�

Summon Elemental�
Cost: 10+m�
 This spell functions identically to Demon of the�
first circle except for the following:�

·� It summons an elemental rather than a demon.�
·� it can be cast at any time with a four hour ritu-�
al.�
·� The difficulty to banish the elemental is TN 11.�

·� The elemental will not serve for more�
than a lunar month or it can be set to a task�
lasting a year and a day.�

Wood Dragon’s Claw�
Cost: 10m�
 Until the caster wishes to terminate the�

spell her hands warp into huge gnarled claws of wood.�
These claws grant the caster an Expert [+4] Wood�
Dragon Claws Quality. The claws are considered a�
Power Attack in addition to inflicting Damage Ranks on�
a successful attack. Damage or Failure Ranks may be�
taken to this Quality just like any other, and when the�
spell ends and the Quality is removed so is any damage�
taken to the Quality. While the spell is in effect the�
character also has a temporary Flaw Giant Gnarled�
Claws, due to the complications caused by having a�
huge pair of oak claws instead of hands.�

Celestial Circle�

Blood of Boiling Oil�
Cost: 30m�
 Once the spell is completed the sorcerer's hands�
are left covered with glowing arcane characters. If the�
sorcerer touches another living being the power flows�
into the victim, transforming their blood to boiling oil.�
First the sorcerer must make a successful barehanded�
attack against the victim which may be simply a touch�
or part of an attack (even one enhanced with charms or�
combos).�
 This spell activates when the sorcerer success-�
fully strikes a target. When it activates the sorcerer must�
make a Challenge roll using the linked Quality (TN 11)�
and inflicting his Essence in Damage Ranks to the�
victim for each point by which he beats the TN.�
 Magical creatures are resistant to the transmuta-�
tion, adding their Essence to the TN of the sorcerer's�
Challenge and the spell has no effect on nonliving�
creatures or anything which has no blood. This spell can�
remain in effect, 'on hold' for a number of minutes equal�
to the sorcerer's essence or until the sorcerer strikes a�
target. Although the spell can accidentally target unin-�
tended victims it will never target the sorcerer himself.�

Demon of the Second Circle�
Cost: 30+ m�
 This spell is just like Demon of the First Circle�
with the following exceptions:�

·� It summons a demon of the second circle.�



·� This spell can only be cast on the�
night the new moon or during Calibration.�
The spell begins at sundown and ends at�
midnight.�
·� The cost to inflict downshifts on the�
demon is 15 motes not 10.�

Dolorous Reflection�
Cost: 20m�
 The character creates hundreds of bands of en-�
ergy that swirl around him, fading in a few seconds. The�
effect of the spell continues until the character takes a�
movement or attack action plus a number of minutes�
equal to twice the caster's Essence.�
 Until the spell ends any physical ranged attack�
on the character swirls around the character and is�
hurled back at the attacker. This is a counterattack using�
the caster's Linked MOD and including any special�
abilities or features of the weapon used. In addition if�
the attack is successful the sorcerer may add his Essence�
to the damage inflicted by the attack. This spell has no�
effect on hand-to-hand attacks or those consisting en-�
tirely of essence.�
 This spell can also be used on a military unit,�
taking 3 minutes to cast and protecting a unit of with a�
Magnitude MOD no greater than the caster's Essence.�
This increases the duration to twice the sorcerer's Es-�
sence in hours.�

Incomparable Body Arsenal�
Cost: 30m�
 For a number of hours equal to the caster's�
Essence the character transforms her body into a autom-�
aton of rusty black iron. While under this effect the�
caster needs no air, is immune to poison or toxins and�
suffers no ill effect from normal extremes of tempera-�
ture.�
 This grants the character the following Quali-�
ties: Master [+6] Body of Iron and Expert [+4] Body�
Arsenal. Body of Iron is an Armor (+) Quality and Body�
Arsenal allows the character to extend weapons from�
every point on their body at will even allowing ranged�
attacks (ranged like throwing attacks). If the caster has�
any Qualities related to strength or endurance they�
increase by one Rank for the duration of the spell, or the�
caster gains a new Quality for each at Good [+2] Rank.�
 Weapons and armor worn or carried vanish�
Elsewhere for the duration of the spell (Qualities related�
to such equipment are retained but their MOD cannot be�
applied for the duration of the spell). The character can�
move at their normal speed and weighs no more than�
usual, but they cannot swim.�

Sapphire Countermagic�
Cost: 15m or 20m�
 Functionally identical to Emerald Coun-�
termagic but it affects Sapphire and Emerald�
Circle spells. Emerald circle spells vanish�
harmlessly but Sapphire spells shattered re-�

lease dramatic effects (usually equivalent to a TN 15�
Hazard).�

Travel Without Distance�
Cost: 25m�
 This spell allows instantaneous transportation.�
This spell can transport the character to any location he�
has seen before (in person or through magic) so long as�
it is within 10 miles per point of the character's Essence.�
If the target of the spell is unsafe the spell makes sure�
that the caster appears on the nearest stable open space�
with solid footing and no environmental damage.�
 This spell can be extended by increasing the�
casting time to three minutes and transport a unit of�
Magnitude MOD no greater than the Exalt's Essence�
score.�

Solar circle sorcery�

Adamant Countermagic�
Cost: 20m or 25m�
 Identical to the emerald version except it can�
affect all magic. First and second circle spells are com-�
pletely snuffed out but Third circle spells produce tre-�
mendous explosions of essence (at least equivalent to a�
TN 21 Hazard, if not greater).�

Demon of the Third Circle�
Cost: 40+m�
 Identical to demon of the second circle but it�
must be cast during Calibration and summons a demon�
of the third circle.�

Rain of Doom�
Cost: 60m�
 This spell calls down a vast supernatural storm,�
and a rain of corrosive venom and green lightning. The�
spell must be cast just as the sun touches the horizon in�
the evening. The sorcerer must cast the spell then imme-�
diately begin traveling. He can walk run or ride but he�
cannot fly or use transportation which does not touch�
the ground. The caster must be able to completely�
circumnavigate the desired area of effect within the�
hour between the sun touching the horizon and com-�



plete sunset. From that point the storm begins�
and lasts throughout the night until dawn the�
next day.�

·� The spell blights the land, causing�
nothing but scrub to grow for years or even�
decades afterwards.�
·� The spell is a poison-based hazard,�
every round a character remains in the open they�
accumulate one dose of poison. Each turn they must�
resist a Hazard (TN 11 + number of doses inflicted)�
until they can strip off their wet clothes and scrub�
any affected areas clean. Runoff from the rain is also�
lethal and depending on the amount of exposure the�
GM determines how many doses the character is�
affected by.�
·� Mortals who suffer damage from the Challenge�
suffer a painful convulsive death over the next sev-�
eral hours, automatically going to Absolute Zero.�

 While outdoors during the storm have a 1 in 6�
chance of being struck by lightning (an Elite [+10]�
attack). This spell may only be cast after the sun touches�
the horizon and the sorcerer must travel completely�
around the target area. He has about one hour to suc-�
cessfully complete the area. The storm starts an hour�
after nightfall and until the sun rises.�

combos�

 A combo is a technique that an Exalt can de-�
velop to combine their charms into a single technique of�
immense power. A combo is made up of two or more�
specific charms, allowing the Exalt to use them as�
though they were a single charm (allowing them to�
modify the same action and to count as only a single�
action for purposes of what they can affect). For exam-�
ple a combo with Peony Blossom Attack, Iron Raptor�
Technique, and the Solar Excellency allows the Exalt to�
create a flurry of multiple attacks at a great distance�and�
enhance all these attacks with additional upshifts.�

Developing Combos�
 Characters can develop combos in play by�
spending the appropriate amount of experience but each�
Combo is an arduous process of training or exercise.�
The Solar might need special conditions or education to�
develop their potent new move. Combos might be de-�
veloped spontaneously in play with a truly exceptional�
stunt however.�

Combo Guidelines�

 There is no limit to the number of�
charms which may be 'bound' together into a�
combo but it's the GM's call whether a particu-�
lar charm is appropriate for combining into a�
Combo. It's also important to remember that�
most instant-duration charms modify only a�
single roll at a time so if a charm is being used�

to modify more than one roll then the cost in essence�
must be paid for each 'repeat' use of the charm.�

Example:� with the previous example combo�
(peony blossom attack, Solar Excellency, and Iron Rap-�
tor Technique) the Solar must pay the cost for Solar�
Excellency and Iron Raptor Technique separately for�
each additional attack provided by Peony Blossom At-�
tack.�
 Most Combos are extremely Obvious and dis-�
tinctive for that particular combo. Once anyone has seen�
the Exalt use the combo once he will always recognize�
that particular set of moves in the future. However,�
social charms and similar effects will only produce�
dramatic Essence displays if they contain an Obvious�
charm.�

Using a Combo�
 The immense power of a Combo makes them�
difficult to use easily. The character must pay the nor-�
mal cost of the charms within the combo and if she�
cannot pay for at least one use of all the charms in-�
volved in the combo then the combo may not be used.�
 In addition to the essence cost the character�
suffers a single Failure Rank for each charm in the�
combo and even if the character may use additional�
charms in the Turn they may only use a single Combo�
in a turn.�



Chapter 7:�
Artifacts and�

equipment�
Wealth in Creation�

 In general Exalted and PDQ treat wealth as an�
abstract quantity. It can take many forms and often�
comes and goes freely.�

Wealth As Qualities�
 Qualities related to wealth or resources repre-�
sent the character's ability to make purchases or obtain�
goods. Wealth-related Qualities might be related to raw�
material possessions (such as Treasure Hoard or Family�
Allowance) or they might represent valuable properties�
or positions that the character may use to draw on their�
wealth (such as Landowner, Lord of The Blue King-�
dom, or Owns a Gem Mine). Wealth-related Qualities�
are often helpful in social situations and for making�
financial Challenges (see pg. XX). Wealth-based Qual-�
ities should typically always represent some renewable�
or theoretically inexhaustible supply of resources. A�
Quality like Bag of Jade simply wouldn't last long�
enough to be significant as a Quality but it might be a�
Prop (see below).�
 If a wealth-related Quality is temporarily re-�
duced through a financial Challenge (see pg XX) then it�
will not recover until the character has had a chance to�
tap into their wealth once more (this might involve�
getting in touch with their Wealthy Relatives, returning�
to their Kingdom to dip into the treasury or going back�
to their Manse to dip into their Secret Hoard). Alterna-�
tively sacrificing a Temporary Wealth Prop of the same�
Rank or higher as their original Rank will restore the�
wealth to normal. Unless a character has a Flaw like�
Poor or Beggar then all characters are assumed to be�
able to scrounge or earn a certain minimum amount of�
cash in their spare time and they can recover any�
wealth-reduction at the end of the Story.�

Temporary Wealth�
 Temporary Wealth represents smaller, more�
portable sums of money such as a bag of copper coins�
or a jade Obol. Temporary Wealth is typically easy to�
come by and is considered a�Prop� rather than a Quality�
(see below) but they should be given a Rank based on�
value. For example, if a character raided a merchant's�
home he might gain an Expert [+4] Jewels and Trinkets�
prop representing the value of his haul. Wealth-related�
props that represent easily divisible sums like a bag or�
coins (as opposed to a large gemstone) can be split apart�
into smaller Ranked Props. Using a wealth-related prop�
in a wealth Challenge will remove it from play.�

Equipment and Weaponry�

  Unless a piece of gear or equipment is taken�
specifically as a Quality by a character then it is gener-�
ally a piece of the background or otherwise a minor�
feature of the character. These pieces of equipment are�
referred to as Props. Props have no overall importance�
to the story except insofar as they allow the character to�
use their own Qualities within the course of the game.�
Props have no real story protection and may be broken,�
stolen, lost or exhausted easily.�

Unranked Props�
 The majority of Props are unranked and provide�
no bonus or penalty to rolls when using the Prop. If such�
props must be assigned a TN or otherwise must be�
assigned a Rank temporarily then they can be consid-�
ered Average (although in some situations the prop�
might use the owner's most appropriate Quality). Most�
weapons, equipment or tools are unranked.�Exceptional�
Props� might be extremely finely made or even en-�
hanced through thaumaturgy. Typically such props pro-�
vide a Boost when used. Inferior tools or equipment�
might provide a downshift, and attempting an action�



with no appropriate Prop (such as attempting�
to jimmy a lock without tools or providing�
medical aid without appropriate medicines or�
tools) usually inflicts two or more downshifts�
(if it's even possible at all).�

Ranked Props�
 Some Props might have their own Rank which�
can be used like a Quality by the character using the�
Prop (although it is not treated as a Quality for the�
purposes of charms or absorbing damage). This is typi-�
cal of exceptional or one-use props like thaumaturgical�
remedies, single-use artifacts, or talismans. Although�
they are assigned a Rank these Qualities are still usually�
ultimately not vital to the story.�

artifacts�

 Artifacts are wonders created through the power�
of the Exalted's mastery of Essence and mystic technol-�
ogy. Artifacts come in many form from weapons, armor�
or even immensely powerful tools of war. Before an�
Exalt can use an artifact it must be attuned to the Exalt's�
own unique Essence. Attuning an artifact requires the�
Exalt to purchase the artifact as a Quality. The strength�
of the Artifact determines the Rank of the Quality�
needed to attune it. Good [+2] Artifacts are potent but�
utilitarian tools while Artifacts of Master [+6] or higher�
Rank are powerful beyond most mortals' wildest�

dreams. In addition to attuning an artifact the�
Exalt usually must commit a certain amount of�
Essence to the artifact. Most artifacts require a�
number of motes to be committed equal to the�
MOD of the artifact x2.�

Minor Artifacts�
 While most powerful artifacts require a great�
deal of essence and an attunement process to use some�
are simpler. For example hearthstone amulets and jew-�
elry are minor Artifacts which require only one mote�
committed to provide the benefits of a hearthstone to the�
character wearing the amulet with the commitment of�
just one mote. Likewise single use artifact's may require�
only a small amount of essence to be expended to use�
them.�

Artifact Weapons�
 Artifact weapons are typically exceptionally�
large and potent examples of more mundane weapons.�
Artifact Weapon Qualities apply their MOD to most�
any action or reaction made involving the weapon in�
addition to the benefits of the magical material the�
weapon is constructed from. In addition to their abilities�
as impressive weapons most artifacts have additional�
features depending on their Rank.�

·� Good [+2] Artifacts have some additional fea-�
ture, usually granting bonuses (either Boosts or up-�
shifts) in specific situations, applying their MOD to�

Weapons and Armor�
 By default PDQ assumes that weapons or armor are simply trappings with no ultimate in-game effect�
unless they are taken as a Quality (such as an Artifact). Unarmed punches or kicks usually inflict Failure Ranks�
rather than Wound Ranks but overall a Good [+2] Martial Artist is just as deadly as a Good [+2] Blade-Master.�
 However you may want to represent mundane equipment with a bit more detail then you can use the�
following guidelines:�

Weap�ons:� In addition to the normal damage from an attack weapons add additional damage. For each of�
the following traits of a weapon add 1 to the final damage of the attack.�Big� (requiring two hands to wield�
effectively),�Heavy� (with enough weight to break or shatter bone), and�Sharp�(capable of slicing through flesh�
or stabbing. For the purpose of this rule all bows and crossbows are considered Big, and the larger versions are�
considered Heavy (such as longbows). Extremely large and heavy “weapons” are typically difficult to use�
(imposing a downshift to any attack or defensive rolls) but add 1d6 to damage (this covers things like warstrider�
scale weapons, pillars, or trees as improvised weapons). Flame pieces add 2 to damage, firewands add 3.�

Armor� acts to reduce damage from a successful attack and comes in several types. Light armor like a�
breastplate or chain mail reduces damage by one from all physical attacks. Medium armor  reduces damage by�
2 ranks but inflicts a downshift to all rolls related to mobility or that would be penalized by excess weight.�
Heavy Armor reduces damage by 3 ranks but inflicts 2 downshifts. Super-heavy armor reduces damage by 3�
and provides a Boost to all defensive rolls but it inflicts 3 downshifts to any rolls for mobility. Shields add a�
single Boost each turn to a defensive reaction. See below for rules for artifact armor. Putting on armor isn't�
instantaneous, requiring 1d6 rounds or so for light armor. For heavier armor it takes 5 minutes per downshift it�
inflicts.�



some situations outside simple attack and�
defense or simply serving as an exception-�
ally deadly weapon (adding 1d6 Damage�
Ranks to a successful attack.�Good Artifacts�
are similar to three dot artifacts. Some�
good examples of the above suggestions�
are Black Depths Foretold, the gauntlet of distant�
claws, or huge artifact weapons like Grand dai-�
klaves or Goremauls.�
·�  Expert [+4] Artifacts typically have potent abil-�
ities in addition to their functions in combat, provid-�
ing benefits similar to a Tier 3 or so charm or�
significant bonuses outside of combat.�Expert [+4]�
Artifacts are typically similar to high three dot arti-�
facts or mid to low four dot artifacts.�
·� Master [+6] Artifacts are those like the daiklave�
of Conquest or an elemental-dragon-in-a-box. Not�
only do they serve as truly impressive weapons but�
they also serve as far more than just a weapon.�Death�
at the Root is a great example of a Master [+6]�
weapon or the Eye of the Fire Dragon.�

Artifact Armor�
 Artifact armor is nearly invulnerable to most�
harm and provide defenses against attacks that would�
crush mundane armor. Artifact armor of less than Su-�
per-heavy size is light and flexible enough that it inflicts�
no penalties due to movement or weight. Super-heavy�
artifact armors reduce all damage by 2 (by 4 when�
soaking) but they do inflict a downshift on any rolls to�

move freely. This is in addition to the bonuses�
from the magical material the armor is con-�
structed from.�
·� Good [+2] Artifact Armor typically�
work as Armor (+) Qualities, allowing them to�
be downshifted to “soak” damage. Subtler ar-�

mor forged from essence or silken armor may not�
provide the benefits of an Armor (+) Quality in�
exchange for increased subtlety.�
·� Expert [+4] armor typically provides some addi-�
tional features such as aquatic mobility, limited�
flight, or similar benefits in addition to the benefits�
of an Armor (+) Quality or increased subtlety.�
·� Master [+6] armor may include built in weapons�
or even slews of additional features or benefits�
(although typically with additional motes or even a�
hearthstone required to fuel it).�

Artifact Vehicles�
 Artifact vehicles range from jade horses to fly-�
ing platforms of enormous scale. Like an Ally or a�
Familiar an Artifact Vehicle serves almost like a second�
character, with it's own Quality Ranks. Flying vehicles�
receives a number of Ranks equal to the MOD of the�
Quality +1. Vehicles limited to land or sea get a number�
of Ranks equal to the MOD x2. These Qualities may be�
built-in artifacts, heavy armor (functioning as an Ar-�
mor-like Quality). They require motes committed equal�
to the MOD x4 (these rules are for most personal arti-�
fact vehicles for large scale vehicles and major first age�

The Magical Materials:�
Each of the Magical materials has the own benefits which make them more or less desirable for certain projects.�
For most miscellaneous artifacts the magical material chosen is integral to the design of the artifact. For weapons�
and armor they provide specific benefits.�
Orichalcum:� Orichalcum weapons receive a Boost to any rolls made to fight with the weapon (whether for�
defense or offense). Orichalcum armor adds it's MOD to the amount of damage reduced when it soaks an attack.�
Moonsilver�: Moonsilver weapons receive an upshift to all damage inflicted by the weapon. Moonsilver armor�
never suffers penalties due to mobility and the armor will change shape with the wearer if he wishes.�
Starmetal�: Starmetal weapons are deadly tools of fate: on a successful attack starmetal weapons add an addi-�
tional Damage Rank for each “6” rolled during the attack (even counting rolls not kept). Starmetal armor al-�
ways reduces damage from attacks by 1.�
Jade�: Jade weapons and armor are lighter and can channel essence efficiently, allowing them to be committed�
for 2 motes less.�
Soulsteel:�Soulsteel weapons drain the life and energy from it's victims, draining motes equal to the attacker's�
permanent Essence when it inflicts at least one Damage Rank (against mortals or those without an essence�
pool it inflicts additional Damage Ranks equal to ½ the Essence of the attacker). Soulsteel armor is identical to�
orichalcum armor.�



transports they should also be powered by a�
Hearthstone).�

Warstriders�
  Warstriders fall somewhere be-�
tween artifact armor and an artifact vehicles.�
They have their own Qualities but when they are worn�
by a character who has attuned the armor and commit-�
ted MOD x3 Motes to the armor they treat the armor's�
Qualities as though they were the character's own�
(including for purposes of assigning Damage Ranks).�
Once attunement is broken any Failure Ranks assigned�
to the warstrider disappear but any Wound Ranks re-�
main unless a scene is spent repairing the Warstrider�
(recovering a number of Ranks equal to the MOD of the�
relevant Quality for every day 6 hours of work).�
  The Warstrider takes five minutes to get�
in and out of and within that time the character may�
commit the motes to power it. If the character does not�
also plug in a Hearthstone into warstrider (which will�
cease to provide additional benefits) then they must pay�
5 motes for every Turn they are active as well as one�
Failure Rank each Turn. The warstrider's form is also�
immensely bulky and clumsy compared to a humans.�
Actions requiring fine manipulation or stealth are effec-�
tively impossible and any actions calling for rapid,�
precise movements or flexibility suffer 4 downshifts (3�
for Royal or Noble Warstriders, and they are simply�
impossible in a colossus).�
 A Good [+2] Quality grants a common war-�
strider 'package' (see the sidebar for their Qualities), a�
Noble strider is Expert [+4] while a Colossus or Royal�
warstrider is at least Master [+6]. If you purchase a�
weaker model with a higher Rank (for instance using an�
Expert [+4] Quality to purchase a Common warstrider)�
then the warstrider receives 2 additional Quality Ranks�
which can be used to represent built in artifact weapons,�
ancillary systems or other unique features.�

Sample Artifacts�

Good [+2] Artifacts�
·� daiklaves and Artifact Weapons:� For the pur-�
poses of PDQ a daiklave is a daiklave is a daiklave.�
There’s no mechanical distinction between standard,�
reaver, reaper, wavecleaver or short daiklaves. These�
‘standard’ daiklaves typically have some additional�
features.�
·� Grand Artifact Weapons:�While even a Good�
[+2] daiklave usually has some additional features,�
the Grand Weapons are those whose focus are purely�

on maximum damage and striking down ene-�
mies. They add 1d6 damage on a successful�
attack and require two hands to wield.�
·� Powerbows:� Powerbows and similar ar-�
tifact ranged weapons have a range of Too Far�
and may even strike at up to Extreme Range at�

a downshift.�
·� Throwing Weapons:� Artifact throwing weap-�
ons have a Far range and may even reach a target�
who is Too Far with a downshift. They will almost�
always return to the thrower  and usually have some�
additional features (such as the lightning torment�
hatchet)�
·� Lightning Torment Hatchet:�These hatchets�
come in pairs and in addition to the benefits of an�
artifact throwing weapon each hatchet also inflicts�
an additional Failure Rank when it hits a target and�
wracks them with agony and crawling with crackling�
sparks. If both hatchets strike the same target in a�
single turn then suffer an additional 1d6 failure ranks.�
·� Heaven Thunder Leaves:� In addition to adding�
their MOD as a weapon the Heaven thunder leaves�
can be used in a dance which attracts the attention of�
local terrestrial gods (ensuring that they will pay�
attention if they are in the area) and adding the MOD�
to any social rolls with such gods for the rest of the�
scene.�
·� Bracer of the Hawk�: This is a single bracer�
forged from one of the five magical materials. The�
bracer can be used to call forth and dismiss a large,�
intelligent bird crafted of one of the five magical�
materials and capable of speech. The hawk has the�
following Qualities: Good [+2] Flight, Expert [+4]�
Metallic Feathers, Good [+2] Hunter and Average�
[+2] Talons (the talons receive the benefits of the�
magical materials).�
·� Black Depths Foretold:�This dagger functions�
as an artifact weapon and allows the attacker to strike�
at dematerialised spirit.�

Expert [+4] Artifacts�
·� Singing Staff:� If the user plants the end of the�
staff on the ground and plays it with a rosin bow it�
can cause the land around to respond to the music.�
This costs one mote per turn (separate from the�
attunement cost) and every turn spent ‘playing’ the�
staff allows the owner to reshape 100 cubic feet of�
earth, sand or clay or 20 cubic feet of stone within�
Far range. Using the staff involves a Challenge with�
Qualities related to musical talent in addition to the�
staff’s own Quality MOD against a target number set�



by the GM. More simply the staff may be�
used to attack structures in Conflicts using�
the above Qualities for offense and adding�
the wielder’s Essence to damage inflicted.�
The staff is capable of much more than that,�
it’s uses range from creating structures,�
objects of art, altering geography or geomancy in�
drastic ways. The staff is also effective if used as a�
weapon, adding the artifact’s MOD to relevant rolls.�
·� Gauntlets of Distant Claws:� These are finger-�
less gauntlets. In addition the claws may be fired�
from the gloves up to Middling Range to make�
attacks or even to be used as a grappling hook or�
grasping tool. The gauntlets add their MOD to rolls�
for climbing, swinging, or otherwise using the gaunt-�
let as a tool.�
·� Ghost Cestus:� This cestus may be used as an�
artifact weapon like normal but it also allows the�
wearer to perceive immaterial beings and if they�
strike them the cestus inflicts Failure Ranks�
(crushing willpower and mental fortitude) and adds�
1d6 additional damage ranks on a successful attack.�

Master [+6] Artifacts�
·� Daiklave of Conquest:� In addition to being a�
deadly blade the daiklave glows with a bright, un-�
earthly light when used in combat. As long as it’s�
unsheathed all enemies hostile to the Exalt within�
Near range must resist a fear-based hazard (TN 17�
plus the MOD of any of the wielder’s Qualities�
related to bravery, intimidation or courage) and in-�
flicting Failure Ranks. This hazard only occurs the�
first time an opponent approaches that close to the�
Solar in addition the bearer’s allies add the MOD of�
the weapon to all rolls related to enduring fear or bad�
morale and they receive an upshift to all combat�
related rolls while opponents suffer a downshift to�
all combat related rolls or rolls to resist fear or�
intimidation (including the hazard effect of the dai-�

klave itself) this affects all within one mile of�
the Exalt wielding the weapon.�
·� Crimson Bow:� This Bow is a supremely�
potent artifact powerbow. In addition to the�
normal powerbow benefits it will always strike�
it’s target with a minimum result one higher�

than the target’s defense. By spending 4 motes the�

Armor (+) Qualities�
 These Qualities represent exceptionally potent defenses. For Exalts and other mortals the only source of�
Armor (+) Qualities is an artifact or charm however exceptionally powerful or durable monsters or spirits may�
possess such Qualities naturally to represent nearly impenetrable skin. Qualities like Magnitude can also be used�
to used in a manner similar to Armor (+) Qualities.�
 In addition to adding to defensive reactions against physical damage Armor (+) Qualities may be re-�
duced one Rank for the duration of the Scene in order to reduce damage from a single attack. This is called�
'soaking' damage and it reduces damage by a number of Ranks equal to three times the original MOD of the�
Armor (+) Quality.�

Warstrider Templates�
Common Warstriders:�

•� Good [+2] Warstrider Armor�
•� Good [+2] Immense Strength�
•� Average [0] Long Stride�
•� Good [+2] Huge Size�
•� Flaw: Huge and Bulky�

 Warstrider Armor:�Is an Armor (+) Quality which�
also reduces any damage from attacks by 2.�
 Immense Strength:�The warstrider's sheer size and�
strength means all attacks by warstrider scale weap-�
ons (or fists) inflict an additional 1d6 damage�.�
 Huge Size:� The size of a warstrider is immense�
enough that they can take on an army easily. Treat�
this Quality as identical to a Mass Combat Unit's�
Magnitude Quality.�
 Noble Warstriders:�Increase Immense Strength and�
Warstrider Armor to Expert [+4] Rank and raise�
Long Stride to Good [+2] Rank.�
 Colossus Warstriders:�Colossus striders increase�
Warstrider Armor to Master [+6], Immense Strength�
to Master [+6]. Huge Size is raised to Expert [+4]�
and reduce Long Stride to Poor.�
Royal warstriders:� identical to Nobles but raise�

Warstrider Armor and Immense Strength to Master�
[+6] and the Warstrider gains an Average [0] Ani-�
mating Intelligence Quality.�



bow may strike immaterial targets and in-�
flicts minimum damage ranks equal to the�
weilder’s Essence.�
·� Flying Silver Dream:� This daiklave�
serves as an effective artifact weapon but it�
can also be released to fly into battle with-�
out the exalt wielding it. When flying it may be used�
defensively or offensively. When used defensively�
the blade adds it’s MOD to the wielder’s defensive�
reactions with an additional upshift. Used offen-�
sively the weapon may attack as though wielded by�
the exalt and the exalt may use charms to benefits�
these attacks just as though he were wielding it. This�
is in addition to the wielder’s actions.�
·� Perfected Kata Bracers:�These are the ultimate�
tools of the martial artist. When the wielder assumes�
a Form type charm they may use the MOD of the�
bracers as a bonus to any martial arts related rolls�
and they may also reduce the cost for any martial arts�
charms by a number of motes equal to ½ the user’s�
Essence (minimum of 1).�
·� Crown of Thunders:� When attuned the crown�
adds an upshift to any physical feats (physical�
strength, speed, endurance, etc). By spending an�
additional 10 motes the wearer becomes enshrouded�
in an aura of command and authority adding the�
crown’s MOD to any social rolls or challenges for�
the rest of the scene and she may spend an additional�
10 motes to appear glorious and mighty. Mortals�
cannot act against her (it becomes impossible for�
them to perform offensive actions whether physical�
or social) and treat her orders as irresistible com-�
mands. Other entities may attempt to resist either�
compulsion by resisting an ‘attack’ using the�
wearer’s social MODs (and suffering failure ranks).�





Chapter 1:�
Character Creation�

Step 1: character concept�

 Step one is basic fluff, your character’s name,�
appearance and a brief description of your character’s�
concept.�
 While Solar’s earn their exaltation by approach-�
ing perfection, Lunars earn their shard by surviving�
impossible odds.�
 Also very important is selecting the Lunar’s�
Spirit animal and the form of their Tell. The spirit�
animal represents the Lunar’s second natural form (it�
should be a natural animal between the size of a cat and�
an adult moose although certain Knacks can provide�
more options).�
 Each Lunar also possesses a Tell, a mark related�
to their spirit animal or connection with Luna. The Tell�
can affect any or all of the senses (it might be a constant�
scent, an odd facial feature, or anything similar). The�
Tell is always there but it’s normally supernaturally�
concealed by the Exalt’s nature. In their natural form�
it’s a TN 19 challenge to notice in the Lunar’s natural�
form, TN 23 when in any other form (observers receive�
an upshift if they are actively searching for the tell or an�
upshift if they have seen the Tell before). The TN drops�
a rank after the Lunar has spent any Personal Essence,�
and once 4 or more motes have been spent it’s impossi-�
ble to miss the Tell.�

Each Lunar starts with several Core Elements, like�
Solars these are the bare minimum.�

Past:�One Quality at Good [+2] Rank related to a�
character's past or background in some way, usually�
predating their Exaltation. This might be an heirloom,�
an old mentor, a profession, or a relationship with a�
place or group.�

Favored Quality:� One Quality at Good [+2] Rank that�
is considered a Favored Quality. Favored Qualities are�
those that  have special importance to the character or�
something with which they have exceptional talent.�
Note that your Caste also grants you the ability to treat�
a broad range of Qualities as Favored, so be sure not to�
pick something that would be redundant. Lunars auto-�
matically treat any Qualities related to survival in the�
wilderness, animal lore, hunting, or similar feats as�
Favored as well.�

Motivation:�One Quality at Good [+2] Rank that is�
related to your Character's Motivation. For Exalted�a�
motivation must be suitably epic in scope, but it should�
still be something the character can make�progress�
towards within the game. When acting in tune with your�
Motivation it provides a bonus, but it�also serves as a�
Difficulty Rank for attempts to act against your motiva-�
tion. When acting in tune with your motivation the�
Quality can provide it’s MOD as a bonus but it also�
serves as a Difficulty Rank for attempts to act against�
your character’s motivation.�

Caste:� Lunars and other Exalted also receive a Caste�
Quality at Good [+2] Rank. The Caste Quality�deter-�
mines the effectiveness of an Exalt's anima abilities and�
to some degree their level of attunement�with the nature�
of their Exaltation. A Lunar's Caste also determines�
what Qualities are treated as Favored.�

Flaw:�Each character should also select one Flaw. A�
Flaw is some aspect of a character that has a�negative�
impact on their ability or behavior and provides an�
opportunity for interesting failures or complications. A�
Flaw might be�a physical or mental weakness, a duty,�
habit, or just plain bad luck. A Flaw may even be a�
normally 'positive' trait that tends to get a character into�
trouble, such as compulsive generosity or intense loyalty�
to a cause that can allow him to be manipulated. Quirks�
are unranked, so they cannot be used to absorb�damage,�
but if a Quirk must be rolled against (such as in a�



Challenge) then it is treated as Poor [-2] to�
determine it’s MOD or Difficulty Rank.�

 After selecting the Core Elements each�
Lunar receives 8 Ranks which can be used to�
improve their Core Qualities or select new�
Qualities. Each Rank improves an existing Quality by�
one Rank (to a maximum of Master [+6]) or to purchase�
a new Quality of the player's choice at Good [+2] Rank.�
Make sure to note which Qualities are treated as Fa-�
vored by your Caste by noting it with a * by the Quality�
name or otherwise marking it clearly.�

 In addition to these Qualities each Lunar should�
select Qualities that represents the abilities of their�
Spirit Form. They receive 4 Quality Ranks which can�
be used just like above to select physical Qualities�
(those related to appearance, senses, physical aptitudes,�
or natural weapons or defenses) that are exclusive the�
the Spirit Form. While in their natural human form the�
Lunar does not have access to these Qualities and can-�
not use their MOD as a bonus nor assign Damage Ranks�
to these extra Qualities. If the Lunar wishes they may�
transfer one or more of the above 8 Quality Ranks to�
their Spirit Form Qualities (but not vice versa) or spend�
Bonus Points to purchase additional Qualities for the�
Spirit Form.�

Step 3: Essence And Charms�

 Each player should record their starting Essence�
Rating (Lunars start with an Essence of 2). The next�
step is to calculate the Exalt’s essence pools. Each Exalt�
has two essence pools: Peripheral and Personal Essence.�

Peripheral Essence� is a measure of how many motes the�
Lunar may channel from the surrounding essence be-�
fore they must dig deeper and draw upon the essence�
reserves they hold within. A Lunar’s Peripheral Essence�
is equal to their Permanent Essence Rating + their Caste�
Quality MOD + 10.�

Personal Essence� is the far greater reserve of personal�
energy that springs from within their souls. It is a far�
greater supply of power but it’s also inextricably linked�
with the exalt’s divine nature and using this power risks�
revealing this nature to the world. Personal Essence is�
equal to (Essence x 3) + (4 x the MOD of the Exalt’s�
highest Quality related to personality, willpower, or�
spirit) + (Caste MOD)  +10.�

Each Lunar may select up to 8 Charms or�
Knacks. At least one Knack and at least 4�
charms. At least half the Charms chosen must be�
linked to Favored or Caste Qualities.�

Step 4: Bonus Points�

 Each character receives bonus points to help�
flesh out their character which can be spent just like�
Experience Points (see the the chart on pg 7). Each�
character receives 20 points.�
 Lunars may purchase Knacks at the same cost as�
purchasing Favored Charms and they may also spend 1�
bonus point to gain additional Heart’s Blood forms. By�
default Lunars start with their human and Spirit forms,�
but each Bonus point spent allows them to add either�
five ‘mundane’ animals (treat as extras) or one impres-�
sive animal to their repertoire of shapes.�

Step 5: finishing touches�

Now that you’ve worked out all your character’s�
Qualities and abilities you can finish up and write down�
any important background or personal details that�
haven’t been covered by your Qualities already.�

 In addition this is when it’s time to select your�
character’s manifestation of the Great Curse. Each man-�
ifestation includes a trigger which will require the char-�
acter to overcome a Challenge related to the curse, if�
they attempt to resist acting in response to the situation.�
A failed roll means the character must act, while a�
successful roll will allow the character to resist acting�
but they gain a point of Limit. Once a character receives�
10 points of limit then they suffer a limit Break, giving�
into the effect of the curse. When making a Challenge�
for the Great Curse Qualities related to willpower or�
dedication to opposing tasks may be used to add their�
MOD.�

 Characters may also gain Limit points in other�
ways. Whenever their Anima flares to the 15+ mote�
level the Exalt gains a point of Limit and the first time�
in a scene when a character is forced to Zero Out a�
Quality due to unnatural mental influence. Lunars can�
also gain limit the first time they are exposed to the light�
of the full moon on a given night.�

 When a character suffers a limit break they�
should immediately reduce their Limit to zero and for�
the remainder of the scene they are ruled by their limit�



Flaw. If the player wishes the storyteller may�
take control of the character.�

 While Solars tend to allow their emo-�
tions to run away with them, driving them to�
acts of madness the Lunars tend break in differ-�
ent ways. Instinctual drives or animalistic behaviors�
take over.�

Sample Flaws�

The Curse of the Whipped Dog�
 The Lunar is overcome by submissive behavior,�
like an omega in a wolf pack. He is overcome with�
indecision and doubt and will give in to any adversity�
and submit to anyone who tries to claim authority over�
him. He will defend himself if attacked, but will obey�
any offers to surrender or flee.�

Partial Control:� With a TN 15 Challenge the�
Exalt may choose to flee the situation rather than submit�
and they may act against an immediate authority so long�
as their actions have been backed by other orders from�
a higher authority.�

The Curse of the Mother Hen�
 The character’s protective and nurturing instinct�
runs out of control, protecting anyone and everyone�
around him as though they were helpless baby chicks.�
The Lunar will hover around them, attempting to see to�
their every need regardless to the cost of himself and�
ignoring any attempt to refuse his help. Any attempt to�
harm those under the Lunar’s care is met with the�
ferocity of a mother bear defending her cubs.�

Partial Control:� With a TN 15 Challenge the�
Lunar may restrict this ‘mothering’ to people she knows�
personally but if she does not know anyone present then�
she is compelled to choose at least 2-3 people to protect.�

Curse of the Heartless Weasel�
 The Lunar loses any regard for others and for�
any concerns beyond selfish survival and well being.�
The lives, emotions and comfort mean nothing to him�
and he may expend no effort or risk to help another.�

Partial Control:� With a TN 17 challenge the�
Lunar may spare the lives of friends (even those who�
anger him) and he may even take some moderate risk to�
keep them safe. He will still happily cheat or manipulate�
them for his own gain however.�

The Curse of the Prowling Tiger�
 All Lunars have an instinctive sense of territory,�
but Lunars with this limit break take it to extremes. If�

the Lunar is in a place he considers ‘home’ then�
he will drive out all others. He won’t necessarily�
use lethal force but he will not tolerate the pres-�
ence of others within his territory. If he is not in�
a place he considers home then he will designate�
any easily definable place as a territory and�

guard it (a cave, a room at an inn, a certain rooftop or�
alleyway). He will not leave the territory under any�
circumstances.�

Partial Control:� With a TN 17 Challenge the�
lunar can permit those he knows to remain within his�
territory. He will still remain within the territory but�
may leave briefly if he can take satisfactory measures to�
secure it or if he is faced with his own death.�

Curse of the Drunken Monkey�
 The character gives into his impulses and temp-�
tations without thought for the consequences. He acts�
without thinking and cannot resist even the slightest�
temptation, ceasing only if something more enticing�
presents itself.�

Partial Control:� With a TN 17 Challenge the�
character gains some ability to think beyond the mo-�
ment. He still will indulge in his chosen vice but he may�
attempt to do it in a safer manner (going home with his�
jug of wine rather than drinking himself to unconscious-�
ness in the nearest alley for instance).�

The Curse of the Humble Sloth�
 The character loses sight of everything except�
the bare essentials of food and rest. He has no concern�
for the rest of the world and will refuse any risk unless�
forced to take action in defense of his life. He will not�
take any actions for the sake of others.�

Partial Control:� With a TN 15 Challenge the�
character can, with persuasion, be convinced to take�
actions to ensure his future survival and he may act to�
ensure the survival of his family or close friends.�

The Curse of the Raging Bull�
 The character becomes savage and violent, will-�
ing to fight anyone at the drop of a hat. He’s unable to�
back down from any challenge offered and will never�
retreat. He’ll fight anything that angers or startles him.�

Partial Control:� With a TN 15 Challenge the�
character can restrain himself so long as the subject of�
his anger shows complete submission and backs down�
in any confrontation.�

The Curse of the Lone Wolf�
 The character needs no one. He feels no fear and�
shows no respect for the ability of others to help him or�



prove useful in any way. He will always act on�
his own and will never consider the potential�
contribution of others.�

Partial Control:� If he can make a TN�
15 Challenge the character is without fear, but�
not without some level of common sense. He�
can flee if necessary and won’t rush heedlessly into�
battle. However he will still ignore the potential contri-�
butions of allies and act as though he is the only one�
taking part in the fight.�



Character creation summary�

Step 1: Character Concept�
 Pick a name, concept and provide any other details you feel necessary. Choose your�
Tell and your Spirit Form.�

Step 2: Qualities�

Select Core Elements�
·� A Caste Quality (Good [+2])�
·� A Favored Quality (Good [+2])�
·� A Motivation (Good [+2])�
·� A Past Quality (Good [+2])�
·� A Flaw�

In addition each character receives 8 additional Quality Ranks to improve their Core Quali-�
ties or to purchase new ones.�

4 additional Quality Ranks can be used to build your Spirit Form.�

Step 3: Essence and Charms�

 Record Essence Rating (2), Personal Essence Pool ([Essence] + Caste MOD +10),�
Peripheral Essence Pool ([Essence x 3] + [Caste MOD] + [4 x the highest personality or�
willpower based MOD] +10). Each character may select a total of 8 Charms and Knacks, at�
least 1 Knack and at least 4 Charms.�

Step 4: Bonus Points�

 Each Exalt receives 20 Bonus Points which can be used to purchase additional Quali-�
ties, Techniques, Charms or to increase Essence.�

Step 5: Finishing Touches�

 Provide description, name, history etc and your Flaw relevant to the Great Curse.�



Castes and anima effects�

 Like Solars, all Lunars share some inherent�
powers due to the nature of their Exaltation.�

·� For one mote the Lunar may cause his caste mark�
to glow brightly for a scene.�

·� For a mote the lunar can ignite his anima banner�
to a level bright enough to read by for a scene.�

·� Lunars always know the time and phase of the�
moon.�

·� Tatooed Lunars are immune to any effect that�
would alter their shape except their own natural�
shapeshifting abilities. (this includes positive al-�
terations such as by Sorcery).�

 In addition to these natural abilities each Exalt�
has additional powers granted by their Caste. These�
abilities are not charms and may be activated without�
any of the normal restrictions governing charm use.�

Full Moon Caste�

 The Full Moon�
Lunars are the heir to�
the greatest warriors,�
hunters, and warlords of�
the First Age.�

Anima Banner�:�
The anima banner of a�
Full Moon Lunar is a�
steady bright silver or�
white light.�
 Spirit Forms:�
The Full Moon Lunars often have predatory forms�
although this isn’t always the case. However, they are�
always animals known for their great strength, endur-�
ance or their great agility or ferocity.�

Caste Qualities�: The Caste Qualities of the Full�
Moon are those that deal with raw physical ability.�
Incredible endurance, strength, speed or coordination.�
(Examples: Incredible Might, Huge Brute, Tough As�
Nails, Fleet Footed, Catlike Reflexes.)�

Anima Effects�: By spending 5 motes the Lunar�
may add his Caste Quality MOD to any rolls made for�
running, jumping, climbing or feats of strength or en-�
durance. This occurs automatically once the Lunar�
spends more than 11 motes of Personal Essence.�

Changing Moons�

 The Changing Moons�
are the most unpredictable�
and difficult to pin down of�
the Castes (other than the�
Casteless of course). They�
can be tricksters, diplomats,�
spies or leaders.�

Anima Banner:� The�
anima banner of the changing�
moon shifts between bright�
silver light and dark blue or�
purple.�

Spirit Forms:�Often the Changing Moon spirit�
forms are animals known for their appearance, whether�
it’s great beauty or their ability to pass unseen.�

Caste Qualities:�The Changing Moon favors�
Qualities related to instinctive or inherent abilities re-�
lated to interacting with others or perception (examples:�
Beautiful, Naturally Charming, Raw Sexuality, Keen�
Senses, Face You Can Trust, Danger Sense, Nose For�
The Truth).�
 Anima Effect:� By spending 10 motes the Lunar�
may cloth themselves in an illusion to appear as any one�
person they know (this requires at least a short scene�
interacting with the person to be imitated). The trick�
lasts for a scene and comes complete with voice and�
smell as well as a mystic sense of trustworthiness add-�

Chapter 2:�
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ing the lunar's Caste MOD to rolls where trust is�
involved.�
 If the lunar's anima banner igniting pierces�
the illusion but the light and shadows of the anima�
make perceiving the identity of the lunar a Chal-�
lenge with a TN equal to the Caste Rank.�

No Moon Caste�

 The No Moon�
caste serve the Lunars as�
both scholars and�
priests. The No Moon’s�
embody the wisdom of�
Luna and the secrets she�
keeps and are often ad-�
visors, sorcerers, sha-�
mans, or exorcists.�

Anima Banner:�
The No Moon’s anima is�
a veil of dark blue and purple light with a slight silver�
tint along it’s outermost edges.�

Anima Effects:� A No Moon Lunar may attune�
her Essence to the new moon, spending as much as�
twice her permanent Essence in motes. This creates a�
shadowy penumbra that inflicts a downshift to the rolls�
of any opponent attempting actions that would require�
clear sight (unless they can see through darkness). This�
aura also amplifies the occult power of the Lunar this�
reduces the cost of spells or Charms that are tied to�
spirits, the wyld or essence perception by the same�
number of motes the lunar spent to activate the anima�
(this cannot reduce the cost by more than half).�
 When the Lunar has spent 11 points of Personal�
Essence this effect occurs automatically as though the�
lunar had spent motes equal to twice his Essence.�

Caste Qualities:� The No Moon’s Caste Quali-�
ties are those related to wisdom, insight, understanding,�
memory or reasoning. (Examples: Cunning Mind, Un-�
breakable Willpower, Quicksilver Intellect, Essence�
Attunement)�

Casteless�

 The Casteless�
are those who have not�
yet been given (or have�
refused) the tatoos that�
modern day Lunars use�
to fix their caste. The�
Casteless do not have�

Caste Qualities and their Anima Banner and An-�
ima Effect shift based on the phases of the moon.�
 Since Casteless Lunars do not have the tattoos�
they are not immune to shape-altering effects or the�
warping effects of the Wyld.�



Shapeshifting�

 Lunars are naturally gifted with the ability to�
change shape. Changing shape takes an action, which�
cannot be spent to perform other actions (the lunar may�
react normally). This does not count as charm use.�
 Anything the lunar carries or wears fades into�
Elsewhere or falls to the ground when the lunar takes�
the new form (if the new shape could use the tool they�
remain). So long as the form is not dramatically differ-�
ent the character's clothes may shift slightly to accom-�
modate.�
 Lunars gain the intrinsic physical Qualities of�
the shape they assume, but no Qualities related to skill,�
spirit or mentality. A Lunar does not lose any of their�
own Qualities but they may no longer apply the MOD�
of any of their own intrinsic physical Qualities to any�
rolls while in a shape not their own (including their�
spirit form, but not including their war form). A Lunar�
may choose to assign Damage Ranks to these unusable�
traits however, and they may also apply Damage Ranks�
to Qualities they gain when shapechanged. However,�
should the Lunar lose these Qualities before they re-�
cover their Damage Ranks (such as by changing to a�
different shape) then they must reassign them to other�
Qualities.�
 Although Lunars retain the use of their non-�
physical natural Qualities they may suffer penalties or�
find some tasks impossible due to their animal shape�
(picking locks without hands, or attempting to engage�
in social interaction as a rabbit). Lunars may also com-�
municate with animals of the same species as them-�
selves.�
 No force can prevent a Lunar from shifting�
shape, so long as the lunar is capable of choosing to take�
a new shape.�
 If a Lunar has charms related to their intrinsic�
physical abilities these charms are still usable, based on�
their original Quality Ranks.�

 While in any form other than their human form�
Lunars can be considered to have a Flaw: Animal Form�
which penalizes any actions that would be difficult or�
impossible while in an animal’s shape. This is in addi-�
tion to any Flaws that are intrinsic to the animal’s form.�

Spirit shape�

 The Exalt's spirit shape is considered a 'true'�
Form, along with the character's natural human form.�
The spirit form is based on the lunar's personality and�
temperament and must be chosen during character cre-�
ation. The Spirit shape has 4 Quality Ranks, in addition�
to any additional Qualities purchased with bonus points,�
to purchase Qualities related to the shape's physical�
form. All forms smaller than that of a mid-sized dog�
automatically receive the Quality Good [+2] Small�
(which can aid in stealth, fitting into small places, or�
avoiding capture) as well as the Flaw: Small Size�
(which inflicts a downshift on any feats of strength,�
including inflicting physical damage, and increases�
damage from physical injury by 2). Shapes gained�
through Knacks like Humble Mouse Shape or Towering�
Beast Form can have their own effects.�
 Changing to any true form costs 1 mote.�

 Example:�Laughter-in-the-Darkness is a Lunar�
with the Spirit form of a huge, shaggy hyena. Picking�
Qualities for his Form he chooses Expert [+4] Crush-�
ing Jaws, Good [+2] Swift Runner, Good [+2]�
Predator’s Senses. By spending 1 mote he can change�
to his hyena form, gaining the above Qualities and�
rendering the physical Qualities from his human form�
inapplicable.�

War form�

 The war form is a special hybrid form gained�
from the knack Deadly Beastman Transformation. In�
this form the lunar melds their human form and their�

Chapter 3:�
Charms and knacks�



spirit form to become a terrifying engine of�
destruction. In Deadly Beastman form the Lunar�
receives a Good [+2] Deadly Beastman Form�
Quality which may add to any physical feats:�
strength, speed, endurance, etc and the lunar�
receives 4 additional Quality ranks which must�
be assigned when the war form is gained.�

Example:�Lion's Roar, a lunar warrior with a�
lion spirit shape takes the deadly beastman transforma-�
tion knack and creates his War Form. He notes down�
his Deadly Beastman Form Quality at Good [+2] Rank,�
and assigns one Rank for Good [+2] Savage Might,�
another for Good [+2] Toughened Fur and Hide, and�
two for Expert [+4] Lion's Jaws.�

Changing to their War Form costs 5 motes.�

Other Shapes�

 Lunars can gain additional shapes through the�
sacred hunt. This requires the lunar to hunt and pursue�
their quarry then slay it at the climax of the hunt.�
Depending on the nature of the animal being hunted this�
may be a simple Challenge (hunting down deer or a�
rabbit), or a full conflict (hunting and slaying a Tyrant�
Lizard).�
 Once the Lunar kills the animal and drinks the�
creature’s blood they may take their form for 3 motes.�
They gain the physical Quality Ranks of the new form.�
See Chapter 5 for example stats for common animals in�
PDQ Exalted.�
 Normally the hunt is restricted to natural ani-�
mals (not those wyld tainted, etc) and no larger than a�
moose or smaller than a housecat. Certain knacks will�
allow the lunar to alter these conditions.�

Knacks�

 Knacks are refinements of the Lunar’s natural�
shapechanging abilities. They often allow the Lunar to�
expand the shapes that they can assume or improves�
their ability to change shape. Knacks are not organized�
in tiers like Charms, however they do have Essence�
requirements and it is possible to take the same Knack�
multiple times at higher Essence levels to improve the�
ability.�

Essence 2�

Humble Mouse Shape�

 This knack allows the lunar to expand the sacret�
hunt to include animals from the size of a house-�
cat to as small as a mouse. The hunt typically�
takes an hour or so and there's no need for a roll�
unless the creature is somehow supernatural or�
exceptional (or rare for the area). Forms of this�

size have the Strength Expert [+4] Tiny, but they also�
have the Flaw: Tiny (the Lunar cannot meaningfully�
affect the physical world on a scale larger than his own�
and suffers an additional 2 damage ranks if physically�
injured). At Essence 3 The Lunar can purchase this�
Knack a second time to include creatures as small as a�
housefly (this version of the knack is referred to as�
Emerald Grasshopper Form�). In forms of this size they�
receive the Strength Master [+6] Tiny but any physical�
damage received in this form is tripled!�

Towering Beast Form�
 This Knack allows the Lunar to take forms in the�
Sacred Hunt as large as a Yeddim or a Tyrant Lizard.�
Forms this Large have the Strength Good [+2] Huge�
(which functions identically to the Magnitude Quality�
of a Mass Combat Unit) as well as a Flaw of the same�
name (downshifting rolls related to agility or delicacy�
and rendering most mundane attempts at stealth impos-�
sible). Taking this knack a second time at Essence 3 or�
higher allows the Lunar to double the size of his spirit�
form (he may choose to manifest his form at it’s normal�
size as well). Forms which already have a Size based�
Quality increase the Rank by one (from Good [+2] to�
Expert [+4] for example). Those without such a Quality�
gain it at Average [0] Rank. This version of the Knack�
is referred to as� Mountainous Spirit Expression�. Taking�
this Knack a third time at Essence 5 grants the Lunar the�
ability to expand his Spirit form to incredible sizes�
(Gaining the Master [+6] Huge Quality, which in-�
creases to Elite [+8] at Essence 7, and Epic [+10] at�
Essence 9) takes 10 minutes (or roughly an action in�
mass combat time) and even the Lightning Change�
Style Knack can only reduce this to one minute. This is�
referred to as�Emperor Ox Expansion�.�

Prey’s Skin Disguise�
 This knack allows the lunar to take the form of�
a human being (or humanlike things, like beastmen,�
exalted, etc). Taking on a human shape costs 6 motes�
instead of 3 and the hunt normally requires half a day�
while the lunar studies the person's habits and nature.�
Depending on how the lunar studies them this may�
require no roll, be a Challenge or a full scale Conflict.�
 Although a lunar does not gain social or influ-�
ence related Qualities of the target they may temporar-�



ily benefit from the MOD of these Qualities (a�
lunar in the form of a wealthy merchant could�
use his influence to get perks or aid) but these�
Qualities typically fade quickly unless the lunar�
spends a great deal of time and effort maintain-�
ing them (i.e. Spending experience to purchase�
them himself).�
 At Essence 3 The Lunar can purchase this�
Knack to absorb some of a human victim’s memories�
when he makes them a victim of the sacred hunt. When�
in the victim’s form they gain a Boost which can be�
added to any roll where one of the victim’s Qualities�
(based on memory, skill, training or profession) would�
apply. This Boost must be assigned based on one of the�
victim’s original Qualities at the start of the scene and�
it cannot be changed until he changes shape again. At�
Essence 5 the Lunar gains a second Boost to emulate a�
second quality in the same scene. This version of the�
knack is referred to�Intimate Training Recollection�.�

Life of The Hummingbird�
 This knack allows the lunar to take a form�
briefly, but without slaying them or performing the�
sacred hunt. This new form requires a taste of the�
target's blood and it grants them the form for the next�
hour. A great deal of blood (enough to inflict a damage�
rank) grants the shape for a full day.�

Deadly Beastman Transformation�
 This knack grants the lunar a war form which�
is a hybrid of her two true forms. They gain all the�
benefits of the War Form (see pg. XX). Unlike other�
forms the lunar's War Form Qualities coexist with their�
natural human Qualities and both can be applied in�
relevant situations.�
 At Essence 2 the Lunar gains 2 additional Ranks�
and may reassign any of his previous Quality Ranks.�
The Lunar doesn’t need to choose Qualities which�
would make sense based on his spirit form, you could�
have a man-wolf with poisonous fangs and the wings of�
a bat. This version of the Knack is referred to as�Per-�
fected Hybrid Rearrangement.�
 At Essence 3 the Lunar can purchase a version�
of this Knack which grants a number of additional�
Quality Ranks equal to ½ their Essence Rating (rounded�
up). The Lunar may rearrange any previously assigned�
Qualities as he wishes. The Lunar’s human form be-�
comes more animalistic as well and the TN to notice his�
Tell reduces by one Rank. This version is known by the�
name�Terrifying Beastman Alteration.�
 At Essence 5 the Lunar can purchase a version�
which grants his Beastman form the Quality Good [+2]�

Huge (functioning like a Mass Combat Magni-�
tude Quality).�

Changing Plumage Mastery�
 The lunar can use this knack to develop�
great control over the details of their form, al-�

lowing them to modify their own appearance to a de-�
gree, changing the color of fur or feathers, scars, and so�
on. Humans are harder to change but it's still possible to�
change things like apparent age, hair length, or clothing.�
 This is only possible when changing shape (thus�
paying the cost to assume the new form).�

Subtle Silver Declaration�
 The Lunar can use this knack and his natural�
shapeshifting ability to suppress his Tell. In a false�
shape the Lunar can spend one mote to erase his Tell for�
the remainder of the scene. In his true form the lunar can�
do the same but the cost increases to 3 motes. When�
spending Personal essence would force the Tell to be�
revealed the Lunar can spend a mote to prevent this (this�
must be done every time he spends personal essence).�
 This also hides other tell-tale distinguishing�
marks such as birthmarks or scars. The Lunar is still�
easily recognizable to those that know him but it does�
inflict a downshift on anyone attempting to recognize�
the Lunar based on a general description.�

Quicksilver Second Face�
 By spending an additional mote the lunar can�
change forms quickly enough that he can take other�
actions. The lunar treats changing form as an action�
still, but he can combine this with other actions at the�
normal penalties (so if the Lunar wanted to change�
forms and attack then he could do so, at a downshift to�
his attack roll). He may still change shape only once per�
round.�
 At Essence 3 the Lunar may purchase this knack�
a second time to change shape without requiring an�
action, even as part of a reaction. This increases the cost�
of the change by 3 and takes but a split-second. The�
Lunar can still change only once per round however.�
This improved version is called�Lightning-Change Style.�
 At Essence 5 the Lunar can take the knack a�
third time to allow him to change shape as many times�
in a round as he wishes. The Lunar must commit 5�
motes and from then on he need only pay the normal�
cost for shapeshifting. The Lunar may take multiple�
shapes even as part of a single action (however he may�
still only apply one shape’s Qualities at a time).�

Essence 3�



Honing The Stolen Form�
 The Lunar’s Heart-Blood forms normally�
do not change over time, they neither age nor�
grow and any changes to the form are wiped�
away when the Lunar abandons the shape. This�
Knack allows the Lunar to change that. He may allow a�
form to change over time (aging, gaining or losing�
weight, changing hairstyles, etc) or not as he wishes.�
The Lunar may even spend experience to improve the�
Qualities of a favored form at ½ the normal cost for a�
new or improved Quality.�

Hybrid Body Rearrangement�
 With this knack the Lunar can create partial�
changes to his body. This costs 5 motes and allows the�
Lunar to gain a Good [+2] Quality based on the traits of�
his Spirit Form or a Heart’s Blood Shape. This Quality�
does not prevent the Lunar from using any of the Qual-�
ities of his current shape.�

Luna’s Hidden Face�
 With this knack the Lunar can absorb the forms�
of animals or humans that have become irrevocably�
tainted by the Wyld. Taking the creature’s form grants�
the Lunar their Qualities but not any essence-fueled�
abilities. Creatures of human-like intellect (such as�
buck-ogres) require the Prey’s Skin Disguise Knack.�

Twin-Faced Hero�
 This knack allows the Lunar to transcend their�
gender, switching freely from male to female versions�
of any form he chooses. There is no additional cost for�
this.�

Essence 4�

Green Sun Child�
 The Lunar with this knack can target demons as�
part of the sacred hunt. Even if the demon does not have�
blood the lunar can take their form by ingesting the�
appropriate flesh or fluids. The Lunar gains the demon’s�
Qualities but cannot use any essence-fueled abilities. At�
Essence 5 it’s possible to take this knack a second time�
to allow the Lunar to steal the shape of a behemoth.�

Hearth-And-Flame Shell�
 Elementals can become targets of the sacred�
hunt with this knack. Although the lunar does not gain�
any active essence based powers of the target they may�
still use physical Qualities related to the elemental's�
physical form (such as skin of rocks, or blood of fire).�

Laurels and Ivy Technique�
 This knack allows the lunar to take plants as�
Hearts Blood forms. Rather than a hunt the lunar�
must meditated in the presence of the plants he�
wishes to take for 12 hours. When he changes he�

becomes a plant of roughly equal mass (such as a mass�
of vines, or a small tree). While in the form of a plant�
Lunars suffer 2 downshifts to any perception based rolls�
and may not move (unless the plant itself is somehow�
mobile or semi-mobile).�

Charms�

 Like Solars, lunars must 'link' their charms to�
existing Qualities. Unlike Solars the Lunars may only�
link their Charms to Qualities that are not only 'internal'�
but intrinsic to the lunar's mind, body or spirit (as�
opposed to Qualities related to training or skill). The�
exception is Sorcery charms (which are linked to Qual-�
ities based on the occult or supernatural) and Martial�
Arts (which are linked to an appropriate Martial Arts�
Quality).�

Gift Charms�
 Gift Charms are those that may be activated�
when the lunar changes shape to their Deadly Beastman�
Form and count as only a single charm. They Lunar�
must still pay the cost for the charms and the�
shapechange.�

Wyld Charms�
 Wyld Charms only function in the wyld, or have�
improved abilities in the Wyld.�

General Charms�

Lunar Excellency�
Cost: 5m per d6�
Duration: Instant�
 The Lunar excellency grants additional dice to�
the lunar's roll rather than increasing their MOD. The�
Lunar may spend at least 4 motes to improve their roll�
by adding an additional 1d6 to the total (unlike a Boost�
this bonus is kept). The Lunar may add one die to a�
Quality at Good [+2] Rank, with an additional die for�
each additional Rank for 4 additional motes (so a Mas-�
ter [+6] Mighty Lunar could add up to 3d6 to their roll�
for 12 motes, while one with Epic [+10] Rank could add�
5d6).�



Tier Two�

Instinctive Lunar Mastery�
Cost: 5+m�
Duration: One Scene�
 The Lunar can spend five motes to reduce the�
cost of the Lunar Excellency by 1 mote for the remain-�
der of the scene, each additional 2 motes reduces the�
cost by 1 mote further to a maximum of 0 motes. The�
Lunar may not reduce the cost by more than their�
Essence rating until they reach Essence 4 or higher.�

Strength and might�

Tier One�

Agitation of the Swarm Technique�
Cost: 2m�
Duration: Instant�
 Lunars use this charm for pack-fighting. When�
using teamwork bolstered attacks or leading a Mass�
Combat unit this charm doubles the Boosts (and the�
MOD of the unit's Magnitude Quality) to the Lunar's�
attack.�

Claws of the Silver Moon (Gift)*�
Cost: 7m�
Duration: One Scene�
 The Exalt channels Lunar Essence into his�
hands, forming huge silver claws. This grants the Lunar�
a new, temporary Quality: Good [+2] Claws of the�
Silver Moon (treat this quality just like qualities gained�
by shapechanging). This Quality can be improved as the�
Lunar gains essence, by spending 2 additional motes at�
Essence 3 the rank becomes Expert [+4], and Master�
[+6] at Essence 4 for an additional 2 motes.�

Ferocious Biting Tooth�
Cost: 4m�
Duration:Instant�

 This charm halves the MOD of any Quality used�
to deflect or block a lunar's attack as their weapon�
becomes almost impossible to stop.�

Foe Marking Style�
Cost: 2m�
Duration: Instant�

 This charm supplements an attack to cause any�
wound it inflicts to leave a scar once healed�
(unless powerful magic is used for healing).�

Impressions of Strength�
Cost: 2m�

Duration: Instant�
 The Lunar's blows can turn rocks to pebbles and�
crush bones. When the Lunar rolls an attack action each�
“6” rolled on any dice (including dice that aren't kept or�
bonus dice from the Lunar Excellency) adds an upshift�
to the final damage if the attack is successful.�

Molted Feather-Weight Technique�
Cost: 1m�
Duration: instant�
 This charm can be used to make any object, no�
matter how bulky or oversized, that the lunar is using as�
a weapon as light as a feather. This can be used to attack�
with unattuned artifacts (receiving the MOD bonus and�
Grand weapon damage but no additional benefits) or�
huge improvised weaponry (such as tree trunks) without�
penalty.�

Prey-Hobbling Bite�
Cost: 2m�
Duration: MOD in actions�
 The lunar may use this charm to cripple their�
enemy's movements, giving the target a new Flaw re-�
lated to movement (such as Limping or Hamstrung) if�
they successfully inflict Damage Ranks.�

Roused Bear Throw�
Cost: 3m�
Duration: instant�
 Lunar Exalted can end a grappling or wrestling�
maneuver by flinging their opponent up to Middling�
Range, which is considered an attack using the linked�
Quality and any relevant Qualities when the victim�
strikes the ground or an object.�

Shell Crushing Atemi�
Cost: 4m�
Duration: Instant�
 Lunars use this charm to shatter reinforced walls�
or even magically reinforced materials. For purposes of�
a single attack the defender cannot reduce damage due�
to armor or charms, or soak damage from the attack.�

Tearing Claw Atemi�
Cost�: 2�m�
Duration: instant�



 This charm supplements a single attack�
or feat of strength that targets an inanimate ob-�
ject. This doubles the effective MOD of the�
Lunar's linked Quality for the purpose of the�
action.�

Throat-Baring Hold�
Cost: 4m�
Duration: until next action�
 A Lunar may choose to sacrifice a successful�
attack to expose the victim's vulnerability. The attack�
inflicts no damage but instead it grants a Boost for each�
damage rank that would have been inflicted to any other�
allied attackers targeting the opponent.�

Wind-Wings Carry Technique�
Cost: 2 or 4m per extra Rank of Range�
Duration: Instant�

 This charm enhances the range of an attack,�
adding an additional rank to the attack's range for every�
2 motes spent. Hand to hand attacks modified by this�
charm cost four motes and are considered Obvious.�

Tier Two�

Hibernation of the Dog�
Cost: 6m�
Duration: instant�
 If a Lunar needs to keep a subdued foe down�
they can use this charm to ensure that they remain in-�
capacitated. If the Lunar inflicts a Damage Rank with�
an attack enhanced with this charm the victim will not�
recover any Failure Ranks or recover from Absolute�
Zero at the end of the scene.�

Jaws of the River Dragon�
Cost: 6m�
Duration: Instant�
 The Lunar may use this charm to tear or rend�
their opponent in terrible ways to defeat them. Should�
an attack enhanced with this charm involving wrestling�
or grappling inflict at least one Failure or Wound Rank.�
This charm allows the Lunar to choose where one of the�
Damage Ranks inflicted by this attack is applied, direct-�
ing it to a single physical Quality. The lunar need not�
know the target's Qualities and this charm does not�
grant any such knowledge but he may instead declare a�
narrow category of Qualities where the Damage Rank�
must be applied (for instance qualities based on physi-�
cal strength or running speed). If the victim does not�
have any Qualities that would fall within this category�

the Damage Rank is instead spent to give the�
victim a new Flaw.�

Wasp-Binding Method *�
Cost: 3m�
Duration: MOD x2 (Turns)�

 This charm can be used to wrap an opponent in�
Essence to keep them bound and helpless. This is an�
attack inflicting Failure Ranks and if it succeeds the�
Lunar wraps them in bands of essence-born silk or�
similar materials. Breaking free of the bindings is a�
Challenge with a TN based on the Lunar's linked Qual-�
ity. The Lunar may choose to use his Excellency to�
increase the TN (adding 1d6 directly to the TN for each�
die added to his normal roll) but this does count as�
charm use.�

Unstoppable Lunar Wound�
Cost: 2m+�
Duration: instant�
 The Lunar may use this charm to ensure that�
their opponent cannot escape their fury. Every 2 motes�
spent on the Charm inflicts a minimum automatic Dam-�
age Rank, regardless of the success of the attack roll,�
which cannot exceed the MOD of the linked Quality. If�
the attack would normally inflict more than the charm's�
automatic damage then this charm provides no addi-�
tional effect. This charm is not considered a perfect�
attack for the purpose of dealing with perfect defenses.�

Tier Three�

Cunning Porcupine Defense (Obvious)�
Cost: 7m�
Duration: indefinite�
 The Lunar creates a bristling corona of razor-�
sharp essence needles. Anyone attempting to strike the�
Lunar with unarmed or natural weaponry they must�
resist a Hazard (TN based on the lunar's linked Quality)�
to avoid being damaged by the silver needles. If the�
victim is actively wrestling or grappling with the lunar�
the Hazard TN increases by the Lunar's Essence.�

Inviting the Winter Wolf�
C�ost: 3m�

 Duration:  Instant�
 This supplements an attack, so long as it inflicts�
a single Damage Rank the attack inflicts a crippling�
wound, forcing the target to take a new Flaw of the�
Lunar's choice. By spending an additional 5 motes the�
lunar may render the wound impossible to heal without�
supernatural medical aid.�



Lightning Stroke Attack�
Cost: 7m�
Duration: Instant�
 This charm allows the lunar to make an�
attack with such speed or fury that it's literally�
impossible for the opponent to react to the attack at all,�
making any attempts to block or evade the attack impos-�
sible (preventing the defender from applying any rele-�
vant MODs).�

Form Destroying Touch*�
Cost: 12m�
Duration: instant�
 The Lunar may use this charm to channel wyld�
energy against their foes. The Lunar must first touch�
their opponent (this may be part of an unarmed attack,�
or a challenge roll against the opponent's most appropri-�
ate Quality). Should the lunar touch the victim they�
become infected with Wyld Essence which begins to�
tear them apart.�
 The victim must overcome a Hazard (TN equal�
to the MOD of the linked Quality + Lunar's Essence) at�
least a full day later when the moon is in the sky�
(resisting with Qualities related to mental and spiritual�
fortitude or physical endurance). If the victim suffers�
damage from the Hazard they gain a wyld mutation�
(typically in the form of a new Flaw). Each moonlit�
night thereafter the Hazard repeats until the victim dies,�
becomes too mutated to survive in Creation, or a full�
lunar cycle passes. Entering a Wyld zone will prevent�
the damage from the hazard but the mutations will�
continue.�

Dexterity, Grace and Agility�

Tier One�

Golden Tiger Stance�
Cost: 2m�
Duration: Instant�
 This charm may be used in response to an at-�
tack. It eliminates up to the Lunar’s Essence in Down-�
shifts that would apply to his defensive actions. Rather�
than eliminating a Downshift this can also be used to�
cancel a Boost the attacker receives for that attack.�

Graceful Crane Stance�
Cost: 3m�
Duration: One Scene�
 Identical to the Solar version.�

Ground-Denying Defense*�
Cost: 3m�
Duration: until next action�
  Through mastery of positioning and his�
environment the Lunar can ensure that his ene-�

mies don’t take advantage of his weakness. In normal�
combat the Lunar negates up to two Boosts due to�
gang-up bonuses. In Mass Combat situations the Lunar�
can treat any unit he is fighting as a Solo unit as one�
Rank lower in Magnitude.�

Instinct Driven Beast Movement*�
Cost: 4m�
Duration: One Scene�
 While under the influence of this charm the�
Lunar is capable of moving with speeds like that of a�
galloping horse. In contests of pure speed the Lunar can�
automatically defeat any other character who does not�
move at a similar rate and he receives a number of�
Boosts equal to his Essence in speed-related Challenges�
(such as races or chases) that involve more than just raw�
speed.�

Furious Hound Pursuit (gift)*�
Cost: 4m�
Duration: One Scene�
 To use this charm the Lunar designates a single�
target (who the Lunar must have seen within the past�
hour). This charm ensures that for the duration of the�
scene the Lunar is always faster than the target. In�
normal combat or movement situations the Lunar will�
automatically be able to ‘keep up’ with the target�
(essentially when rolling movement checks the Lunar�
will never roll lower than the target’s roll, treat any�
lower result as equal to the target’s result). In Conflict�
Situations that simulate chases or hunting the Lunar can�
treat any action or reaction where the Lunar is attempt-�
ing to run down the target as a Perfect action, automati-�
cally defeating the target’s roll by a degree equal to his�
Essence (unless his roll was higher already).�

Flight of the Sparrow*�
Cost: 3m�
Duration: Indefinite�
 This charm enhances any attempt to flee or�
avoid a situation. In combat or other general situations�
the Lunar doubles the MOD of any qualities related to�
speed or covering distance so long as they are applying�
to an attempt to flee. In Conflict situations that represent�
‘chase’ scenes and the Lunar is taking actions or reac-�
tions that involve fleeing from pursuers they may treat�



these actions as Perfect, succeeding automati-�
cally by a degree equal to the Lunar’s Essence.�

Light Footed Mountain Goat Stance�
Cost: 3m�
Duration: One Scene�
 While under the effects of this charm the Lunar�
does not suffer downshifts due to things like unstable or�
slippery footing, tangled underbrush or similar environ-�
mental complications. While under the effect of the�
charm the Lunar automatically succeeds at any Chal-�
lenges with a Difficulty Rank that is higher than the�
Lunar’s linked Quality (so a Lunar with Expert [+4]�
Sure-Footed would only have to roll when dealing with�
Challenges of Master [17] Rank or higher). The cost for�
this charm is reduced to 2 if the Lunar already has�
Graceful Crane Stance active.�

Twin Fang Technique�
Cost: 4m�
Duration: Instant�
 The Lunar may lash out with two weapons at�
once. The Exalt must have both weapons available at�
hand and may make a single roll that is used for both�
attacks (although the total may be different depending�
on the weapons the Lunar is wielding) while the target�
makes two separate defensive rolls. This charm can�
enhance ranged and hand-to-hand attacks.�

Wary Swallow Method�
Cost: 3m�
Duration: instant�
 The lunar senses danger from the reactions of�
his environment: the sounds of animals, the wind, or�
even the patterns of essence. This charm negates any�
attempt to disadvantage the Lunar due to surprise or�
unexpected attacks.�

Wind-Dancing Method�
Cost: 3m�
Duration: Instant�
 This charm allows the Lunar to leap nimbly�
away from his attacker as part of his defensive reaction.�
The Lunar may make a movement check with a number�
of Boosts equal to his Essence. Unless the attacker can�
keep up this can be used to find cover from ranged�
attacks, increase range penalties, or prevent further�
attacks.�

Tier Two�

Flowing Body Evasion*�

Cost: 4m�
Duration: One Action�
 This charm functions as a perfect defense.�
Against any attack the lunar is aware of he can�
cause his body to flow like water to avoid or�
absorb the attack.�

Octopus and Spider Barrage*�
Cost: 9m�
Duration: Instant�
 The Lunar may make a single attack at no pen-�
alty for each combat capable limb the Lunar possesses�
in his current form. The Lunar attacks once with each�
limb and may only use weapons that are held or worn�
on the limb currently attacking. In human form the�
Lunar may make up to four attacks (one with each arm�
and leg) but in other forms he may be capable of many�
more.�

Pack And Flock Guidance�
Cost: --�
Duration: Permanent�
 The Lunar Charms Furious Hound Pursuit,�
Flight of the Sparrow and Instinct Driven Beast method�
only provide their benefits if the Lunar is moving on�
their own, with no concern for helping others keep up�
or leaving companions behind. With this charm the�
Lunar can provide the charm’s benefits to any unit he�
personally leads. This doubles the mote cost of the�
charm and allows the Lunar to lead a unit with a magni-�
tude no greater than Good [+2]. This increases by one�
Rank for every point of Essence the Lunar has above 3�
(to a maximum of Legendary [+10] Magnitude at Es-�
sence 7).�

Tier Three�

Mist-Walking Prana (wyld) *�
Cost: 12m�
Duration: instant�
 When the Lunar walks in the Wyld they may use�
this charm to slip through the holes and cracks in reality�
to appear where no one expects them. The Lunar must�
succeed at a Challenge related to speed or reflexes�
(Average [11] TN for Pure Chaos, Expert [15] for Deep�
Wyld, Elite [17] Middlemarches, and Epic [21] for�
Bordermarches). Success allows the Lunar to travel one�
mile. Each shift by which the Lunar beats the roll�
multiplies the distance by 10 or increases the Magnitude�
of a unit the Lunar can lead through the cracks by one�
Rank (starting from the Lunar as a solo unit).�



 This travel isn’t instantaneous, it takes�
about five minutes as the Lunar flits through the�
Wyld. While the Lunar normally does not stay�
still long enough to be affected by his surround-�
ings taking any actions while traveling can dis-�
rupt the charm.�

Lightning Stroke Attack*�
Cost: 7m�
Duration: Instant�
 This charm allows the lunar to make an attack�
with such speed or fury that it's literally impossible for�
the opponent to react to the attack at all, making any�
attempts to block or evade the attack impossible�
(preventing the defender from applying Qualities of this�
sort).�

Spreading The Wyld Roots (wyld)*�
Cost: 12m�
Duration: instant�
 Within the Wyld the Lunar can take advantage�
of warps in the fabric of Creation. Attacking one of�
these weak spots the Lunar can make a single attack that�
strikes multiple points at once. The Lunar makes a�
single attack roll which is treated as (Essence) attacks�
which can be divided among targets within Middling�
Range. If a single target is attacked multiple times the�
Lunar may add a number of boosts to each of those�
rolled for each attack against the target.�

Endurance, vigor and health�

Tier One�

Armor-Forming Technique (gift)*�
Cost: 4m�
Duration: One Scene�
 For the duration of the scene the character grows�
bony plates or heavy scales. The lunar cannot wear�
other armor (unless it is crafted of moonsilver) but he�
can treat his linked Quality as armor (+) for the duration�
of the scene and gains an upshift to any defensive rolls�
involving external attacks due to his tough hide.�

Breath-Drinking Executioner Attack�
Cost: 2m�
Duration: Instant�
 This charm takes advantage of essence released�
at the moment of a person’s death. It can target anyone�
who has died within the past minute and allows the�

Lunar to regain motes equal to (Lunar’s Essence�
+ Target’s Essence) to a maximum of the�
Lunar’s linked MOD.�

Bruise Relief Method�
Cost: 1m+�

Duration: Instant�
 Each mote spent on this charm allows the Exalt�
to recover a Failure Rank gained due to physical dis-�
tress: bruises, fatigue, exhaustion, illness or similar�
effects. This charm may be used even when the charac-�
ter is unconscious.�

(Directional) Mastery Technique�
Cost: 6m�
Duration: indefinite�
 This is actually five charms, each corresponding�
to a different direction and element. Each charm defines�
a category of environmental effects that the Lunar be-�
comes immunized against.�

Center�:�The character cannot be bogged down�
or hindered by rubble or mud, even buried waist deep.�
Falling rocks or sandstorms inflict no damage at all.�

East:� The character is immune to plant-based�
toxins or irritants as well as swarms of biting or stinging�
insects and even deadly natural insects will not bite the�
character.�

North�: The Lunar takes no damage from cold or�
lightning strikes and ice storms inflict no harm on him.�

South:� The character can walk through fire�
without pain or injury, leaving her and her clothing�
untouched. Likewise even a desert’s heath has no effect�
and sandstorms don’t affect him at all.�

West:� The Exalt will not drown and suffers no�
problems at any depth. Venomous or stinging marine�
life will leave him alone.�
 These charms provided complete protection,�
absolute immunity. However they only affect the work-�
ings of the environment and chance, if a danger is�
caused by the intentional actions of another character�
then this charm provides no protection.�
 A character may take one of these charms a�
second time at Essence 4 then he transcends the limits�
of the charm and gains immunity to any effect, regard-�
less of the source, matching the elemental type.�

Fertile Breath Inversion (Gift)�
Cost: 4m�
Duration: indefinite�
 By altering his body’s adaptation to Creation the�
Lunar can allow himself to breath substances that would�
normally be impossible to breath. Anything the Lunar�



can draw into his lungs becomes breathable: air,�
smoke, water, sand etc. Although the Lunar will�
not suffocate while breathing such substances�
the Lunar can still be harmed due to exposure to�
poison, acid, fire, or burning sands. He merely�
can be sure that such things will be breathable.�

Hide-Toughening Essence�
Cost: 2m�
Duration: One Scene�
 For the remainder of the scene the Lunar may�
use the Linked Quality in order to soak injury as an�
Armor (+) Quality.�

Might-Bolstering Blow�
Cost: 2m�
Duration: Instant�
 When the lunar makes an attack supplemented�
by this charm he regains essence. He regains motes�
equal to his Essence score for every Wound Rank he�
inflicts on the victim. He cannot regain more than�
(Essence x linked MOD) motes from an attack.�

Moonsilver Stomach Conversion�
Cost: 3m�
Duration: indefinite�
 The Lunar can use essence to fortify their stom-�
ach and digestive tract, allowing him to eat and derive�
sustenance from just about anything. Anything the Lu-�
nar can fit into his mouth can be eaten without harm and�
provides the nourishment of decent food. Just like Fer-�
tile Breath Inversion the Lunar can ingest substances�
without fear of poison or indigestibility but this charm�
will not prevent injury due to substances such as acid or�
flame.�

Relentless Lunar Fury (gift)�
Cost: 3m�
Duration: (Essence x2 Actions)�
 After activating this charm the character enters�
a deadly battle-fury. This can be cold-calculating rage�
or block-flecked berserker fury.�
 For the duration of the charm the Lunar gains�
several benefits. First, he receives a Boost to all combat�
actions except those related to defensive reactions. The�
Lunar may ignore a number of Damage Ranks equal to�
his Essence. These Damage Ranks may either be re-�
moved from the lunar’s current Qualities or he can�
‘delay’ Damage Ranks he suffers during the Fury.�
These damage ranks should be assigned as soon as the�
Fury ends. Finally, the character improves the benefits�
they can gain from the Lunar Excellency. For the dura-�

tion of the fury the Lunar can purchase an addi-�
tional dice at the normal cost for every 2 points�
of permanent Essence.�
 Most impressively, while the Lunar is under the�
charm’s effects he can activate a number of�
different charms in a single round equal to his�

Essence x2. He may still not activate more than one�
charm as part of a single action without a Combo. Using�
more than the Lunar’s Essence in charms during a�
single round will make all the charms Obvious as bright�
white light flows around him.�
 The downside of the charm is that the Lunar�
cannot act except to fight. She cannot perform any�
non-combat actions without overcoming a Willpower�
related Challenge (TN 13) and even then they suffer a�
downshift. If the Lunar wishes to end the charm’s�
effects early then the Lunar must overcome a TN 15�
Challenge.�
 By purchasing this charm a second time at Es-�
sence 3 the Lunar’s fury can be extended by four ac-�
tions.�

Scorpion and Toad Absolution�
Cost: 2m�
Duration: Instant�
 The Lunars are difficult to kill through poison�
and treachery. With this charm the Lunar may make�
himself resistant to the effects of a poison or disease�
they experience. If they activate the charm while suffer-�
ing the effects of a venom, disease or toxin then the�
character’s player doubles his linked MOD for the�
purpose of attempting to resist the venom.�
 By  taking this charm a second time at Essence�
3 the Exalt can treat a disease or poison in others. This�
takes five minutes preparing the victim’s body and�
channeling the venom out into a specific spot in the�
body where the Lunar can then suck it out and then�
transfers the illness or toxin to the Lunar.�
 By taking this charm a third time at Essence 3 or�
higher the Lunar can become immune to a single poison�
or venom whose effects he manages to endure. Once�
such a venom has run it’s course the Lunar is never�
affected by it again (unless he wishes to be).�
 By taking the charm a 4th time the Lunar can�
alter the nature of the charm to allow him to create�
poisons, diseases or toxins that he has rendered himself�
immune to in the past. This costs 3 motes and allows to�
Lunar to instantly create it within his own body, either�
A) experiencing the effects of exposure to it himself, B)�
milking it from his own blood or flesh for later use or�
C) excreting it onto a single weapon such that it will be�
delivered to the next person the weapon strikes.�



 By taking this charm a fifth time at Es-�
sence 4 the Lunar can use it to create supernatu-�
ral toxins of his own devising at the cost of 4�
motes. By default this grants the Lunar access to�
the venom Luna’s Spite but it is possible to�
develop other toxins and venoms (see the sidebar�
below).�

Steadfast Yeddim Meditation (gift)�
Cost: 2+m�
Duration: one scene�
 The Lunar can keep going despite the worst pain�
or injury. For every 2 motes spend the Lunar can “set�
aside” a Wound Ranks or a Failure Ranks due to injury�
or pain to a maximum number of Ranks equal to the�
MOD of the linked Quality. These can be Ranks already�
assigned or Ranks the lunar suffers later in the scene.�
When the Lunar sets aside these Damage Ranks they do�
not need to be assigned to Qualities until the end of the�

Scene (ranks already assigned are removed and�
can be reassigned at the end of the scene).�

Tier Two�

Frenzied Bear Fortification�
Cost: 3m�
Duration: Until next action�
 The Lunar reduces any damage taken until his�
next action by his Essence score.�

Halting The Scarlet Flow�
Cost: 2m+�
Duration: Instant�
 The Lunar can use this charm to close wounds�
and heal grievous injuries. Every 2 motes allows the�
Lunar to recover a single Wound Rank. This takes an�
action.�

Silver Lunar Resolution�
Cost: --�
Duration: Permanent�
 The Lunar empowers himself through the suc-�
cessful strengthening and defense of others. By pur-�
chasing this charm the Lunar may recover motes by�
putting effort into protecting any social or military unit�
from danger or dissolution. Each hour spent on these�
tasks recovers motes equal to the magnitude MOD of�
the unit being protected.�
 This charm also grants the Lunar an additional�
pool of 10 Personal Essence each time he purchases it.�
These additional motes can only be refilled with the use�
of this charm or other essence-recovery charms.�

Stone Rhino’s Skin�
Cost: 4m�
Duration: Instant�
 This charm may be activated after the Lunar is�
damaged by a successful attack. The Lunar should roll�
a Challenge using his linked Quality and he may ignore�
a number of wound ranks from the attack equal to the�
result of the Challenge divided by 2.�

Unstoppable Juggernaut Incarnation�
Cost: 2m�
Duration: Indefinite�
 The Lunar may activate this charm any time he�
suffers an injury that would require him to reach Abso-�
lute Zero. The Lunar does not suffer Wound Ranks�
from this attack and instead these Ranks are ‘set aside’�
so long as the Lunar keeps the 2 motes committed to the�
charm.�

Lunar Venoms�
 These are all sample supernatural toxins,�
acids and venoms the Lunars can reproduce with the�
fifth iteration of Scorpion and Toad Absolution.�
Learning a new toxin costs 2 XP�
Luna’s Spite�: The victim becomes weak and upon�
death turns pale and their eyes become silvery. The�
toxin is a Hazard that must be resisted every round�
with a TN of (13 + Lunar’s Essence + Linked�
MOD) and inflicting damage ranks if the victim�
fails to resist. Luna respects only those who over-�
come adversity, the toxin must be resisted every�
round until the victim succeeds at the Challenge.�
Chosen’s Bane:� This venom burns through a�
target’s own essence. It is a Hazard that must be�
resisted every turn with a TN of (13 + Lunar’s�
Essence + Victim’s Essence). The victim suffers�
Wound Ranks and also loses a mote of essence if he�
fails a check. He must make a number of rolls equal�
to twice his own Essence to overcome the venom.�
Night’s Lure�: This is a slow-acting, subtler venom.�
The victim must overcome a Challenge at midnight�
each night with a TN of (15 + Linked MOD +�
Lunar’s Essence). A failure inflicts a single Failure�
Rank which does not recover until the poison is�
cured or has run it’s course. This Challenge is�
repeated every night for a single lunar month.�
Burning Tar:�This corrosive slime is a Hazard that�
repeats itself each turn with a TN of (11+ Linked�
MOD). This continues until the tar is somehow�
nullified or scraped off.�



 This charm can be activated multiple�
times to offset multiple killing or incapacitating�
blows. Every time he does so he adds another�
Damage Rank to the total. Releasing the motes�
committed to any iteration of this charm releases�
them all at once. Having just a single version of�
this charm active will automatically drop the character�
to Absolute Zero no matter how much he has recovered.�
However, if the character has more ‘delayed’ Damage�
Ranks than (Essence + # of Qualities) they are slain.�

Tier Three�

Bear Sleep Technique�
Cost: 12m�
Duration: indefinite�
 This charm allows the Lunar to enter a state of�
hibernation for months, years or even centuries.  When�
the Lunar enters hibernation the player declares up to�
(Essence) conditions which will awaken him. One of�
these conditions must be the maximum duration which�
he will remain asleep. Other conditions may be any-�
thing the Lunar can perceive while asleep (the player�
may make rolls as normal to perceive events while�
asleep). Suffering an injury will always end the hiberna-�
tion. While hibernating the Lunar does not need to eat,�
drink or breath nor will he age.�

Invulnerable Moonsilver Carapace*�
Cost: 8m�
Duration: Until next action�
  As part of his action the Lunar can acti-�
vate this charm in order to seal himself in a shell of�
moonsilver. Liquid moonsilver flows from the lunar’s�
pores and covers his body. This gives the Lunar the�
equivalent of a Master [+6] Moonsilver Armor Quality�
which has the benefits of armor (+). This effect lasts�
until the start of the Lunar’s next turn but the Lunar may�
spend 8 motes again to reactivate the Charm for another�
turn, this does not count as Charm use and restores the�
Quality to Master [+6] if it had been reduced due to�
charm use.�

Wound-Mastering Body Evolution*�
Cost: 12m�
Duration: One Scene�
 For the remainder of the scene the lunar be-�
comes immune to further injury from a single form of�
damage he has just suffered. Fire, poison, acid, cutting�
weapons, or blunt weapons are all possible categories of�
injury that Lunar might become immune to. The Lunar�
only gains immunity to artifact versions of a damage�

type if injured by an artifact. Only one immunity�
at a time is possible, using this charm a second�
time only resets the effect to a new damage�
source.�

Charisma and charm�

Tier One�

Butterfly Eyes Defense�
Cost: 3m�
Duration: Until Next Action�
 The Lunar weaves an illusion of impossible�
grace and unbeatable skill. Although this charm does�
not in any way actually enhance the Exalt’s skill it can�
cause an opponent to doubt their own ability. Until the�
exalt’s next turn any attacker whose highest relevant�
offensive Quality is ranked lower than the Lunar’s�
linked MOD suffers two downshifts to any attacks they�
make against the Exalt.�

Dog-Tongue Method�
Cost: 1m�
Duration: One Scene�
 The Lunars can communicate with animals us-�
ing this Charm. Natural animals become valid targets�
for social Challenges and Conflicts and the Lunars can�
effectively communicate even complex ideas and con-�
cepts (although the animal’s intellect still limits their�
potential actions). In addition, while in animal form the�
Lunar may activate the charm in order to communicate�
through human languages.�

Falling Leaf Distraction�
Cost: 3m�
Duration: Instant�
 The lunars are skilled at misdirection and this�
charm allows the Exalt to make a social influence at-�
tempt without revealing that they are doing so. The�
Lunar simply seems to be making some innocuous�
comment or unrelated observation that seems to inspire�
the victim to reach the conclusion the Lunar wishes on�
his own. It is only possible to overcome this deception�
through the use of charms, in which case the observer�
must still overcome a Challenge against the Lunar’s�
linked Quality.�

False Burrow Pursuit�
Cost: 4m�
Duration: One Scene�



 The Lunar may use their magic to focus�
a specific detail or object within the victim’s�
mind. The Lunar must overcome a Challenge�
with his linked Quality and if he succeeds then�
the victim becomes convinced of the importance�
of a single feature or detailin the scene.�

Forsaking Blood Posture�
Cost: 6m�
Duration: Instant�
 This charm creates a Quality for a character or�
social group at Good [+2] Rank, representing an intense�
antagonism of the target’s native culture or the current�
culture to which they are exposed. If this new Quality�
would be opposed to any of the victim’s existing Qual-�
ities or goals then the Lunar must overcome a Challenge�
based on the victim’s Qualities and the intensity of the�
conflict. If the victim’s motivation is opposed to the�
nature of this antipathy then the charm fails automati-�
cally.�

Herd Reinforcement Stance�
Cost: 6m�
Duration: Instant�
 This charm targets a single person or social�
group, instantly granting them a Quality at Good [+2]�
rank representing loyalty to either the target’s native�
culture or the culture the target is currently exposed to.�
If the new Quality would be mutually exclusive with the�
target’s other Qualities or goals then the Lunar must�
overcome a Challenge with his linked Quality (TN�
based on the victim’s Qualities and degree of antipathy�
to the new loyalty). If the victim’s motivation is op-�
posed to the nature of this antipathy then the charm fails�
automatically.�

Instinct Memory Insertion�
Cost: 3m�
Duration: Instant�
 The Lunars can use this charm to related infor-�
mation to a subject and be certain it will be remem-�
bered. This can be a story, a series of instructions, or�
any other information. This information is supernatu-�
rally memorable and will be remembered word for word�
by the target.�

Labyrinth of the Beast�
Cost: 2m�
Duration: Instant�
 The charm renders the lunar’s mind as simple�
and uncomplicated as an animal’s (although by nature�
always a predator). The Lunar loses all capacity for�

language or higher thought but at the same time�
perfectly protecting him against attempts at nat-�
ural mental influence or manipulation or any�
other mental influence based on language. Once�
the character’s intellect returns the Lunar re-�
members what was said but any arguments made�

are already impotent.�

Mask of White Jade�
Cost: 2m�
Duration: Instant�
 The Lunar can use this charm to hide their�
intentions or motivations. By activating this charm the�
Lunar can make any action of that sort automatically�
fail. If the opponent’s action is being supplemented by�
the charm then the Lunar must spend 5 motes to activate�
Mask of White Jade. This charm needs only to be�
activated once no matter how many people are attempt-�
ing to see through a single deception or falsehood.�

Maintaining the Pack�
Cost: 5m, 1 Failure Rank�
Duration: Instant�
 The Lunar may invoke this Charm whenever a�
military unit he leads downshifts it’s Magnitude Quality�
in order to resist Damage Ranks. The unit soaks the�
damage as normal but it’s Magnitude rank remains the�
same as the Lunar’s sheer force of personality keeps�
wounded men fighting and prevents them from fleeing.�

Mirror Sight Dismay�
Cost: 5m�
Duration: One Scene�
 With a single word or a well-timed phrase the�
character convinces a person or people that one thing�
they believe is factually incorrect. This charm can’t�
affect general emotional attitudes or loyalties (so a lunar�
destroy a subject’s belief in the loyalty of his wife) but�
it can counter specific beliefs (such as thinking that his�
wife was telling the truth about where she was the other�
night). This can only counter or invert an existing be-�
lief, it has no effect if the victim has no particular�
opinion on the subject to begin with.�
 Shaking off this unnatural mental influence in-�
vokes backlash from the Lunar.�

Perfect Fear Scent�
Cost: 5m�
Duration: One Scene�
 This charm supplements a social action to rouse�
fear in one or more targets. This is an unnatural mental�
influence for the victims to act on their fear, whether�



this is a general fear (typically causing panic) or�
a specific fear of a certain object, entity or force.�
Overcoming the fear requires the victims to re-�
sist Backlash.�

Perfection of the Mockingbird�
Cost: 4m�
Duration: Instant�
 Lunars may use this charm to influence any�
attempt to fool another as to her identity. This might be�
imitating another person or simply trying to avoid any-�
one realizing who he is. The deception becomes unbeat-�
able without some form of supernatural perception.�

Secret Speech Method�
Cost: 5m�
Duration: Instant�
 Lunars can use this charm to disguise their con-�
versations behind an illusion of normalcy. Any commu-�
nication or social influence supplemented by this charm�
can only be detected by individuals selected by the�
Lunar up to (essence x2) people at a single time. Any-�
one not targeted by this charm who cannot overcome a�
perception based Challenge (TN 13 + Linked Quality)�
will hear only ordinary chit-chat, normal music or�
speech or some other relatively meaningless communi-�
cation suitable to the circumstances.�

Terrifying Lust Infliction�
Cost: 5m�
Duration: One Scene�
 Lunars can use this charm to supplement any�
social roll made to inspire some kind of craving: hun-�
ger, lust or some other desire. This is an unnatural�
mental influence that may inflict either a general hunger�
or it could be specific. A Lunar can instill any desire�
whose satisfaction brings physical pleasure and over-�
coming this compulsion inflicts Backlash.�

Tier Two�

Butterfly Eyes Fist�
Cost: 5m�
Duration: One Action�
 Sometimes fear or doubt cuts sharper than�
blades. The Lunar makes a feint or uses a choice word�
to distract or confuse a victim. This turns what would�
normally be a Combat Challenge into a full-fledged�
attack using the Lunar’s relevant Qualities resisted by�
the target’s.�

Boundary-Marking Meditation*�

Cost: 15m�
Duration: instant�
 This charm allows the Lunar to claim a distinct�
area as his territory. The region must not already�
belong to another Essence user and once acti-�
vated the land becomes owned by the Lunar�

automatically. This charm cannot affect a region more�
than (Essence x 10) square miles.�
 All the little gods within the territory accept the�
Lunar’s primacy and within the territory everyone who�
is not the lunar, a native animal or a native little god�
suffers a downshift to all actions. The Lunar may ex-�
empt specific individuals from this penalty by declaring�
it within the presence of the affected individual and�
within the territory (he may also revoke this privilege�
the same way). The Lunar also receives an upshift to�
any rolls related to wilderness survival.�
 By taking this charm a second time at Essence 5�
the Lunar can expand the range of territory that he can�
claim to  (Essence x 100).�

Cobra Hypnotic Method*�
Cost: 7m�
Duration: (Essence) Actions�
 Lunars may use this charm to slow or stop her�
enemies in their tracks. She may use this charm in�
physical or social conflicts. This charm creates a com-�
pulsion, forcing the targets to stop and take no action for�
the duration of the Charm. Overcoming this influence�
invokes backlash.�

Commanded to Fly�
Cost: 6m�
Duration: Varies�
 Lunars use this charm to mentally influence�
themselves! This is a counter-attack when targeted by�
mental influence, making a social attack on himself that�
she must resist with her most relevant Qualities. If the�
character succeeds at the attack then the Lunar success-�
fully convinces himself and can modify the influence to�
render the command impossible (and thus futile). This�
resistance lasts only as long as the Lunar leaves the�
essence committed (thus the influence may kick in�
again if the Lunar releases this essence).�

Forgetful Victim Prana�
Cost: 5m or 8m�
Duration: (Essence) Actions�
 Lunars can use this charm to work without�
leaving traces behind in the minds of mortals. This can�
affect up (Essence) targets or a unit whose Magnitude�
MOD is no higher than (Essence) for 8m. This is a�



Challenge using the lunar’s Linked MOD against�
the victim’s most relevant Qualities. Success�
means that the targets will forget everything that�
they will experience in the next (Essence) ac-�
tions. The target acts and reacts normally to�
whatever they experience but they forget it all.�
 Once they have forgotten attempting to recall�
such memories is a TN 15 Challenge (to recall it for the�
space of a scene) or a TN 17 Challenge (to recall it�
permanently). The victims will only attempt this if he is�
spurred to remember by someone else or circumstances�
make it impossible for him to rationalize the gap in his�
memories. The effects of a social influence remain but�
the target rationalizes the source as his own inspiration.�

Lost Mirror Flight�
Cost: 4m or 8m�
Duration: Instant�
 By weaving a scene with words and gestures the�
character can drive a victim to madness with this charm.�
The victim gains a new Flaw related to some sort of�
mental abnormality (an obsession, phobia or similar�
effect). At Essence 5 the madness is even more perva-�
sive and the victim gains two flaws.�
 Targets can attempt to shake off the effect for a�
single scene by invoking Backlash but cannot recover�
completely until they’ve managed to overcome it�
(Essence x 2) times without reaching Absolute Zero. By�
spending 8 motes instead of 4 the Lunar can affect a�
group whose magnitude MOD does not exceed the�
Lunar’s Essence.�

Mind-Blanking Fear Technique�
Cost: 8m�
Duration: Instant�
 The Lunar can blind a target with fear, building�
up a wall in their minds. This effectively makes a victim�
so irrationally terrified of a particular memory that they�
refuse to recall it or believe it is real. Attempting to�
overcome this terror and recall the memory invokes�
Backlash, and that is only enough to recall it for a scene.�
Overcoming the mental block entirely requires the vic-�
tim overcome the Backlash a number of times equal to�
the Lunar’s Essence.�

Moonlight Curtain Drawn*�
Cost: 5m�
Duration: One Scene�
 A moonlit sheen spreads out from the Lunar’s�
anima and enfolds everyone around him. People in a�
unit led by the lunar redouble their efforts on his behalf.�
This effectively increases the Magnitude Quality of any�

unit led by the Lunar by one Rank. This does not�
actually add more participants to the battle but it�
does increase the effectiveness and teamwork of�
those involved already.�

Nature-Reinforcing Allocation*�
Cost: 12m�
Duration: One Week�
 Lunar Exalted can use this charm to infuse their�
animal companions with greater capabilities through�
essence. This requires a week’s effort and at least five�
hours per day spent training. Each use of this charm can�
be used to purchase a new Quality at Good [+2] Rank�
or increase an existing Quality by one Rank (this can�
only be used once on a given Quality). Qualities added�
or increased must be related to physical strength, endur-�
ance, agility, fearsome appearance, courage, wilderness�
survival or fighting prowess. It’s possible to spend 2�
weeks training to add a Quality that works much like a�
wyld mutation such as granting a wolf poisonous fangs�
or bat-like wings.�

School In The Reeds Technique�
Cost: 4m�
Duration: Instant�
 This charm affects any attempt to launch an�
ambush (whether by physically hiding the attackers or�
making them seem unthreatening). This penalizes any�
attempt to perceive the potential danger by 2 down-�
shifts, or one downshift if used to conceal a unit with a�
Magnitude rating of higher than Average [0].�

Sharing the Gifts of Luna*�
Cost: 12m, 1 Wound Rank�
Duration: Indefinite�
 The Lunar exalted may temporarily empower�
their followers with their own essence. The Lunar fo-�
cuses some portion of his Essence into a bit of his flesh�
or blood which must be fed to the subject who then�
gains some of the Lunar’s powers. The character imme-�
diately gains the Quality Good [+2] Awakened Essence,�
has their essence increased to 2 and gains an essence�
pool with motes equal to (Essence x 10). This lasts�
while the Lunar keeps the essence committed and the�
target can choose to spend 12 XP to learn Lunar charms.�
By committing a number of motes equal to the sum of�
the charm’s “tier” the subject can gain Charms of the�
Lunar’s choice (that he knows) so long as the mote�
remain committed.�

Subtle Silver Command�
Cost: 8m�



Duration: Linked MOD in days�
 This charm is an unnatural mental influ-�
ence that the Lunar can exert on any target,�
including those who normally couldn’t be the�
target of such influence (such as someone asleep,�
who cannot effectively defend against the attack).�
 This charm creates a compulsion on the target,�
forcing them to share one of the Lunar’s deeply held�
beliefs. This temporarily changes the target’s Motiva-�
tion to match the Lunar’s Motivation or some other�
belief represented by one of the Lunar’s Qualities,�
Techniques or Flaws. This compulsion becomes the�
greatest thing in the target’s life.�
 Target’s of this charm may attempt to resist the�
compulsion for a day by invoking Backlash or attempt�
to throw it off entirely but this increases the TN by 6.�
People asleep or unconscious when influenced believe�
that this new idea is simply their own inspiration.�

Wolf Pack Training Technique*�
Cost: 15m�
Duration: One Week�
 Lunars can teach mortals to defend themselves,�
training military units with this charm. This takes a�
week’s effort and requires five or more hours a day to�
complete. Each week spent grants the unit a new Qual-�
ity at Good [+2] Rank or raises an existing Quality one�
Rank (to a maximum of Expert [+4]). The Quality must�
be related to physical prowess or endurance, fighting�
skill, stealth, morale, discipline or wilderness lore.�
 By selecting this charm a second time at Es-�
sence 4 the Lunar can use this charm to initiate a�
training session taking one month which renders the�
unit proof against fear of any kind. Exalted cannot be�
the target of this charm.�

Tier Three�

Charismatic Lunar Trick�
Cost: 6m�
Duration: instant�
 This charm can be used for any social action,�
making it unnatural mental influence and forcing any-�
one who wishes to act against the Lunar’s suggestion or�
order to resist Backlash.�

Mystic Butterfly Fraud�
Cost: 5m�
Duration: instant�
 This charm enables a Lunar to convince onlook-�
ers that some ordinary object possesses magical powers.�
This illusion can be as extravagant as the lunar wishes:�

the fake might blaze with awakened essence or�
appear to cut the very air in half (although ef-�
fects of incredible or unbelievable power might�
impose penalties on the Lunar’s attempts). At-�
tempting to see through this illusion is a Chal-�
lenge using qualities related to perception or�

comprehension. The illusion will fail when it’s put to�
the test (anyone attempting to fight with the Lunar’s�
fake Blade of One Thousand and One Deadly Thunder�
Dragons will soon realize that he’s in fact holding a�
kitchen knife as soon as he tries to fight someone with�
it).�

Third-Veil Suggestion�
Cost: 5m�
Duration: One Scene�
 The Lunars can shape their words with essence,�
allowing the character to carry one two completely�
different conversations at once. The first is audible to�
everyone within earshot (as normal) but the second is�
audible only to a target of the Lunar’s choosing. Essen-�
tially this allows the character to make a social action�
that only can affect and be perceived by a single charac-�
ter. Due to the essence laden words this second ‘speech’�
receives an upshift to any social “offensive” actions.�

Attractiveness and�
Appearance�

Tier One�

Hide of The Cunning Hunter�
Cost: 2m�
Duration: Indefinite�
 This charm allows the lunar to conceal any�
distinctive markings they have, including their moonsil-�
ver tatoos and their tells. After activating the charm any�
scars, birthmarks, tatoos (or the Lunar’s tell) that he�
wishes fade. This charm can only remove features, it�
cannot add them (so a lunar could remove a long facial�
scar or warts but he couldn’t give himself blemishes).�

New Friend Aroma�
Cost: 3m�
Duration: One Scene�
 Upon first meeting with an individual to con-�
vince the target that the lunar is friend or foe. The Lunar�
makes a social influence attempt as normal, but if the�
attempt succeeds then the victim will forever see the�
Lunar as a friend (or enemy) and will reject any attempt�



to convince them otherwise unless they can resist�
Backlash.�

Observed Predator Instinct�
Cost: 4m�
Duration: One Scene�
 When the Lunar believes he is being watched he�
may activate this charm to confuse those who spy on�
her. Anyone watching the lunar receives the unshakable�
impression that the Lunar knows they are watching and�
is completely aware of them.�

Perfect Symmetry�
Cost: 4m�
Duration: One Scene�
 By molding her features with essence the Lunar�
gives herself an air of impossible perfection. This pro-�
vides the lunar with an upshift on any rolls where�
attractive physical appearance might play a part for the�
remainder of the scene.�

One Of The Herd�
Cost: 3m�
Duration: One Scene�
  The character can use this charm to�
blend in with those around him. Any attempt to notice�
or pick the lunar out of the crowd or the background is�
penalized by two downshifts.�

Tier Two�

Glance-Oration Technique*�
Cost: 7m�
Duration: One Scene�
 This charm allows the Lunar to communicate�
volumes with a simple glance or a subtle body language�
cue. This allows perfectly silent communication and�
also compresses the Lunar’s communication allowing�
for a great deal of information to be communicated�
swiftly.�
 This charm also allows the Lunar to bypass any�
language barriers, or even to beings that lack a language�
entirely.�

Irresistible Silver Spirit�
Cost: 7m�
Duration: (Essence) social actions�
 This charm makes the Lunar’s personality at-�
tractive to those around her. People trust her and want�
to help her.�
 This grants an upshift to any social action for the�
duration of the charm and it also increases the maxi-�

mum number of dice that can be purchased�
through social interaction Excellencies equal to�
half the character’s Essence.�
 However the charm is possible only through�
extraordinary focus. The Lunar must name an�
objective that he is trying to accomplish and so�

long as the charm is in effect he must dedicate every�
action to attempting to achieve this goal. Ending the�
charm early is a TN 19 Challenge related to willpower.�

Tier Three�

Clover Can’t Be Found�
Cost: 8m�
Duration: One Scene�
 After activating this charm the character be-�
comes unnoticeable to all trying to find her. Not only�
can they not perceive the lunar but they won’t even�
notice other people’s reactions to his presence. Those�
searching for the lunar will fail to even notice others�
talking to the lunar. Breaking this deception is only�
possible by accepting Backlash, with the TN increased�
by 4.�

Perception & awareness�

Tier One�

Blood Kin Sense�
Cost: 1m or 2m�
Duration: Instant�
 This charm allows the character to detect a�
character’s important emotional or social connections�
to another person. This can be used to tell if two people�
at a party know one another (and how intimately) or�
simply determine that the target has a powerful emo-�
tional connection of a type the lunar is searching for.�
 Alternatively the Lunar may spend 2 motes and�
automatically divine the nature of the relationship be-�
tween the target and any named individual they have�
met.�
 This charm can also be used on the Lunar’s�
heart’s blood forms.�

Eye of the Cat�
Cost: 6m�
Duration: One Scene�
 The character’s senses can be extended with this�
charm, to detect anything that he wouldn’t normally be�
able to roll to detect. This includes immaterial beings or�
invisible or mystically silenced or scentless entities.�



This charm provides no benefit against anyone�
the character could potentially perceive normally�
(even if the difficulty would be high).�

Flaw-Finding Examination�
Cost: 8m�
Duration: Instant�
 The Lunar can perceive the flaws in an object or�
construction and either take advantage of the flaw or�
correct them. This modifies an attempt to repair or�
destroy an object, allowing the Lunar to add his linked�
MOD to any rolls made for the task and for lengthy�
attempts it cuts the time required to 30%.�

Inevitable Spoor Discovery�
Cost: 4m�
Duration: instant�
  This charm allows the lunar to detect the�
scents or essence residue left by anyone who has passed�
through recently. This is a Challenge with the TN deter-�
mined by the distance in the past (Average for anything�
with 24 hours, with each rank on the chart doubling that�
time).�
 The Lunar is aware how many individuals have�
passed through the area in that time and may make�
further challenges to identify the unique signature of�
someone he has met in the past. This can target areas,�
individuals, tools or anything else that might retain�
traces upon it.�

Instinctive Essence Prediction�
Cost: 4m�
Duration: One Scene�
  The character gains an instinctive sense�
for how to counter essence due to his increased percep-�
tions of essence flows. When anyone the Lunar per-�
ceives activates a charm or magical effect the Lunar’s�
player can attempt a Challenge using his linked Quality�
(TN 11 + twice the Essence minimum of the charm).�
The Lunar understands what charm is being used and�
roughly what it does. The player also adds his linked�
MOD to any rolls made to resist or counter the charm�
with another.�

Keen Senses Technique�
Cost: 2m�
Duration: One Scene�
 Identical to the solar version.�

Leaf-Falling Scrutiny�
Cost: 2m�
Duration: instant�

 By examining someone the lunar can gauge�
their capabilities and strengths. The charm can�
be used one of three ways. First the lunar can�
target an individual and determine if the target�
has a Quality (or flaw) related to a specific skill�
or personal attribute and what the Rank of the�

Quality is. Alternatively the character can examine�
someone and knows what their highest Ranked Quality�
is (ties reveal a random Quality and lets the lunar know�
that there are others of equal strength). Finally, by�
naming a skill or ability the lunar can determine who in�
a group has a Quality related to that ability at Good [+2]�
rank or higher.�

Monkey Shaping Emulation�
Cost: 5m�
Duration: Instant�
 The Lunar can use this charm to supplement an�
attempt to craft a forgery or imitation. The action takes�
the normal amount of time but it also takes no special�
effort to create the duplicate. Crafting a duplicate of a�
jade seal is no more difficult than any other piece of�
jewelry and writing the signature of another is no harder�
than writing the lunar’s own name. Of course he must�
know what it looks like in the first place.�

Motive Dissecting Eye�
Cost: 3m�
Duration: instant�
 By granting insight into the target’s character�
and nature this charm allows the Lunar to make a�
Challenge related to perception, resisted by the victim’s�
appropriate qualities to determine some of the victim’s�
Qualities and their rank. This can be used to divine their�
Motivation, their Favored Quality, or any personality-�
based Qualities related to a specific topic the lunar�
names. Alternatively it can be used to gauge the target’s�
current intentions or emotional state.�

Resisting The Lure of Madness�
Cost: 5m�
Duration: indefinite�
 This charm filters out the insanities of the Wyld�
from the character’s perceptions. The Lunar becomes�
immune to derangements and madness from the Wyld�
and allows him to extend the protection to up to a dozen�
companions who remain within (Essence x10) yards.�

Sense-borrowing method�
Cost: 5m�
Duration: indefinite�



 The Lunar can tap into the senses of�
another being. This requires that the lunar touch�
the target and automatically succeeds against�
creatures of animal intellect. Against sapient�
creatures the Lunar must overcome a Challenge�
with his linked Quality with a TN based on the�
target’s intellect related Qualities.�
 The Lunar gains access to all of the target’s�
perceptions or senses. The lunar can attune or relinquish�
the access with a minute long action. While within his�
target’s senses the experience is complete and he is only�
aware of what the target is aware (so the lunar cannot�
perceive something if the victim fails the relevant sen-�
sory challenge).�
 When tapping into the target’s senses the lunar�
is only dimly aware of his own and suffers two down-�
shifts to any rolls to perceive his surroundings. Violent�
shock or damage will bring him back to his body but he�
suffers a downshift to all actions for five rounds.�

Wolf Eye Advantage�
Cost: 1m�
Duration: Instant�
 This charm can be used to supplement any ac-�
tion that would be penalized due to dulled senses or�
impeded vision and allows the lunar to ignore those�
penalties.�

Wyld Sensing Instincts�
Cost: 5m�
Duration: indefinite�
 The Lunar can attune himself to the Wyld, so�
long as he keeps this charm active he may make aware-�
ness related challenges (TN set by the GM) to determine�
the proximity and strength of Wyld areas and how�
dangerous it might be to her and her companions�
(usually the lunar can sense this within a mile or two,�
but greater distances are possible with good rolls).�
 This charm also allows the character to trace a�
path through or around the most dangerous perils in the�
Wyld, allowing him to make a Challenge to sense�
immanent peril in time to avoid it. This doesn’t allow�
him to determine the nature of the danger. This only�
works if the Lunar is leading a group of less than a�
dozen.�
 The Lunar can also add a number of Boosts�
equal to his Essence to rolls made to examine or locate�
Wyld influence.�

Tier Two�

All-Encompassing Sorcerer’s Sight�

Cost: 6m�
Duration: One Scene�
 This is identical to the solar’s charm.�

Blood on the Wind�
Cost: 6m�

Duration: Indefinite�
 This charm is used to supplement a roll to track�
someone. Once the character has her target’s scent she�
will never fail to track him down so long as the charm�
remains active. When making a tracking attempt as part�
of a Challenge or Conflict the lunar automatically de-�
feats any attempted resistance by a degree equal to his�
Essence.�

Devil-Restraining Grip*�
Cost: 7m�
Duration: One Scene�
 This charm can target a single spirit the Lunar�
can see and allows the Lunar to bind the spirit to his�
senses. This is a Challenge using the Lunar’s linked�
Quality against a TN of (11 + 2xEssence). The victim�
cannot move farther than Middling Range and may not�
dematerialize unless the Lunar allows it and must mate-�
rialize any time the lunar wishes (although if the spirit�
does not have the essence to materialize the lunar must�
pay the balance).�

Fellow Hound Insight�
Cost: 2m�
Duration: instant�
 This charm allows the Lunar to sniff out other�
supernatural beings. The player names a type of super-�
natural creature and the Lunar can determine if any�
creature of that type is within Middling Range. The�
lunar can also attempt a Challenge to determine who in�
the area belongs to the named group. Due to the nature�
of this charm it ignores little gods.�

God-Cutting Essence*�
Cost: 1m�
Duration: Instant�
 The Lunars can channel their essence in pre-�
cisely the correct way to disrupt even an immaterial�
spirit. This supplements any attack and if the attack�
succeeds then the attack inflicts additional damage�
equal to the Lunar’s Essence.�

Watchful Spider Stance�
Cost: 8m�
Duration: Indefinite�



 The Lunar becomes completely aware of�
the region she considers her territory (it must be�
an area she owns) up to (essence x 10) square�
miles at a single time. The Lunar can only do this�
when within her territory.�
 Once the charm is activated the lunar can�
make perception related Challenges to notice or search�
for things within the territory. It’s perfectly possible to�
use charms for such purposes and her awareness of�
things within her territory does not in any way detract�
from awareness of her surroundings.�
 By purchasing this charm a second time at es-�
sence 4 the Lunar can declare any conditions he wishes�
that will automatically activate the charm to make the�
lunar aware of the event (a number of conditions up to�
the Lunar’s essence).�

Tier Three�

Eagle-Fish Transition Prophecy (wyld)*�
Cost: 18m�
Duration: instant�
 This allows the Lunar to take a vision quest�
through the wyld, drawing on the chaotic and warped�
nature of the landscape to answer a question. The Lunar�
makes a Challenge using their linked Qualities to deter-�
mine how much information they can glean.�
 The more specific the question the more diffi-�
cult the answer is to find, as do those with more com-�
plex answers. For example, a simple ‘yes/no’ question�
is TN 13 while a very specific question with a poten-�
tially lengthy answer is likely TN 19 or higher.�
 The answer plays out in a scene that the Lunar�
observes or experiences, the simpler the answer the�
simpler the vision. The charm has risks, if the Lunar�
fails by more than 4 points then the Lunar receives a�
flawed or incorrect scene (although it might contain�
enough truth to mislead).�

Predator is Prey Mirror*�
Cost: 6m�
Duration: One Scene�
 This charm may affect those within speaking�
distance of the lunar. Both the character and the target’s�
eyes shine silver and the victim sees through the lunar’s�
eyes. This forces a downshift on all physical actions due�
to a lack of coordination or three if the Lunar is not�
looking at the target or has his eyes closed. Resisting�
this effect is an opposed Challenge related to perception�
and intellect.�

Riding The Secret Wind�

Cost: 4m�
Duration: Instant�
 This charm makes any target within range of the�
Lunar’s ranged attacks a valid target no matter�
what barriers or impediments would normally�
block the attack. The lunar must be aware of the�

target and their location however.�

Spirit-Maiming Essence Attack*�
Cost: 3m�
Duration: instant�
 This charm is the bane of gods and demons, and�
it may be invoked when the Lunar inflicts damage upon�
a spirit. This can permanently slay the spirit and multi-�
ples the damage by the Lunar’s Essence.�

No Moon�

Intellect, memory and�
reason�

Tier One�

Counting the Elephant’s Wrinkles�
Cost: 1m�
Duration: instant�
 The Lunar can use this charm to instantly recall�
anything he has learned or observed with perfect clarity,�
instantly reducing the difficulty to recall a fact or piece�
of information is reduced to Average [11].�

Inevitable Genius Insight�
Cost: 7m�
Duration: One Project�
 By focusing his mind and essence the lunar�
becomes capable of great works of intellect and genius.�
When the character activates this charm Lunar declares�
a single project or subject of research or development.�
The Lunar receives an upshift to any rolls related to the�
project for the duration to the charm and the Lunar may�
also increase the potential number of dice he could�
purchase from an Excellencies related to intellect or�
mental abilities by an amount equal to half the Lunar’s�
Essence. In addition the lunar will not tire and needs no�
sleep until the project is completed.�
 However, the Lunar becomes obsessed with the�
project and must make a TN 15 willpower related�
Challenge to perform any significant actions not related�
to their focus for the remainder of the scene (things like�
eating a meal while reading wouldn’t count, but attend-�



ing a party rather than performing research�
would) and suffers a downshift to any related�
rolls. To end the charm before the project is�
complete the Lunar must overcome a TN 17�
willpower related Challenge.�

Still Pond Infliction�
Cost: 4m�
Duration: instant�
 By touching a target the Lunar can dim the sense�
of a single person’s emotions or desires. For (essence)�
days a mortal gains an upshift to any rolls to defend�
against social or mental defenses or against reading the�
Lunar’s mental state. This also makes it impossible for�
his emotions to be consumed by the fair folk.�

Tier Two�

Clay-Wetting Practice*�
Cost: 5m�
Duration: One Scene�
 The Lunar can use a touch of wyld essence into�
an object to make it malleable. The lunar must use this�
charm on a single object made of mundane materials.�
For the rest of the scene the lunar may reshape the�
object with his bare hands. To everyone else it is just as�
solid and durable as normal. Alternatively this charm�
also can make it easier for the Lunar to damage the�
object, ignoring any traits related to hardness or durabil-�
ity when damaging it.�

Form-Fixing Method�
Cost: 7m, 2 xp (from the subject)�
Duration: instant�
 This is the charm Lunars use to create their�
moonsilver tattoos. The process can take days (as long�
as it takes to get a feel for the proper caste). In addition�
to the mundane tools to perform tattoos the character�
must also have access to at least a small quantity of�
moonsilver.�

Harmony With Reality Technique (wyld)*�
Cost: 10m or 20m�
Duration: instant�
 This charm allows the Lunar to alter the nature�
of an object or creature of the Wyld to allow the Lunar�
to exist naturally in creation. The Lunar must mark the�
target in some way, whether by branding or drawing her�
symbol upon it or placing an object made by the Lunar�
upon the target.�
 Objects brought from the Wyld will not evapo-�
rate or dissolve and living beings will not sicken and�

die. Structures within the Wyld will become�
more static and less liable to be altered by the�
Wyld. Using this charm on structures costs 20�
motes.�
 The charm can be used to very slowly push back�
the wyld (although the landscape will remain�

strange and disturbed, merely becoming static).�

Weapon-Shaping Method*�
Cost: 2m�
Duration: one scene�
 This charm can use this charm to pick up any�
object and transform it into any weapon he likes with�
roughly the same mass and material. Objects released�
by the lunar return to their original forms within a�
matter of a few seconds. This will not affect the magical�
materials except for moonsilver artifacts attuned to the�
Lunar, these can be transformed into any other moonsil-�
ver weapon.�
 The Lunar’s ability to reshape the object to his�
will grants a Boost each turn to attempts to use it as a�
weapon.�

Tier Three�

Burgeoning Wyld Infliction*�
Cost: 7m�
Duration: (Essence) days�
 By applying wyld essence with a touch (this�
may be an attack or a simple touch) the Lunar can�
trigger a mutation in her victim. This is treated as an�
attack against the victim (using the Lunar’s linked�
MOD), inflicting Failure Ranks. Every two Failure�
Ranks inflicted gives the victim a new Flaw or a new�
Quality (starting at Average [0] but increasing by one�
rank for each additional Quality ‘stacked’) related to a�
mutation the lunar chooses.�

Lessons in the Blood�
Cost: 3m�
Duration: one scene�
 By activating this charm when tasting another’s�
blood the Lunar can sample their skills and memories.�
This does not require that they take the lunar’s shape�
(although he can use this charm on any form he has�
acquired as a heart’s blood shape). For the remainder of�
the scene the Lunar can use Qualities the target pos-�
sesses related to skill or memory for aiding in rolls�
(although if the Lunar possesses a Quality in a similar�
area they may not benefit from both at once).�



 This charm can only ever be used once�
per person. It is impossible to repeat it on the�
same individual.�

Ritual of Lunar Stability (wyld)*�
Cost: 12m�
Duration: One lunar month�
Activating this charm requires the lunar to trace the�
boundaries of his territory, marking it with essence.�
This charm can affect an area roughly 30 miles across�
and the Lunar must be able to complete the act without�
interruption.�
 After completely the circuit the charm tames the�
Wyld energies in the area. While the bizarre nature of�
the area remains just as strange it will not change as�
long as the charm remains in effect. Thus if the lunar�
uses this charm on a lake where the water can be�
breathed like air and grass sings, these phenomena will�
remain unchanged but the charm prevents the water�
from suddenly becoming flammable or behaving like�
normal water once more.�
 This has no effect on areas owned by another�
essence user. By spending 3 XP the lunar can forgo the�
monthly ritual and instead pay 10 motes at the start of�
every month (no matter how far he is from the territory)�
to keep the charm active.�

Withdrawal of Assumptions *�
Cost: 5m�
Duration: instant�
 This charm surrounds the Lunar in a halo of�
silver-gold light and strikes out at a creature of dark-�
ness. This requires that the lunar touch or strike the�
victim and causes the creature of darkness to lose�
(lunar’s Essence x3) motes in a brilliant display of�
essence. In addition if the victim fails a Challenge (TN�
11 + 2x lunar’s essence) then their permanent essence�
drops by one (if this would reduce the essence to 0 then�
the being is destroyed). Essence reduced returns at a�
rate of one point per day.�

Cunning and wit�

Tier One�

Furious Unhappy Recourse�
Cost: 6m�
Duration: instant�
 Lunars use the charm to make a counterattack�
against any attacker with an extra Boost for each at-�
tacker assaulting the Lunar (if the Lunar is defending in�

mass combat as an individual then the unit re-�
ceives no defensive benefits from their magni-�
tude).�

Hungry Eagle Method�
Cost: 5m�

Duration: until next action�
 Until the next turn the Lunar can make a coun-�
terattack against anyone who makes a hand-to-hand�
attack on the Lunar.�

Lodestone Reckoning Manner�
Cost: 2m�
Duration: indefinite�
 The Lunar can use this charm to gain absolute�
direction sense and can perfectly retrace any path he has�
taken in the last 24 hours so long as he has managed to�
check his position against the moon at some point�
during that time.�

Many-Armed Monkey Style*�
Cost: 3m/action�
Duration: instant�
 The lunar can use this charm to take multiple�
actions in a single turn, each action costing 3 motes�
(including the first). The Lunar may not purchase more�
than his linked MOD in actions.�

The Spider’s Trap Door�
Cost: 4m�
Duration: indefinite�
 This charm can be used to supplement any ac-�
tion to conceal something, whether it’s setting up an�
ambush, hiding evidence, or camouflaging a shelter in�
the wilderness. The object becomes undetectable by any�
mortal senses.�
 By committing essence to the charm the Lunar�
enhances the attempt with an illusion which completely�
prevents detection. Breaking through this illusion is a�
Challenge with a TN of (11 + linked MOD + 2 x�
Essence) and even if the illusion is pierced any mun-�
dane efforts at concealment must still be overcome.�

Thieving Magpie Prana�
Cost: 3m�
Duration: instant�
 This supplements any action to conceal some-�
thing, allowing it to take place in a split second, no�
matter how lengthy the task might be.�

Tier Two�



Blood on the Wind�
 This is identical to the awareness based�
version of the charm.�

Many Pockets Meditation�
Cost: 2m�
Duration: indefinite�
 This charm allows the lunar to hide an object�
Elsewhere. This can conceal any object the character�
can lift with one hand and it simply vanishes until the�
lunar wishes to recall it. The lunar may conceal no more�
items than his Essence.�

Predator and Prey Recognition�
Cost: 1m�
Duration: instant�
 The use of this charm allows the Lunar to know�
the species common to the area, which are good for�
food and which ones are dangerous (this includes plants�
as well as animals and affects an area up to (essence�
x10) miles in diameter. In the Wyld, Underworld or�
similar areas this may require a Challenge.�

Tier Three�

Blinking Eye of Chaos (wyld)�*�
Cost: 12m�
Duration: instant�
 With this charm the Lunar can manipulate the�
ebb and flow of time in the Wyld. This can divert the�
flows of time, slowing down everyone except the Lu-�
nar. The Lunar takes two actions, one after another (for�
all purposes these two actions are treated as though a�
full turn passed between them) allowing separate charm�
use and any other feats.�

Secure Den Prana�
Cost: 6m + 4m/additional person�
Duration: indefinite�
 The Lunar may activate this charm to step�
through an invisible doorway into a shelter hollowed�
out of Elsewhere. This area is just big enough for the�
Lunar to rest comfortably and is sealed behind her as�
soon as she enters. The den resembles a real place the�
lunar feels most safe. When the lunar releases the com-�
mitted essence he may step back to the point where he�
returned (the shelter allows no observation of the origi-�
nal point).�
 For four additional motes per person the Lunar�
may bring up to his Essence in companions into Else-�
where, with the den growing to accommodate them all.�
Everyone who enters must be able to reach the doorway�

with the Lunar (potentially uninvited guests�
could dash in as well).�
 By purchasing this charm a second time at Es-�
sence 5 the lunar can increase the cost to 25�
motes to create a significantly larger refuge. This�
den can fit a unit whose magnitude MOD is no�

greater than the Lunar’s Essence-1.�

Willpower and mental�
fortitude�

Tier One�

Intimacy of the Hunter and the Prey�
Cost: 8m�
Duration: instant�
 This charm is used when the Lunar declares a�
target he wishes to capture or kill. This creates a con-�
nection between the two, ensuring that the Lunar will�
not turn aside from pursuit and treats any order to do so�
as unacceptable.�

Righteous Lion Defense�
Cost: --�
Duration: permanent�
 This charm is identical to the Solar version�
except it relates to the defense of an individual, group�
or way of life rather than to an ideal.�

True to the Pack Dedication�
Cost: 10m�
Duration: instant�
 The Lunar creates an unbreakable bond to their�
packmates. Activating this charm instantly breaks any�
mental influence on the Lunar that turns him against his�
pack, his solar mate, any other Lunar Exalted or Luna�
herself. This can also be activated as a perfect defense�
against such mental attacks.�

Tier Two�

Foe-Turning Rebuke*�
Cost: 4m�
Duration: (Essence x 2) Actions�
 With a word the Lunar shames the enemies of�
Creation, forcing them to leave. This is a compulsion�
cease approaching and not to harm the Lunar or anyone�
obviously under his protection. Resisting this compul-�
sion invokes Backlash. By spending  3 additional motes�
the Lunar may affect all who are within hearing.�



Hard-Nosed Denial Style�
Cost: 4m�
Duration: One Scene�
 The character can use this charm to re-�
spond to any natural mental influence with a�
perfect rejoinder, completely defusing the at-�
tempt to convince him of something. This charm defeats�
the attack and any future attempt to persuade him on the�
same topic is downshifted.�

Outworld-Forsaking Stance*�
Cost: 3m�
Duration: Instant�
 The character makes an argument or statement�
and fuses essence into it with this charm. This protects�
him against unwanted influences and temptations.�
When activated in response to a social attack by a�
creature of darkness this charm acts as a perfect de-�
fense. This can also be used as part of a physical de-�
fense, adding the linked Quality MOD to the defensive�
roll against an attack by Creatures of Darkness.�

Tier Three�

Scathing Lunar Condemnation*�
Cost: 10m�
Duration: instant�
 Lunars can use this charm to banish creatures of�
darkness completely from the Lunar’s territory. Invok-�
ing this charm the player target’s any enemies within�
earshot with a compulsion to leave the area and travel�
as far from the Lunar’s presence as he can for one scene.�
Resisting this compulsion invokes backlash.�
 Creatures of darkness are especially vulnerable�
to the charm and the Lunar’s linked MOD is doubled for�
the purposes of calculating Backlash effects and if they�
reach Absolute Zero or do not resist then they must�
travel as far as possible for the remainder of the story.�
 This charm can only be used once per story.�


